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Abstract 

In the summer of 2008, the Commandant of the Marine Corps (CMC) 

released a message to all Marines and Sailors detailing plans to revitalize U.S. naval 

amphibious competency. Current responsibilities in Iraq and Afghanistan have 

significantly reduced available training time causing overall amphibious readiness to 

suffer. In response, this thesis evaluates 3D visualization techniques and other 

virtual environment technologies available to support these mission-critical training 

goals. The focus of this research is to modernize the Expeditionary Warfare 

Demonstrator (EWD) located aboard Naval Amphibious Base (NAB) Little Creek, 

Virginia. The EWD has been used to demonstrate doctrine, tactics, and procedures 

for all phases of amphibious operations to large groups of Navy, Marine Corps, 

Joint, Coalition and civilian personnel for the last 55 years. However, it no longer 

reflects current doctrine and is therefore losing credibility and effectiveness.  

In its current configuration, the EWD is limited to a single training scenario 

since the display’s ship models rely on a static pulley system to show movement and 

the terrain display ashore is fixed. To address these shortfalls, this thesis first 

recommends the usage of the wireless communication capability within Sun’s Small 

Programmable Object Technology (SunSPOT) to create robotic vehicles to replace 

the current ship models. This enables large-group visualization and situational 

awareness of the numerous coordinated surface maneuvers needed to support 

Marines as they move from ship to shore. The second recommendation is to 

improve visualization ashore through the creation of Extensible 3D Graphics (X3D) 

scenes depicting high-fidelity 3D models and enhanced 3D terrain displays for any 

location. This thesis shows how to create these scenes and project them from 

overhead in order to modernize the gymnasium-sized EWD into an amphibious 

wargaming table suitable for both amphibious staff training and operational planning. 

Complimentary use of BASE-IT projection tables and digital 3D holography can 

further provide small-group, close-up views of key battlespace locations. It is now 
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possible to upgrade an aging training tool by implementing the technologies 

recommended in this thesis to support the critical training and tactical needs of the 

integrated Navy and Marine Corps amphibious fighting force. 

Keywords: Battlespace Visualization, SunSPOT, X3D Earth, Amphibious 

Operations 
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I. Introduction  

A. Overview 
The goal of this work is to provide technology recommendations to Marine 

Corps Training and Education Command (TECOM), Naval Air Warfare Center-

Training Systems Division (NAWC-TSD), and Marine Corps Systems Command-

Program Manager Training Systems (MCSC, PMTRASYS) for the modernization of 

the Expeditionary Warfare Demonstrator (EWD) located aboard NAB Little Creek, 

Virginia. The recommendations focus on two areas: wireless communication for 

robotic ship models using Sun’s Small Programmable Object Technology 

(SunSPOT) and visualization of enhanced digital terrain using the geospatial 

component of Extensible 3D Graphics (X3D). Throughout this work, examples of 

both are presented showing how the technologies can be applied training at the 

EWD. The target training audience for this work is the Marine Expeditionary Unit 

(MEU) and their execution of the Rapid Response Planning Process (R2P2) during 

predeployment training.  

B. Motivation  
In the summer of 2008, the Commandant of the Marine Corps (CMC) 

released a message to all Marines and Sailors commanding them to reestablish their 

traditional roles as “fighters from the sea” (Conway, 2008, July 30). As the Global 

War on Terrorism (GWOT) completed its fifth year that summer, the Marine Corps 

was landlocked and seemed to be slowly moving away from its naval heritage. 

Although the nation’s global responsibilities always require a strong Navy and 

Marine Corps presence abroad, these responsibilities also require proficiency as an 

amphibious fighting force. The Commandant wants this proficiency to be the primary 

focus for Sailors and Marines. Current training and readiness, then, have to 

compensate for the lack of amphibious focus due to actual missions abroad. No 

matter how difficult the challenges faced, the nation still depends on the Marine 
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Corps when an amphibious capability is required, and the expectations for success 

will be high. 

To meet the call, the Marine Corps and Navy must review how they prepare 

for expeditionary operations from the sea. Current amphibious units, including the 

Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU), go through an extensive 3-month, predeployment 

training cycle prior to a 6-month deployment aboard an amphibious ship. During their 

initial three months, they complete training in the Rapid Response Planning Process 

(R2P2) to guide their mission planning. The MEU’s competence is typically 

measured in its ability to quickly plan within the R2P2 framework. Considering its 

importance, this work focuses on this process and, through research, contributes 

new capabilities to support the Commandant’s plan. More specifically, this study 

reviews how enhanced 3D visualization impacts R2P2 and how it could be better 

incorporated into the process. 

Numerous 3D visualization tools are now available but have yet to reach the 

amphibious training arena. Nowhere is this more apparent than at the outdated EWD 

shown in Figure 1. This facility, once considered the premier amphibious training 

demonstrator in the world, is now a hallmark for the fading concern with striking 

enemies from the sea. The combination of the CMC’s guidance and the EWD’s 

untapped potential to accurately model an amphibious assault comprise a prime 

opportunity to restore the relevance of the EWD and update its capabilities to 

become a more effective maritime training tool. 
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Figure 1.   Expeditionary Warfare Demonstrator (EWD) Demonstration Area 
(measuring 96 feet by 69 feet) 

C. Criteria for Recommending Updated Solutions 
The most successful training devices in the U.S. military today share a unique 

set of criteria often difficult to achieve, but critical to its lifecycle. Successful training 

tool implementation depends heavily on strict adherence to these criteria during 

development. In making appropriate recommendations to enhance visualization for 

the EWD, a specific set of guidelines were established early in the process to ensure 

this work was aimed toward the solutions characterized as flexible, easy to maintain 

and robust. 

First and foremost, the recommended software solutions should, whenever 

possible, be open source efforts to encourage collaboration and continued 

development among Marines and Sailors using the EWD. This approach enables an 

easier path towards future upgrades and extensions of the system, benefiting from 

the “wisdom of the crowd” and being free from costly license issues. For the EWD to 

be a flexible trainer, the software tools used to create the realistic training 

visualizations must be intuitive and supported by a large user community ready to 

offer support. The alternative—proprietary software—is normally developed for a 
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specific training application and the cost for ongoing support is regularly added to 

the cost of the actual software itself. In contrast, mature, open source software 

(OSS) is normally completely free and often continues to develop over time based 

on extensive collaboration among users (Schearer, 2008). Using OSS also avoids 

increased costs caused by vendor lock-in. This occurs when a user is forced into 

using a specific software or hardware tool for training, because switching to a 

different proprietary solution becomes more expensive than paying the vendor for an 

upgrade or new system (Shearer, 2008). Recognizing these benefits, the Chief 

Information Officer of the Navy gave OSS the same status as commercial and 

government off-the-shelf software products in 2007 (Sanders, 2007). This is a 

significant step and that guidance was clearly used for this work. 

Second, the recommended solutions must comply with open standards. This 

is partially implied by the first criterion, but additional points must be made. The 2009 

Marine Corps Modeling and Simulation (M&S) Master Plan recommends increased 

interoperability, commonality and re-use of modeling and simulation tools, data and 

services across the USMC (Akst, 2009). Although this goal seems achievable, 

relatively little re-use of M&S tools occurs across the services. The EWD may be a 

forum to display open source tools and show their ease of use while educating 

young Marines and Sailors. One additional note regarding the need for open 

standards with a project such as EWD modernization is the strict usage of metadata 

standards. These standards may allow Marines to easily find open source models 

for training online; therefore, training visualizations can be available whenever 

desired. 

Finally, the ease of use is critical for the EWD, especially if it is planned for 

integration with the R2P2 planning framework. To create animated scenarios, a user 

needs a range of tools with a capability to easily “drop in” models within scenes 

relevant to an amphibious training scenario. An intuitive user interface allowing 

Marines and Sailors to produce relevant visualizations quickly and then have a staff 

view them on a large scale at the EWD would be a significant training advancement. 
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Ease of use makes the training more robust and allows units to be more creative in 

their scenario development. 

D. Problem Overview 
The EWD, originally constructed back in 1953, was the U.S. Military’s first 

joint maritime training simulator. It was and still is used to demonstrate doctrine, 

tactics, and procedures for all phases of amphibious operations to Navy, Marine 

Corps, Joint, Coalition and civilian leaders. Hosting over 3,600 personnel in 2007 

and slightly more in 2008, the EWD attracts many different units, ranging from Naval 

Academy Midshipmen to Marine Corps Second Lieutenants from The Basic School 

(TBS). Unfortunately, current operational units tend not to use EWD. 

The reason for this disconnect from operational tasking can be found by 

looking closely at the EWD itself. Currently, the aging demonstrator uses outdated 

technologies and equipment to recreate the ship-to-shore movements associated 

with an amphibious landing. With a combination of videos, movable models, and 

various audio-visual effects, the amphibious demonstration is quite impressive, but 

the Expeditionary Warfare Training Group Atlantic (EWTGLANT) Operations staff 

has determined that the EWD in its current configuration does not adequately reflect 

existing USMC doctrine. 

In addition, even though its video and scripts were updated in 1993, the 

system still does not reflect current ship types and composition, nor does it 

adequately reflect the employment of a Marine Air Group Task Force (MAGTF) or 

Marine Expeditionary Brigade (MEB). These are all critical components of a Sailor’s 

understanding of amphibious operations. In other words, the EWD falls short for both 

the Marine Corps and the Navy. 

In response, TECOM, NAWC-TSD, and PMTRASYS are completing a 

Training Requirements Analysis of the EWD. As a part of their analysis, they have 

tasked the members of the SAVAGE Lab within the Modeling, Virtual Environments 

and Simulation (MOVES) Institute at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS) to 
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investigate and report on simulation technologies available to upgrade and 

modernize the facility. With numerous technologies available, the challenge of this 

work is to focus on those technologies that provide the most effective training. 

The two issues greatly limiting the EWD in its current configuration are the 

ship models and the fixed-terrain display. First, the EWD uses mobile ship models 

controlled by the EWTGLANT staff via an archaic pulley system that precludes any 

changes in model movement. This work first investigates the use of wireless 

communication technology to move those models using Sun Microsystems’ Small 

Programmable Object Technology (SunSPOT). SunSPOTs can be applied to 

execute coordinated movements of multiple ship models. The most interesting 

aspect of this technology is the plan to make the display interactive by allowing 

actual ship crews to make control inputs through a user interface—thus moving their 

specific ships. Adding realism, the new ship models will also maneuver on top of a 

projected display of a littoral region. Extensible 3D Graphics’ (X3D) Geospatial 

Component can be used produce an X3D Earth model (Yoo & Brutzman, 2009). An 

example is shown in Figure 2. In a realistic display similar to this, each ship crew will 

be tasked to move its ship in order to support missions ashore within a training 

scenario. Notably, X3D Earth scenes can be created for any location across the 

globe. 

 

Figure 2.   X3D Earth Model of the San Diego Harbor 
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Second, the fixed terrain display shown in Figure 3 limits training to one 

scenario. This work investigates adding the flexibility of X3D Earth to expand the 

EWD’s geographic coverage to the entire globe. Units can then train and plan 

missions using geospatial visualizations of any enemy objective area ashore. This 

can potentially enhance readiness in executing tactical maneuvers (Feibush, 

Gagvani, & Williams, 1999). In addition, this work also investigates augmenting X3D 

scenes with animated models. By animating enemy activity within a scene, Marines 

can observe the speed and movement of ground forces near an objective area. 

Ultimately, these animated scenes will be developed to specifically help amphibious 

staffs coordinate and plan within the R2P2 framework previously introduced. 

 

Figure 3.   Fixed Terrain Display at the EWD 

This work also investigates open source 3D models available for use within 

the EWD. The Army Model Exchange (AMEX) has a large repository of high-fidelity 

models, which may be useful in creating a repository of usable models for the EWD. 

The AMEX models will be tested for interoperability with X3D Earth and overall 

fidelity within X3D scenes. 

Finally, this work investigates the usage of digital holography for the 

visualization and planning for actions at the objective. Digital holography is currently 

in use in Iraq and Afghanistan and may have training applications within the EWD. 
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With this tool, individual Marines and small teams can potentially plan and rehearse 

missions into complex urban environments. Since the EWD is primarily a large staff-

training tool, investigation of holography seeks to find a technology that may allow 

planning and training on the fire team level at the EWD. Overall, this work seeks to 

dramatically improve the EWD’s flexibility and possibly assist the CMC with his 

vision of improving current and future amphibious readiness. 

E. CMC Guidance 
In his message, the Commandant offers guidance along three paths to 

improve amphibious readiness. In addition, he sets specific dates at the end of 2008 

and in 2009 to measure progress. This work was completed in September 2009 and 

forwarded to the Marine Corps Systems Command for possible future integration. 

1. Execution 
Since this research is linked closely with General Conway’s directive, his 

message must be reviewed. His words are very specific:  

We must institute a naval mindset by embracing our maritime traditions 
through mastery of our amphibious capabilities and core competencies. The 
revitalization of our amphibious competency will be accomplished by action 
along three pathways: 

 (1) Policy, Doctrine, and Resources 

(2) Education 

(3) Operations and Training 

Our initial aiming point for regaining our amphibious forcible entry capabilities 
is training to Brigade/Expeditionary Strike Group (ESG) Command Element 
(CE) Amphibious Assault Requirements. (Conway, 2008, July 30)  

3D visualization has definite applications along each of the paths listed. 

Regarding policy and doctrine, animations of multiple scenarios can help an 

amphibious staff visualize numerous tactics, techniques and procedures (TTPs) 

necessary to developing new amphibious doctrine. Those same animations could 
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also be used to educate Marines and Sailors on the complex coordination and 

execution required to successfully strike from the sea. In addition, use of these 

technologies within the MEU predeployment training cycles can support a consistent 

level of readiness.  

2. Timeline and Directives 
To start the process, the CMC set a target date of August 13, 2008 for an 

initial workshop to begin conceptual planning for the proposed MEB/ESG Command 

Element (CE) Amphibious Exercise planned for the second quarter of 2009. 

EWTGLANT at NAB Little Creek, VA, hosted the workshop to create a timeline 

leading towards the large-scale exercise. In addition, the CMC called for the creation 

of a MEB-level Planning Staff consisting of 40 personnel with enough diversity and 

expertise to coordinate such an intricate exercise. Although the challenges of 

creating a new staff while still supporting current operations is great, the CMC still 

did not want to stall progress in this effort. Reestablishing amphibious readiness was 

high priority. 

Since the Expeditionary Warfare Training Group Atlantic (EWTGLANT) 

schedules and maintains the EWD, it is the primary customer for this research. The 

goal is to quickly complete this work and integrate recommendations into the target 

dates set at the initial workshop. The vision is for the EWD to become the backbone 

of the CMC’s future training efforts. 

F. Current State of the EWD  
In order to assess the starting point for this work, the researcher conducted a 

site visit to the EWD in August 2008. During the visit, the EWTGLANT staff played 

an automated one-hour amphibious landing scenario on the massive 96-ft-by-69-ft 

demonstration table (shown in Figure 4). There are similar demonstrations that differ 

in length (1 hour, 30 minutes, and 15 minutes). The 1-hour version seen is typically 

used for units conducting initial familiarization training. It is augmented by video 

presentations, which go into detail on the planning considerations and interagency 
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coordination required. During the demonstration, the overall movement of naval 

vessels was structured, methodical, and easily viewed from any seat within the 

EWD. Although the model scale was exaggerated for visibility, the proportional 

distances and speeds are realistic. Small boats accurately depicted the boat waves 

holding Marines inbound to the beach. Aircraft carriers were accurately depicted far 

from the beach with some aircraft flying around the models, which are attached by 

metal wire. Finally, some activities displayed on land included the destruction of a 

bridge, the movement of a surveillance helicopter along the beach, the delivery of 

bombs by an F/A-18 Hornet, and the air insertion of paratroopers from a KC-130 

Hercules. The primary shortcoming of the demonstration is that the maneuvers 

cannot be updated to match current tactics. The data collected from the site survey 

was impressive, yet it was obvious that modernization was needed. 

 

Figure 4.   EWD Observers Watching the Beginning of an Hour-long Scenario as 
Ship Models Move into Place. 

G. EWD Expansion to Amphibious Readiness Training 
The Expeditionary Strike Group (ESG) was created shortly after the 

September 11 attacks. Although it appeared to be a new unit, most Marines and 
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Sailors still recognize it as the combination of a Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU) 

and Amphibious Ready Group (ARG). The one significant change is that a flag 

officer is now in command. In addition, some increased firepower was added—

including Tomahawk Land Attack Missiles (TLAM) and a subsurface attack 

capability. With these slight variations, there was no need to radically change the 

year 2000 planning process used for MEU/ARG missions. To avoid confusion, all 

missions evaluated for the EWD modernization are referred to here as MEU 

missions. This work focuses on such missions as it attempts to enhance 

visualization along the three paths the Commandant outlines in his message. In 

order to understand them, the structure of the planning process must be examined. 

1. Rapid Response Planning Process (R2P2) 
Doctrinally, MEUs are given a warning order and expected to plan and be 

ready to execute a mission within six hours. The mission may be to secure an 

airfield, attack a critical target ashore, or even provide humanitarian assistance. Due 

to this variety, assignment to an MEU can be the most challenging tour any Marine 

might encounter in his or her career. Thus, the predeployment training received to 

execute these missions must be complex yet applicable to the changing threat. 

Never before has the U.S. seen the diversity of global threats as it does today. The 

CMC’s directive seeks to put Marines in a position in which they can answer the call 

of duty from the sea when it comes. When the call comes, Marines will execute 

within six hours. 

This six-hour constraint resulted in the development of the Rapid Response 

Planning Process (R2P2) shown in Figure 5. Once a mission is received, the Crisis 

Action Team (CAT) assembles, and the specifics of the mission are discussed. It is 

during this meeting that the MEU Commander provides his initial guidance to lead 

his Marines  through course-of-action (COA) development. Upon conclusion of this 

initial mission analysis, Marines go into their planning cells and develop between two 

to three possible responses to the threat. 
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Figure 5.   R2P2 Planning Framework Used  
for Planning Amphibious Operations  

(Joint Chiefs of Staff, 2001) 

Approximately two hours after the warning order is issued, the MEU staff 

presents all COAs to the MEU Commander. Based on the updated enemy situation, 

each member of the MEU staff votes on which COA they think might best 

accomplish the assigned mission. The MEU Commander considers all inputs and 

then makes the final decision. Upon hearing the MEU CO’s decision and guidance, 

staff members then return to their planning cells to conduct detailed preparation to 

execute the chosen COA. 

Approximately two hours later, and four and a half hours after the order was 

issued, the MEU staff then briefs the entire ESG on the planned conduct of the 

mission—including departure from amphibious shipping, movement to target, 

mission execution and retrograde back to shipping. All portions of the mission are 

briefed in detail. Once all key players understand the mission, they are dismissed for 
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rehearsals. Normally, within 30-45 minutes, Marines depart the ship and begin their 

movement to the objective—keeping the entire R2P2 process well within the six-

hour timeline goal. 

2. Other Applications 
Another training exercise conducted within the MEU predeployment training 

cycle is the Expeditionary Fires Exercise (EFEX). It provides training on combined 

arms at various points of the amphibious landing. During the initial phases of a 

landing, the combined arms effort is restricted to air assets and naval gunfire. Once 

Marines establish their presence ashore, they begin to utilize artillery and mortars in 

an integrated fashion with air and naval gunfire. Of all of the amphibious operations 

skills, this is by far the most complex. The complexity lies in the collaboration 

between numerous warfare specialties: aviators, artillerymen, and surface warfare 

officers, communicating and coordinating under battle conditions. 

 

Figure 6.   Depiction of Lateral Separation for CAS Missions  
(Joint Chiefs of Staff, 2005) 
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A viewpoint-independent, three-dimensional (3D) visualization can be 

constructed for the complex mission shown as a 2D diagram in Figure 6. Such 

visualizations offer Marines who are planning to go ashore the ability to view the 

multiple methods used to de-conflict the strike assets attacking a single critical 

target. These missions might be animated and displayed above X3D Earth 

renderings. The animations of scenario actors can be driven using Simkit or even 

controlled by the user within a 3D web browser. This thesis demonstrates how to 

construct such visualizations, and further shows how they might be applied using 

EWD capabilities for group display. 

H. Thesis Organization and Research Methodology     
An iterative design approach was adopted to conduct the research efforts 

encompassed in this thesis. The goal is to immediately develop open source, 

visualization tools for an amphibious landing and then make those intermediate tools 

available for critique by prospective users. By testing intermediate products 

throughout development, one creates optimal conditions that enable development of 

the most user-friendly tools for training. This methodology differs from a spiral 

development approach in which users only get to test and provide feedback on the 

final design. By integrating young Marines and Sailors early on in the development 

process, and by, granting them some technical skills associated with virtual 

environments, the researcher hopes to encourage their buy-in and a sense of 

ownership. 

This thesis also presents related work in the area of visualization and 

discusses some possibilities for collaboration. Chapter III covers the SunSPOT and 

its integration into the EWD. It shows development of the NPS TrackBot 

recommended to replace the current EWD ship models and the testing and 

evaluation conducted to determine appropriate control techniques. Chapter IV 

covers the uses of X3D Earth digital terrain and high-fidelity 3D models to create 

scenes applicable to amphibious training scenarios. Chapter V investigates the 

integration of digital holography into training at the EWD in order to accommodate 
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both large staffs and small units for training. Chapter VI reviews the acquisition 

process in the Marine Corps and how this work fits into the JCIDS process. In 

addition, the researcher reviews amphibious readiness training requirements in that 

chapter. In chapter VII, the researcher makes overall recommendations on EWD 

layout and use of the technologies recommended. In addition, X3D models of the 

facility are presented for future collaboration to assist in acquisition decisions 

regarding the modernization of this crucial maritime training facility. 
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II. Related Work 

A. Introduction 
Wargaming is a common thread through all of the projects described in this 

chapter and related to this work. Throughout history, wargaming has been a large 

part of military training. Examples are found as early as the 4th century through 

today. This chapter first provides a brief history of wargaming and then covers other 

research projects currently investigating enhanced visualization for training. For 

example, the BASE-IT team (comprised of researchers from NPS, University of 

North Carolina (UNC) at Chapel Hill, and the Sarnoff Corporation) is working on a 

revolutionary virtual sand table for use by Marine Infantry Squads. Their application 

of projected textures to depict buildings in a virtual environment produces a realistic, 

high-fidelity training table. In another example, Zebra Imaging is developing a 

cutting-edge dynamic holography video display tool. For years they have gained a 

great reputation producing static holograms, but as they explore combining dynamic 

models with holographic imaging, they are opening the door to numerous training 

applications. There are also two model repository development projects in progress, 

which are similar to the efforts described in Chapter IV of this work. All projects 

described in this chapter are considered for future utilization in the EWD 

modernization effort. 

B. Brief History of Wargaming on Sand Tables 
As mentioned above, a modernized EWD is expected to become a large sand 

table on which Marines may wargame a mission execution plan to attack an enemy 

from the sea. Military wargames have been around since the 4th century, as 

evidenced by the Chinese game “Go” (Gray, 1995). The game’s popularity spread 

quickly across East Asia but did not arrive in the West until the late 19th Century 

(1995). A number of legends allude to how the game was created. Some believe 

Chinese Emperor Yao (2337-2258 BC) created the game to teach his son, Danzhu, 

balance and discipline (“History of Go,” 2009). Others believe Chinese warlords and 
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generals created the game to map out future military maneuvers and attacking 

positions (2009). No matter how it was created, many recognize its importance for 

training young soldiers in maneuver warfare. 

For a long period of time, wargames were principally used for entertainment. 

This changed in 1811 when Baron von Reisswitz, a civilian war counselor to the 

Prussian court at Breslau, began to study the applications of wargaming to real-

world military operations by creating a sand table. After seeing his initial 

demonstrations, two young Prussian princes requested a demonstration for the King 

(Gray, 1995). Although the King was impressed, the von Reisswitz sand table model 

failed to gain any momentum within the military. Von Reisswitz feared his idea would 

fall by the wayside. 

About 10 years later, Baron von Reisswitz’ son, Lt. George Heinrich Rudolf 

Johann von Reisswitz—now a Prussian Guard Artillery Officer—tried once again to 

display his father’s sand table with some modifications (Gray, 1995). He used 

topographical maps and a rigid set of rules, which quantified the effects of combat 

(Gray, 1995). Prussian Prince Wilhelm was so impressed with the new wargame he 

recommended it to the Chief of the Prussian General Staff, General von Muffling. 

Reluctantly, General von Muffling scheduled a demonstration for his General 

Officers. On the evening of the demonstration, many were skeptical, but Lt. von 

Reisswitz was not dissuaded. He quickly requested that General von Muffling 

provide some special ideas for military maneuvers and also select two officers to 

serve as commanders of each side (Gray, 1995). The maneuvers commenced, and 

all observers began learning about maneuver warfare in a large-scale battle. The 

demonstration was recognized as a huge success after General von Muffling 

exclaimed, “This is not a game! This is training for war! I must recommend it to the 

whole army” (Gray, 1995, p. 1). 

The excitement continued when Helmut von Moltke created a wargame club, 

the Kriegspieler Verein, in 1828 (Gray, 1995). As he promoted to the Chief of Staff of 

the Prussian Army in 1837, he continued to push for the usage of wargames for 
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training. When employed as a large part of the training regimen, outstanding 

performance on the battlefield soon followed. The Prussian Army decisively defeated 

the French Army in the 1870-1871 Franco-Prussian War (Dunnigan, 2000). The 

world took notice and more interest in wargaming began to develop. The United 

States soon followed Prussia’s lead and created its own wargaming table in 1882 

(Gray, 1995). This was the beginning of a long line of synthetic trainers used 

throughout U.S. history, and they have evolved as technology has improved.  

The EWD is essentially a wargaming table on a very large scale. The Marine 

Corps is in a similar situation to von Reisswitz in trying to make the wargame/trainer 

more applicable to current training needs. Both enhanced 3D visualization and the 

gaming industry have advanced significantly within the last 10 years. Continued 

examination of past projects that leverage such advancements can provide helpful 

ideas and encourage new collaborations. 

C. 3D Visualization Projects 

1. Behavioral Analysis and Synthesis for Intelligent Training (BASE-IT) 
As mentioned earlier, the Office of Naval Research (ONR) is sponsoring a 

groundbreaking research to help prepare Marines for military operations in urban 

terrain (MOUT). One of the segments that constitute this research project was a 

creation of a virtual sand table that would be used to conduct both mission planning 

and After Action Review (AAR) for Marine squad maneuvers in a typical urban 

warfare environment. In order to provide more intelligent learning, the project will 

provide a play-back of a recorded training session with automated understanding of 

the performances exhibited on training range, but it will also seek to create a 

behavior synthesis capability. In other words, the system will be able to generate 

new (never recorded) performances “on-the-fly” and show Marines the 

consequences (or rewards) resulting from a different set of actions than those they 

performed initially in the MOUT environment. One of the training tools to be used to 

visualize that type of information (performances) is the Virtual Sand Table shown in 
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Figure 7, which uses three projectors above a flat white surface. On the flat surface, 

multiple, scaled blocks (physical artifacts) are placed to depict buildings and 

obstacles within the MOUT facility. The projectors then project textures on the sides 

of the blocks—creating a three dimensional, small-scale MOUT facility 

representation that is inherently auto-stereoscopic in its nature (each viewer sees 

object as three-dimensional, without the use of special stereoscopic glasses). This is 

a clear upgrade since flat imagery is used to project the area while the texture-

enhanced blocks enable a full sense of the third dimension. 

 

Figure 7.   BASE-IT Table showing path planning in an Urban Environment 

The Delta3D open-source game engine drives the visual display. This is 

where the BASE-IT work closely aligns with the EWD modernization. The animations 

created in Delta3D might further be used to show Marines’ movements within the 

MOUT facility and to evaluate their performance. Also, additional artificial 

intelligence (AI) algorithms can be applied to the objects (individual Marines and 

groups of Marines) in this context to show other possible (future) maneuvers that 

have never been recorded and are generated “on-the-fly.” This system has a 

potential to offer the most comprehensive learning. Since three projectors are used, 
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it is possible to point and touch locations on the projected imagery during debriefing 

without the imagery being obscured with shadows, thus offering a more hands-on 

and user friendly feel for the training. Additionally, a touch pen called Magic Marker 

is available to the users to draw on top of the imagery to highlight specific locations, 

lines of sight or avenues of approach. This same feature does not exist in current 

EWD setup, and would be very much welcomed in its future upgrade. 

The research is now entering its third year, and the progress made has been 

significant. With the successes already seen, there are definite applications of this 

technology to the EWD as it trains Marines in squad maneuvers. The concept of the 

virtual sand table has definite applications in the target area phase of an amphibious 

landing. Since the audience within the current EWD set-up is on both the left and 

right side of the display table, visualizations must use flat X3D Earth imagery to 

ensure that both sides see the same scene. On a smaller scale, the BASE-IT Virtual 

Sand Table can augment the proposed animated scenes by creating a few target 

areas enhanced with blocks and projected textures. The team’s prototype shown in 

Figure 8 has performed well in initial testing, and the EWD may be another facility to 

utilize the display concepts demonstrated by the BASE-IT virtual sand table. 
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Figure 8.   The BASE-IT Virtual Sand Table Showing Overhead Projector  
and Situated Blocks. 

The primary limitation of the BASE-IT approach is that the visualization is 

confined to a single location, orientation and scale since the fixed blocks cannot 

move. However, the same display concepts are applicable to any dynamic scene 

(physical artifacts moving), as long as the system knows how and where those 

objects moved on the surface. Further work is needed on combinations of multi-

projector displays to provide coverage for a large area; this topic of tiled display 

surfaces is another domain in which different research team, including the 

researchers from BASE-IT project, have expertise. Despite the limitations of current 

renditions of Virtual Sand Tables, the BASE-IT approach provides interesting 

capabilities that can be applied within a larger EWD setting. 

2. Digital Holography 
Holographic imaging has gained some recognition over the last 10-15 years 

as a fantastic way to visualize terrain, complex hardware, etc. The leading developer 

of holographic technology in the United States is Zebra Imaging, Inc., based in 
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Austin, TX. The company, founded in 1996, was created “to develop display 

technologies and products for 3-D visual communications” (Martin, Holzbach, 

Riegler, Tam, & Smith, 2008, p. 17). The company produces holograms for various 

real-world applications from real-time military planning (as seen in Figure 9) to 

system analysis.  

 

Figure 9.   Depiction of Zebra Imaging Hologram Used in Combat 
(Zebra Imaging, 2009) 

With overall success in the business world, holography quickly found 

applications in the military. Recently, Zebra Imaging and the Air Force Research 

Laboratory (AFRL) conducted a user study using holography to enhance Joint 

Terminal Air Controller (JTAC) training, which is described in Chapter V (Martin et 

al., 2008). A research team from Texas State University in San Marcos, TX 

conducted another user study testing the effectiveness of holography in route 

planning for Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) teams (Fuhrman, Komogortsev 

& Tamir, 2009). The results were also encouraging. Holography can be considered a 

viable visualization option for the EWD when wargaming small unit actions at the 

objective after an amphibious landing. The application of holography to small units is 

also investigated in this work. 
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D. Computer-Based Gaming (SurfTacs Version 1) 
The explosion of computer-based games in the entertainment industry has 

not gone unnoticed by those in the military training community. They are a low-cost, 

robust solution with the potential to train numerous military skills. In 2006, Lt. Ryan 

Ernst developed SurfTacs, a virtual naval surface tactics trainer. Using the open 

source Delta3D game engine, he created SurfTacs to address the growing need for 

comprehensive tactical training for surface warfare officers in the Navy. Since the 

latter half of the twentieth century, surface warfare officers used 24-foot wooden 

Yard Patrol (YP) craft for their ship handling training (Ernst, 2006). This was a 

relatively inexpensive way to give young officers the experience they need to 

operate aboard larger U.S. naval ships. The YP fleet was decommissioned in the 

mid-90s; soon the Navy transitioned to using Bridge and CIC Team Trainers to 

provide instructions (2006). Those trainers were successful, but the Navy still added 

the Conning Officer Virtual Environment (COVE) to train its officers (2006). Finally, 

the Navy began sending surface warfare officers to Marine Safety International 

(MSI) training centers located in San Diego, Norfolk and Newport (2006). Obviously, 

the Navy was making an effort to improve training, but as with most Services, the 

majority of the trainers went unused due to the high operational tempo that kept 

students occupied elsewhere. With this in mind, Lt. Ernst sought to create a desktop-

based trainer easily deployable and available to all surface warfare officers. 

SurfTacs provides training in six different division tactics commonly used in 

surface operations.  Each maneuver displays communications from other ships 

maneuvering in the vicinity. In addition, communications are also received from other 

sections of the ship—for example, the engine room and its crew’s reaction to a 

requested maneuver. Ernst’s work might contribute to this reseracher’s investigation 

of replacing the EWD’s ship models. For example, the graphical user interface for 

the SunSPOT robots might be provided using SurfTacs’ tactical display. 

Collaboration with the Delta3D team to expand the available tactics within SurfTacs 

while incorporating the tactical movements of the SunSPOT ship models might make 
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the EWD a more effective maritime trainer. Figure 10 shows the user interface for 

SurfTacs Version 1. 

 

Figure 10.   SurfTacs Version 1.0 Showing User Interface  
for Leap Frog Surface Tactic  

(Ernst, 2006) 

E. Model Repositories  

1. BRL-CAD and Google Summer of Code 2009 
The Army Research Lab (ARL) uses the Ballistics Research Laboratory-

Computer Aided Design (BRL-CAD) software to create models for ballistic and 

electromagnetic analysis to predict survivability of combat vehicles. It was developed 

in 1983, released in 1984 and eventually became an open source project in 2004 

(“BRL-CAD,” 2009). In the summer of 2009, ARL mentored five students through the 

Google Summer of Code (GSoC) project. This is a global program offering graduate 

and undergraduate students the opportunity to work on real-world software 

development projects over a three-month period. For their work, the students 

normally receive a stipend and are required to share their work with fellow 

developers (“Google Summer of Code,” 2009). One of the ARL and GSoC projects 

closely aligned with this thesis was Elena Bautu’s work on the BRL-CAD’s “MoRe,” 
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or model repository. Her goal was to create a common repository of BRL-CAD 

models allowing users to share and locate models required for their work (Bautu, 

2009). Her project uses Drupal, which is “a free software package that allows an 

individual or a community of users to easily publish, manage and organize a wide 

variety of content on a website” (“Drupal,” 2009). Her efforts are similar to this work 

regarding the conversion BRL-CAD models into the X3D format. This same work 

was done with Army Model Exchange (AMEX) models for use in X3D Earth scenes. 

The AMEX models were created in BRL-CAD, converted to X3D files and modified 

to enable viewing across all available when browser. Future collaboration with the 

BRL-CAD team is possible to expand this work. 

2. NPS Virtual Environments Resource Repository 
The existence of a unified, comprehensive public resource of domain 

information has been long recognized as one of the instrumentals for a diffusion of 

reliable and consistent information in a particular domain. Driven by that goal, Dr. 

Amela Sadagic and Dr. Don Brutzman have proposed the creation of “a public 

reference resource dedicated to the domain of modeling and simulation in virtual 

environments” at NPS (Sadagic & Brutzman, 2009). This repository would hold re-

usable 3D models, research papers, video demonstrations, case studies, and multi-

media files for use by a selected group of users. These users are expected to form 

an online community to encourage collaboration and shared learning. Such 

emerging capabilities provide good organizing principle for maintaining diverse EWD 

model assets. 

F. Opportunity for the Navy 
CAPT Mark Wooley, the Commanding Officer of the Naval Reserve Officer 

Training Corps (NROTC) at the University of San Diego (USD) and San Diego State 

University (SDSU), recently wrote an article critical of the Navy’s inability to 

effectively use gaming technologies to train Sailors. According to Wooley, the Army 

has achieved a major success with America’s Army. “In November 2008, there were 
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9.5 million registered players” (Wooley, 2009, p 36). Now, the Army is embarking on 

their second venture investing $50 million dollars over a five year period to train 

soldiers in combat (2009). This leaves many to ask about the Navy’s plans to 

capitalize on these emerging technologies. Soon after America’s Army was released 

to the public, the Navy unveiled Naval Training Exercise: Strike and Retrieve (Wooley, 

2009). It was deemed a failure, as it did not gain the same notoriety as America’s 

Army. It seemed too futuristic and had no real training value. Across the Navy, many 

share the same concerns as CAPT Wooley. The Navy really needs to get in the 

game, and the EWD modernization presents a major opportunity. 

G. Summary 
This chapter first covers a brief history of wargaming. It then introduces some 

current wargaming tools such as the BASE-IT virtual sand table and Zebra Imaging’s 

dynamic and static holography. Both have possible applications to the EWD in 

possibly expanding its training to Marine infantry squads. Regarding model 

repositories, the BRL-CAD and NPS work may enhance similar work presented in 

this thesis. Further investigation is recommended for collaboration. Lt Ryan Ernst’s 

thesis work on SurfTacs is presented with a possible application to the EWD’s 

SunSPOT ship models. Finally, a reference to an article critical of the Navy’s current 

lack of use of gaming technology for training is presented to encourage increased 

collaboration between the Navy and Marine Corps on this modernization project. 
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III. Application of Robotics 

A. Introduction 
The first phase of this work was to improve visualization and control of 

amphibious ship models within the EWD leveraging the wireless communication 

capability within Sun’s Small Programmable Object Technology (SunSPOT). Shown 

in Figure 11, this small lightweight device contains multiple capabilities including a 

radio transceiver and multiple high power pins capable of electrically driving a small 

motor; the dimensions of the unit are: 69.85 mm by 41.275 mm by 22.225 mm. 

These capabilities enabled the creation of small, robotic ship models intended for 

use in the EWD. Since the iterative design approach was applied to robot 

development, Marines assigned to the Defense Language Institute (DLI) were able 

to contribute to the overall design by making recommendations for the control 

interface. Their inputs are contained in Appendix B. 

 

Figure 11.   SunSPOT from Sun Microsystems  
(SunSPOT World, 2009) 
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B. Project Sunspot at Sun Microsystems 
SunSPOT’s initial development began in 2003 when researchers at Sun Labs 

began working on wireless sensor networks. Quickly, they recognized the need for 

more powerful sensor devices that were easier to program. Thus, in November 

2004, they stopped their work to launch Project SunSPOT. In this project, they 

started from the ground up, and their wish list was extensive. In the end, they 

created a device containing an integrated radio transceiver, 8 tri-color light-emitting 

diodes (LED), 20 various input/output pins, a three-axis 2G/6G Inertial Sensor, and a 

Toshiba TPS851 light-to-voltage sensor (Sun Microsystems, 2006). With all of these 

capabilities, Sun released the SunSPOT to the public at large in late 2006. The 

response was enthusiastically positive. Sun Labs made development easy by 

posting numerous sample programs on their website at 

http://www.sunspotworld.com. This site was the main source of information for this 

work. 

This technology also complies with the criteria discussed in Chapter I. First, it 

is open source. On java.net, the user community can gather to exchange system 

code, application frameworks, demonstrations and applications (SunSPOT World, 

2009). The developers at Sun Labs continuously monitor the java.net site to 

standardize the usage of these devices across the community. With numerous 

tutorials and examples available online, the device can be considered relatively easy 

to use assuming a basic understanding of the Java programming language. Overall, 

it fits each of the three development guidelines set for this work. 

C. Sun’s Small Programmable Object Technology (SunSPOT) 

1. SunSPOT Development Kit 
The SunSPOT Development Kit comes with two SunSPOTs, one base 

station, a wall-mount bracket and an eSPOT module adapter (Sun Microsystems, 

2006). On the SunSPOT, there are two circuit boards within the plastic outer shell: 

the eSPOT main board and the eDemo board. The base station only has the eSPOT 
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main board. The main board contains the main processor, memory, power 

management circuit, and the 802.15.4 radio transceiver with antenna, battery 

connector, and daughter board connector (Sun Microsystems, 2006). Main board 

communication to the SunSPOT is via a USB, shown as #4 in Figure 12. Through 

the USB the SunSPOT Development Kit (SDK) containing the functional methods 

and the jar files used to program the SunSPOTs can be loaded. The USB port is 

also critical for the base station as its main power source connection. Since the base 

station is not equipped with its own battery, it only operates when powered by a 

desktop or laptop computer.  

 

Figure 12.   SunSPOT USB Connection used to Load SDK  
and Recharge Internal Battery  

(SunSPOT World, 2009) 

The internal battery within the eSPOT “is a 3.7V 720maH rechargeable 

lithium-ion prismatic cell” (Sun Microsystems, 2006, p. 9). It can be easily charged in 

one hour via the USB and used to power small input devices such as sensors. For 

example, for this work the internal battery was used to power a small sonar to 

demonstrate autonomous vehicle control. The battery power was accessed via one 

of the input/output pins on the eDemo board. Unfortunately, only one device is able 

to draw power at any one time, so additional power sources have to be added to 

accommodate multiple input devices if needed. One other point regarding usage of 

the SunSPOT battery is that its primary purpose is to power the device itself. 

Drawing power for additional input devices significantly reduces its battery life. 
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During prototype development, efforts were made to avoid placing additional 

demands on the SunSPOT battery. 

For this work, the most important component on the main board was the 

integrated radio transceiver, the TI CC2420 (Sun Microsystems, 2006). “It is IEEE 

802.15.4 compliant and operates in the 2.4GHz to 2.4835GHz ISM unlicensed 

bands” (2006, p. 12). The ISM bands were originally reserved for use within 

industrial, scientific, or medical matters, not for communication (“ISM band,” 2009). 

Over time, its high reliability made it applicable to research tasks such as this. 

Although there is a possibility for some interference in communications, none was 

noticed during the development of the SunSPOT robot at NPS. 

The overall concept for this work was for a user to manipulate a hand-held 

SunSPOT to produce acceleration data on the x-, y-, and z-axis. That data is passed 

to a SunSPOT device mounted on the robotic vehicle. The virtual machine on the 

SunSPOT can then process the data and energize the appropriate high-power pins 

on the eDemo board to drive the engines. This was all done within a 10-meter 

communications area.  

2. eDemo Board 
For users of the SunSPOT, most work is developed using the eDemo board. 

“Along the top of the eDemo board is a row of eight tri-color (red-green-blue) LEDs” 

(Sun Microsystems, 2006, p. 18). These were especially helpful when the researcher 

was trouble-shooting code for the performance of a specific action. With the LEDs, a 

developer can visually see how the code is operating by illuminating specific LEDs 

as data packets are sent and received. “Below the LEDs are two tactile pushbuttons, 

SW1 and SW2” (2006, p. 18). For this work, the buttons were used to control vehicle 

left or right turns by setting the high power pins to high or low based on switch 

position. Below the switches is “the ST Microsystems 3-Axis 2g/6g Inertial Sensor” 

(2006, p. 20). For the SunSPOT’s orientation, the z-axis is perpendicular to the 

device surface; the y-axis is parallel with the device surface and perpendicular to the 
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row of LEDs, and the x-axis is parallel with the row of LEDs. The accelerometer data 

is used in this work to control forward and reverse movement of the NPS prototype 

robot. Users can simply rotate the SunSPOT about the x-axis to move the robot in 

the forward or reverse direction. Left of the accelerometer is the Toshiba TPS851 

light-to-voltage sensor (Sun Microsystems, 2006). This capability was used to start 

and stop the vehicle during testing. If the luminance was above a specific level, the 

pins controlling the motor were set high or low. The peak sensitivity of the light 

sensor is 600nm (Sun Microsystems, 2006). Finally, below the light-to-voltage 

sensor are twenty input/output connector pins. These allow for the collection of data 

from external sensors and also the precise placement of power on mounted motors. 

The Vh pin powers all of the high-power output pins (H0-H3) and requires a battery 

input of between 4.5V to 18V (Sun Microsystems, 2006). The D0-D3 pins can collect 

data from additional sensors added to the prototype. The rightmost pins on the 

eDemo board are grounds used for the battery sources. Overall, the eDemo board 

described above and shown in Figure 13 has numerous capabilities relevant to the 

application of robotics to the EWD. 

 

Figure 13.   SunSPOT eDemo Board Layout  
(SunSPOT World, 2009) 
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D. Construction of Mobile Robots at NPS 
The equipment required to construct an EWD proof of concept for the 

amphibious display was five NPS prototype robots, two Systronix TrackBots, seven 

robot user controllers, and 2 wireless access points (SunSPOT base stations) for the 

communications relay. On a smaller scale, this section specifically covers the overall 

development process for the first prototype robot and its controller. It concludes with 

design recommendations received from a user study conducted during development. 

1. Hardware Required 
Since the usage of the EWD is expected to increase after modernization, 

construction hardware needs to be easily accessible and durable. Tamiya 

Corporation produces model parts that comprise a large portion of the robotic 

vehicles created. For the chassis, two (2) Tamiya universal plates, four (4) 6-32 bolts 

of 2 inch length, and three (3) 9V battery holders were used. For the motors, a 

Tamiya Twin Engine multi-geared motor, two (2) motor controllers, two (2) Tamiya 

Wheel Sets, and a single Tamiya ball caster were used. The details of how all these 

parts were utilized are described in the next section. The overall brain of the robotic 

vehicle was the SunSPOT virtual machine described previously. An economical 

solution for EWD modernization was required, so constructing robots in labs at NPS 

offered the best value. Table 1 shows the total cost for five developmental robotic 

vehicles and two Systronix TrackBots for emplacement within the EWD. 
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Table 1.   Cost for Seven Robots Used in Maritime  
Display Concept for EWD  

Item Number Cost per Item Total Cost 
Systronix TrackBots 2 $537 $1074 
Systronix TrackBot 
Hex Files 

1 $2 $2 

Systronix TrackBot 
Schematics 

1 $20 $20 

Tamiya Twin Motor 
Gearbox 

5 $12 $60 

Tamiya Battery Holder  5 $6 $30 
Tamiya Universal 
Plate Set 

5 $9 $45 

LV-MaxSonar EZ-4 
High Performance 
Sonar Range Finder  

1 $250 $250 

Solarbotics L293D 
Motor Driver 
Electronic Kit 

10 $130 $130 

Total   $1611 

2. Ship Model Design 
The most difficult aspect of this research was finding a design offering smooth 

movement while retaining the capability to hold the weight of a balsa wood ship hull, 

three 9V batteries, and the SunSPOT device. Initially, testing was conducted with 

the Systronix TrackBot, which is a capable vehicle. However, at a cost of 

approximately $600 per vehicle, this option was not as cost-effective. However, to 

allow for comparison, two of Systronix vehicles were purchased and tested in the 

proof of concept constructed at NPS. The Systronix design shown in Figure 14 was 

used as a guide for the NPS prototype ship model. 
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Figure 14.   Systronix TrackBot shown with mounted SunSPOT 
(Systronix, 2009) 

Construction on the independent NPS prototype began by placing the tracked 

wheels onto the Tamiya universal plate. The goal was to place the SunSPOT and all 

necessary batteries onto that plate, expecting everything to fit. Since the universal 

plate is only 160 mm by 60 mm, space for hardware was extremely limited. The 

vehicle also began to get heavy with the addition of the SunSPOT and two 3V 

batteries. In the first test, a 3V battery failed because it did not provide enough 

power to turn the tracked wheels. A 9V battery then replaced the 3V battery. At this 

point, the battery requirements changed and the usage of tracks was abandoned for 

wheels. A wheeled design shown in Figure 15 offers significantly less friction, 

allowing for greater weight-bearing capacity. With these modifications, re-testing 

began. The 9V battery turned the motor smoothly with significantly more power. It 

then became the primary power source. 

 

Figure 15.   Initial Front Wheel Drive Version of the NPS TrackBot. 
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A front wheel drive with a similar rear wheel design was selected. During 

testing, this seemed to be a good design at first because movement in forward and 

reverse directions was smooth and consistent. However, when turning, the vehicle 

encountered significant slipping because the wheels had no rotation capability. 

Since the turning performance was so poor, a small wheel with ball bearings was 

then considered to replace the rear wheels. This modification performed well at first, 

but placing a wheel at the exact same height as the front wheels was difficult. Also, 

the ball bearings periodically became stuck, causing the robotic vehicle to 

inadvertently turn. Unfortunately, the power of the motor was unable to overcome 

the friction caused by stuck ball bearings. Some testing was possible at this point, 

but another modification was necessary. 

The inspiration for the next modification was the usage of a single wheel 

similar to the design on a “tail dragger” aircraft shown in Figure 16. This was 

expected to be the final change, but during testing, the same issue arose as with the 

ball-bearing wheels: the single wheel got stuck, and the motor was unable to 

overcome the friction. Finally, the Tamiya ball caster was found and added to the 

vehicle. 

 

Figure 16.   NPS TrackBot “Tail Dragger” Version 
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Shown in Figure 17, the ball caster was placed in the rear of the vehicle and, 

as expected, it performed flawlessly. Under the power of the small Tamiya motor, 

the ball caster smoothly moved forward and in reverse. More importantly, it also 

precisely turned left and right. With this successful test, the next step was to select a 

motor controller to smoothly apply power to the engines based on inputs from the 

SunSPOT. 

 

Figure 17.   Tamiya Ball Caster used to replace the “Tail Dragger” Wheel 
(Tamiya, 2009) 

3. Motor Controller 
The motor controller served as the link between the engines and the 

SunSPOT. All four of the high voltage pins on the eDemo board were used to send 

power to the motors through the motor controller. Each vehicle had two. Both drew 

power through the Vh pin to send voltage to the engine, depending on a high or low 

pin setting. Thus, another power source was needed to energize the Vh pin on the 

SunSPOT. Since the Vh pin required 4.5V to 18V, the SunSPOT battery at 3.7V was 

not an option (Sun Microsystems, 2006). A third 9V battery needed to be added, but 

there was no more space on the universal plate. To accommodate, the chassis was 

redesigned slightly to make room for the SunSPOT and three 9V batteries. An 

additional universal plate was added creating a two-tiered design. The three 9V 

batteries were on the lower tier and the SunSPOT remained on the upper tier. The 

sonar was also added to the upper tier with additional space to add three more 

sonars if required.  
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During initial testing of this two-tiered design, a significant amount of heat was 

generated that melted some of the motor controllers. To dissipate the buildup, heat 

sinks were added to both motor controllers. Heat sinks are simply a small piece of 

aluminum added with some heat glue to act as a radiator dissipating heat into the 

air. Once added, they attached to both motor controllers and the universal plate. 

Heat sinks ensure continuous operation of the motor controllers. At this point, the 

prototype vehicle was complete as seen in Figure 18 and control techniques had to 

be developed. 

 

Figure 18.   Final Version of NPS TrackBot 

4. Control Techniques Using SunSPOT 
Because there are multiple options to control the prototype, the requirements 

to support the EWD were considered. The first goal was to have ships move in a 

predetermined sequence and stop on command. Second, since consideration was 

given to making the EWD a training device for real-world operations, having a 
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specific ship’s operations staff control their own ship models within the maritime 

display was more interesting. In short, the goal was to make the EWD interactive. 

Using the radio transceiver embedded within the SunSPOT, the first step was 

to pass acceleration data based on a user’s rotation of a hand-held SunSPOT. 

Detecting changes in rotation in the x and y directions, the hand-held SunSPOT can 

send data to the chassis-mounted SunSPOT to control the movement. The first 

challenge in developing this code was to make a connection between both 

SunSPOTs on a specific communications port. In the code shown in Figure 19, a 

broadcast port is opened between two SunSPOTs. With this port opened, data 

packets containing x and y direction acceleration data can be passed. 

 

Figure 19.   Java Code to Open a Broadcast Port for Communication 

Passing two forms of data proved to be somewhat difficult since it required 

splitting of the data strings once received by the chassis-mounted SunSPOT. The 

code shown in Figure 20 was able to receive the acceleration data and sort it into a 

list of x and y acceleration values.

public void startReceiverThread() { 
 new Thread() { 
  public void run() { 
   String tmp = null; 
   double tilty = 0; 
   double tiltx = 0; 
   RadiogramConnection dgConnection = null; 
   Datagram dg = null;  
   try{ 
   dgConnection = (RadiogramConnection)      
      Connector.open("radiogram://:37"); 
   dg = dgConnection.newDatagram(dgConnection.getMaximumLength()); 
   }catch (IOException e) { 
    System.out.println("Could not open radiogram receiver  
          connection"); 
    e.printStackTrace(); 
    return; 
   } 
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Figure 20.   Code to Create a List of Acceleration Data from Hand-held 
SunSPOT in x and y Directions 

Once the data was sorted, conditionals were used to determine the required 

pin settings to operate the motors. Notice that the code displayed in Figure 21 

checks the acceleration value and then sets the high voltage pins appropriately with 

the setHigh or setLow methods. 

while(true){ 
 try { 
  dg.reset(); 
  dgConnection.receive(dg); 
  char colon = 58; 
  tmp = dg.readUTF(); 
  System.out.println("Received: "+tmp+" from "+dg.getAddress()); 
  String[] accelinfo = Utils.split(tmp, colon);     
  System.out.println(accelinfo[0]); 
  double tily = Double.parseDouble(accelinfo[0]); 
  double tilx = Double.parseDouble(accelinfo[1]); 
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Figure 21.   Move Robot Based on Rotation of Hand-held Device 

E. User Study 

1. Institutional Review Board (IRB) for the Protection of Human Subjects 

In accordance with NAVPGSCOLINST 3900.4, authorization to commence 

the SunSPOT user study was requested through the NPS IRB (NAVPGSCOLINST 

3900.4, 2002). The board reviewed the request and quickly authorized the conduct 

of the study although it was not required. Since the focus of the study was on 

physical devices vice human subjects, there was no threat posed to the subjects 

participating. However, to ensure compliance with the Department of the Navy’s 

Human Research Protection Program (DON HRPP), this study was conducted as if 

IRB approval was required. All documents included the signed Informed Consent 

forms and Questionnaire responses will be stored at the MOVES Institute at NPS. 

// Move forward straight 
if (accelFB > 0 && accelLR == 0){  
 outPins[EDemoBoard.H0].setHigh(); 
 outPins[EDemoBoard.H1].setLow(); 
 outPins[EDemoBoard.H2].setHigh(); 
 outPins[EDemoBoard.H3].setLow(); 
 System.out.println("TrackBot moving forward."); 
} 
 
// Turning right  
if(accelFB > 0 && accelLR < 0){  
 outPins[EDemoBoard.H0].setHigh(); 
 outPins[EDemoBoard.H1].setLow(); 
 outPins[EDemoBoard.H2].setLow(); 
 outPins[EDemoBoard.H3].setHigh(); 
 System.out.println("TrackBot is turning right."); 
} 
 
// Turning left 
if (accelFB > 0 && accelLR > 0){ 
 outPins[EDemoBoard.H0].setLow(); 
 outPins[EDemoBoard.H1].setHigh(); 
 outPins[EDemoBoard.H2].setHigh(); 
 outPins[EDemoBoard.H3].setLow(); 
 System.out.println("TrackBot is turning left."); 
} 
 
// Move backwards 
if (accelFB < 0 && accelLR == 0){ 
 outPins[EDemoBoard.H0].setLow(); 
 outPins[EDemoBoard.H1].setHigh(); 
 outPins[EDemoBoard.H2].setLow(); 
 outPins[EDemoBoard.H3].setHigh(); 
 System.out.println("TrackBot is moving backwards."); 
} 
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2. Hypothesis 
With the ship model completely constructed, a wireless control interface had 

to be selected for recommendation for the EWD. Conducting a user study gave an 

opportunity to allow others not involved in the development to operate the ship 

model and provide detailed feedback on design and control implementation. There 

were two interfaces compared in this study. First, the SunSPOT itself with the 

embedded accelerometer was evaluated. Code for this interface is described above. 

A second option is a graphical user interface (GUI) shown in Figure 22 that can be 

displayed on a laptop or desktop computer. For this option, data is passed through a 

base station controlled by mouse selections on the displayed interface. The end 

state of this study is for a specific user interface to emerge as the preferred control 

device for the use in the EWD. 

Figure 22.   GUI used to control NPS robots during User Study. 

The hypotheses for this study are listed below. 

H0: There is no difference between the SunSPOT interface and the GUI 
interface in controlling the NPS TrackBot. 

H1: This is a difference between the SunSPOT interface and the GUI 
interface in controlling the NPS TrackBot. 

3. Experimental Set-Up and Procedures 
The experiment was divided into two segments and subjects were randomly 

selected to control the vehicle with only one of the user interfaces. In one segment, 

the subject was seated at a desk in front of the movement area with a laptop 

computer displaying 4 buttons (forward, reverse, left and right) to control robotic 
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movement. At the beginning of each course, a verbal signal was given to begin 

driving the small robotic vehicle through the prescribed course. In order to navigate, 

the subjects used a mouse to select buttons on the GUI as needed to drive the 

vehicle. Once the vehicle reached the destination point movement was stopped and 

the subject verbally declared completion of the course. This sequence was repeated 

for each of the three  courses. Upon completion of all courses, the subjects asked to 

fill out the questionnaire on the graphical user interface. 

In the other segment, the subject controlled the small, motorized robot using 

the SunSPOT device. To start, the subjects stood in front of the movement area 

holding the SunSPOT in the palm of their left or right hand. At the beginning of each 

course, a verbal signal from the instructor was given to begin driving the small 

robotic vehicle through the prescribed course. To move the small robotic vehicle, the 

subject had to rotate the SunSPOT device in their hand. Once the vehicle reached 

the destination point, vehicle movement was stopped and the subject declared 

completion of that course. This sequence was also repeated for each of the  three 

courses. An example of one of the maneuver courses is shown in Figure 23. Upon 

completion of all courses, the subjects were asked to fill out the questionnaire on the 

SunSPOT device as well.   

 

Figure 23.   Example Maneuver Course used for both methods of control during 
User Study at DLI. 
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4. Participants 
The subjects for this user study were Marines assigned to the Defense 

Language Institute (DLI) at the Presidio of Monterey. Twenty-four Marines with ranks 

ranging from Private First Class (PFC) to Sergeant were scheduled to participate by 

the Marine Detachment Executive Officer in 20-minute blocks. During their specific 

time, they were randomly given one of two interfaces to use to control the NPS 

TrackBot. Some of the Marines had already completed the language curriculum, 

while others were waiting to start their studies. The majority of the Marines were 

experienced using computer-based games and most reported daily use of GUIs on 

their personal computers. One participating Marine is shown in Figure 24. 

 

Figure 24.   DLI Marine controlling NPS Robot through Maneuver Course During 
User Study 

5. Results and Discussion 
Once the Marines completed all maneuvers, they were asked to complete a 

short questionnaire, which can be found in Appendix B. The questionnaires asked 

the subjects to quantitatively rate their selected interface’s level of control, 

intuitiveness, and difficulty to operate. For level of control, Marines were asked to 

respond on a scale of 1-5 how accurately their inputs matched the vehicle’s 

movements. (Note: 1 was the lowest, 5 was the highest). In addition, they were 
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asked to provide comments regarding their overall impression of design and 

controllability. Those comments received were considered, and some adjustments 

were made to the source code driving the interfaces.  

To assess the objective data collected in the study (subjects’ performance), a 

two-sample t-test to compare the difference between the two mean responses was 

conducted. The data contained in Figure 25 was used to calculate the P-value. In 

this case, the P-value was 0.15. Thus, if 1000 responses for level of control were 

recorded, one hundred and fifty would have differences similar to the observed 

mean difference calculated for this experiment. This is not exceedingly rare; 

therefore, the null hypothesis was not rejected. There is no difference between the 

SunSPOT and the GUI interface. The responses for the level of control on both 

interfaces were almost identical. The GUI had a slightly better level of control with an 

average of 3, while the SunSPOT device had an average response of 2.6. Looking 

at the box plots and standard deviation shown in Figure 25, the GUI seemed to have 

a wider range of responses with a standard deviation of 0.738, which was slightly 

lower than the SunSPOT at 0.565. The data shows that both interfaces were 

effective, but neither seemed to emerge a significantly superior to the other. 
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Figure 25.   SunSPOT GUI Level of Control Box Plots Showing Marines Preferred 

GUI over SunSPOT (SS) 

For the level of difficulty, the Marines were also asked to rate how challenging 

it was to navigate through each course using the specific control device. Again, a 

scale of one to five was used with one being difficult and five being easy. This data 

showed that the GUI was slightly easier to use with a 3.33 average response, 

slightly better than the SunSPOT’s 2.75 average response. These results were also 

not statistically significant as shown by the box plots in Figure 26. Again, the null 

hypothesis was not rejected based on this data. 
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Figure 26.   SunSPOT GUI Level of Difficulty Box Plots Showing Marines has 
Slightly More Difficulty Using the GUI over the SunSPOT (SS) 

Although the Marines were only scheduled for 20-minute blocks to complete 

the three courses, most continued to stay and observe the study. Once all were 

complete, they discussed the interfaces at length. They were enamored with the 

technology and anxious to be involved with the development process. This was a 

critical observation and really showed the technical proficiency of today’s entry-level 

Marine. The most interesting suggestion from discussions at the completion of the 

study was regarding the feasibility of combining the benefits of the GUI with the 

benefits of the SunSPOT. Marines seemed to prefer the freedom to walk around the 

display area given with the SunSPOT over the dependency on a laptop to operate 

the GUI. One suggestion was to use the two switches on the SunSPOT eDemo 

board to control left and right turns. Marines were having difficulty controlling turns 

using the SunSPOT, because there seemed to be some latency in the passing of the 

acceleration data. On the other hand, Marines using the GUI had almost no trouble 

controlling turns in either direction. Considering this, source code shown in Figure 27 

was developed to implement this suggestion.  
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Figure 27.   Java Code showing Switch Listeners for User Turn Inputs 

6. Future Work 
Initial testing with the modification above has been successful, but an 

additional user study needs to be conducted to definitively recommend usage of the 

SunSPOT device as the control interface for the EWD ship models. The next user 

study must integrate more difficult maneuver courses to test the switch modification. 

In addition, more subjects must participate in the next study to obtain more 

recommendations for development. The iterative design approach showed its benefit 

in this study for the development of the NPS TrackBot. 

F. Additional Prototypes 

1. Application of Other Capabilities 
During research, autonomous control was considered to create threats within 

the maritime display. The code for an AutoTrackBot uses range data from a 

mounted sonar and processes it to avoid collisions. The NPS TrackBot is set to turn 

when it reaches within six inches of an obstacle. The obstacle might be anything 

from a wall to another robot. The code in Figure 28 shows how data was retrieved 

from the sonar. 

while(true){ 
 try { 
  dg.reset(); 
  if (sw1.isOpen() && sw2.isOpen()){ 
   dg.writeDouble(accel.getTiltY()); 
  } 
  if (sw1.isClosed()){ 
   dg.writeDouble(LEFT); 
  } 
  if (sw2.isClosed()){ 
   dg.writeDouble(RIGHT); 
  } 
  dgConnection.send(dg); 
  System.out.println("Broadcast is going through"); 
  System.out.println("We're controlling the TrackBot!!"); 
 } catch (IOException ex) { 
  ex.printStackTrace(); 
 } 
 Utils.sleep(500); 
} 
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Figure 28.   AutoTrackBot Code for Collecting Sonar Data and Converting  
it into Inches 

Once the sonar return is measured, it is converted into a factor that can be 

easily understood. In this instance, inches were used. This value was then checked 

for proximity to an obstacle. If an obstacle was within six inches of the TrackBot, it 

turns randomly left or right. Once on a new heading, the sonar would continue to 

take data to avoid another possible collision. 

Another interesting aspect of the AutoTrack was the usage of the onboard 

light sensor. In this case, to start the TrackBot, it only moved if it sensed at least 

600ns of light. Once the light was sensed, it automatically moved while collecting 

sonar data. The forward motion continued until an obstacle was encountered or less 

than 600ns of light power was sensed. The code in Figure 29 shows how the light 

data was obtained and the sequence of conditionals that were used to control the 

AutoTrack based on light power. 

 

Figure 29.   AutoTrackBot Collection of Luminance from Light Sensor  
on eDemo Board 

try { 
 lightIndication = lightSensor.getValue(); 
 System.out.println("" + lightIndication); 
} catch (IOException ex) { 
 ex.printStackTrace(); 
} 
leds[1].setOn(); 
leds[1].setRGB( 0, lightIndication / 3, 0 );  

public void startReceiverThread() { 
 new Thread() { 
  public void run() { 
  while (true) { 
   sonarPulse = mother.getPulse(sonarPin, true, 1000); 
   System.out.println("Pulse = " + sonarPulse); 
   range = sonarPulse / 147; 
   System.out.println("Range = " + range); 
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2. Possible Applications to EWD 
The sonar onboard the TrackBot offers many options within the EWD— the 

most obvious being collision detection. However, this may not be required if the 

EWD becomes interactive with actual ship staff members controlling their specific 

ship. They can easily avoid collisions and move their ships safely throughout the 

maritime display.  The use of the light sensor is a bit more intriguing because it might 

also be used for small boat attacks. By shining a point light on a ship model with the 

AutoTrack code installed, a small boat attack can be simulated by moving directly 

towards any of the ship models within the maritime display. This type of simulation is 

a significant upgrade to the current EWD and offers some type of threat reaction that 

was not completely scripted. In addition, using the spotlight can focus audience 

attention on the small boat attack and the subsequent reaction to the threat. 

G. Proposed Usage and Observer Interaction for EWD 
The goal for the modernized EWD is to create a more interactive experience. 

In the current state, the audience only watches the movements and the scenarios 

follow a script. This is good for initial training; however, continued use of the EWD 

needs to be the goal since it may become a training facility that meets the CMC’s 

goal of improved amphibious operations expertise. Marines and Sailors learn and 

retain more regarding the intricate planning and coordination required within an 

amphibious assault if they are required to participate. Although the participation may 

be minimal, it still makes the training more interactive. The overall goal is to improve 

amphibious readiness, and a new interactive maritime display may be able to do 

that. 

H. Conclusions 
The application of SunSPOTs to upgrade the EWD can improve the current 

display tremendously. The current pulley system does not encourage any user 

interaction. It is solely a demonstrator. Using robotics can significantly upgrade the 

current ship display by making it more interactive and relevant to amphibious training 
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requirements, which will be discussed in Chapter VI. For example, with some of the 

capabilities discussed in the Other Prototypes section, integration of surface tactics 

to react to small boat attacks is now a reality.  

I. Summary 
This chapter presents the SunSPOT as an open source wireless 

communication system applied to the EWD to create moving ship models to replace 

an outdated technology currently in place. The overall development and testing is 

presented in detail. Finally, an additional prototype is shown to encourage future 

exploration with these devices. 
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IV. Animated X3D Terrain and Vehicle Displays for 
Training 

A. Introduction 
The second phase of this work was to address the fixed terrain display in the 

current configuration of the EWD. This chapter covers how to combine enhanced 3D 

terrain and high-fidelity 3D models to create X3D scenes. Using the functionality 

within X3D, models within these scenes can be animated to produce compelling 

visualizations applicable to military training. X3D Earth and the Army Model 

Exchange (AMEX) model repository are the two tools recommended for use in the 

modernized EWD. 

B. Methodology 
This segment presents a step-by-step process to create animated scenes by 

placing dynamic Army Model Exchange (AMEX) models into X3D Earth imagery. To 

create these scenes, source imagery from the National Geospatial Intelligence 

Agency (NGA) was first processed by Global Mapper and then translated by Rez, a 

Java-based, open-source, geospatial processing software. Rez is a framework for 

translating geospatial, gridded data into different formats, including images and 

multi-resolution models for X3D web browsing (Thorn, 2007). Once the imagery is 

processed, high fidelity 3D models from the AMEX repository are then exported for 

use within X3D Earth scenes. These models previously created in BRL-CAD are not 

directly viewable in the Xj3D browser, the first recommended browser for use with 

X3D Earth. Thus, X3D-Edit 3.2, an open-source editing tool, is used to make the 

required modifications on the models to enable viewing. With the use of X3D-Edit 

3.2, over 110 models were exported, modified, and placed into a model repository 

maintained at NPS allowing users to emplace and animate them in X3D Earth 

scenes, depending on specific training objectives. The users of these animations are 

Marines and Sailors assigned to Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU) training in the 
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EWD. 

C. X3D Earth Models 
For this work, obtaining the best real-world geospatial information was most 

critical in order to provide relevant 3D training animations to Marines. X3D Earth was 

selected because it complies with the recommended criteria outlined in Chapter I. 

First, X3D Earth has an open International Organization for Standards (ISO) 

specification. The development of X3D Earth is guided by the X3D Earth Working 

Group. Its vision is to make it easier to create and use 3D spatial data (X3D Earth, 

2009). That vision is a hallmark for this work with the end state of Marines being able 

to create scenarios for training. The following sections outline the process of turning 

imagery into a relevant training tool to ultimately show that X3D Earth also meets the 

ease of use criteria. 

1. Source Imagery 
High-resolution optical imagery sources are now widely available, but they 

come in different levels of resolution (Yoo & Brutzman, 2009). The first step in this 

work was selecting a readily available source of high quality imagery. The National 

Geospatial Intelligence Agency (NGA) was immediately selected. As illustrated in 

Figure 30, the NGA is engaged in a contractual relationship with three commercial 

imagery providers (Digital Globe, Space Imaging and OrbImage) that provide high-

quality imagery to all federal government employees via NGA’s Web-based Access 

and Retrieval Portal (WARP). The portal can be accessed at https://warp.nga.mil. 

Once imagery is collected, it is placed in the Unclassified National Information 

Library (UNIL) Commercial Imagery archive. The WARP then provides a simple, 

intuitive user interface to retrieve data from the UNIL. 
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Figure 30.   Imagery Flow from Commercial Data Provider (CDP)  
to Federal Government Users  

(Kozma, 2005) 

The WARP search query produces a list of all imagery available within a 

specific latitude-longitude range. Once available, the image files can be downloaded 

via the hypertext transfer protocol (http) or the file transfer protocol (ftp). The 

downloaded imagery is in the National Imagery Transmission Format (NITF) (e.g., 

.ntf file extensions). 

2. Terrain-Tile Production Chain 
The NITF format is viewable in Global Mapper Version 10, which compresses 

the NITF file into the Joint Photographic Experts Group (JPEG) format. The JPEG 

file can then be converted into a JPEG World file (e.g., .jgw), which is simply a JPEG 

file in a geo-referenced format. Finally, based on the location of the imagery, Global 

Mapper can also download the required elevation data within the image in an ASCII 

file format, which is a text file with geo-referenced elevation data. Once these data 

files are produced, an image database of multiple levels of detail (LOD) must be 

created to allow multiple viewing perspectives in the Xj3D browser. To create this 

data, the Rez application is used. Rez includes the SmoothImageSlicer program, 

which takes an image and slices it into smaller parts to produce a multi-resolution 

tree of smaller images at a specified resolution. After this process shown in Figure 

31 is complete, the 3D imagery is now available as a background for EWD scenes. 
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Figure 31.   The Terrain Tile Production Chain from Global Mapper to Rez to Model 
Archive to X3D-Edit for Final Scene Creation  

(Yoo & Brutzman, 2009) 

3. Full Globe Coverage for X3D Earth  
Since source imagery is so critical to multiple geospatial visualization 

projects, including EWD modernization, numerous student thesis opportunities have 

emerged at NPS to address the need. Currently, LT Dale Tourtelotte is beginning his 

thesis work to develop an open-source, royalty-free method for a full coverage 3D 

globe using the X3D International Standard. Using multiple imagery formats 

including Digital Nautical Charts (DNC), Digital Terrain Elevation Data (DTED), and 

National Geospatial-Intelligence Agency (NGA) satellite imagery, this research 

seeks to show the interoperability and “mash-up” capability of X3D Earth through 

processing and storing digital terrain data using the new Hamming Supercomputer 

located at NPS. Ultimately, an X3D Earth model resource repository will be created 

making high quality satellite imagery for web based training applications available to 

any Marine or Sailor. 

D. X3D Models From Army Model Exchange (AMEX) 
The U.S. Army Program Executive Office for Simulation, Training and 

Instrumentation (PEO STRI) Targets Management Office and the Research, 
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Development and Engineering Command (RDECOM) Virtual Targets Center 

sponsors the Army Model Exchange (AMEX). AMEX “was created to promote model 

reuse for all DoD agencies involved in modeling and simulation (M&S)” (AMEX, 

2009). Since an initial repository of models is required for this work, AMEX was 

investigated and proved to be an excellent source for vehicle visualization for use 

with X3D Earth. The AMEX models complement the already-existing Savage and 

Savage Defense libraries. This section investigates the repository and the condition 

of its models upon download. In addition, it covers collaboration with the AMEX staff 

and the recommended meta data additions to promote re-use and sharing of these 

models for work on the EWD. 

1. The AMEX Repository 
The AMEX repository contains approximately 400 models ranging from U.S. 

and foreign aircraft to insurgent vehicles (AMEX, 2009). Many complex training 

scenarios applicable to today’s constantly changing battlefield can be populated with 

AMEX models. For this work, the first step after model download was to check the 

condition of the X3D models upon download directly from the website at 

https://modelexchange.army.mil by viewing them in an X3D web browser. There are 

many browser options with the most popular being Xj3D, Octaga, BS Contact, 

FreeWRL and Instant Reality. All are available for download via the X3D Resources 

website at http://www.web3d.org/x3d/content/examples/X3dResources.html. 

The results from the initial look at the models in each browser confirmed the 

high expectations for the AMEX models. They were viewable in three  of the  five 

browsers: Octaga, BSContact, and Instant Reality. In those browsers, each model 

was realistic and meticulously detailed. An example of one of the AMEX models 

immediately following download is shown in Figure 32. 
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Figure 32.   An Example AMEX Model of an AAV Viewed  
Immediately Following Download 

2. Viewing AMEX Models in Xj3D and FreeWRL Browsers 
Upon download, the AMEX models were not viewable in either the Xj3D and 

FreeWRL browsers. One major concern driving this investigation was that X3D Earth 

is viewable only in Xj3D and FreeWRL. Since Xj3D is the browser required for the 

EWD’s 3D visualizations, it is imperative to troubleshoot the models to make them 

viewable in that browser. The first step was to check the Xj3D console output for 

each model when attempting to view it after download. 

Each model seemed to have the same cryptic Xj3D warning and error 

message. The first was “image loaders not available” and the second was “could not 

find the definition file for the profile full.” The second error was caused by the 

specification for X3D profile. In all of the models, this was set to “Full.” To correct, 

the profile was modified to “Immersive.” 

After this modification on all models, a second error surfaced related to the 

float value for the material node. X3D requires values between 0 and 1. In one 

example model, the material shininess value was 40, based on an incorrect range 

between 0 and 255. Thus, the value needed to be modified to a value between 0 
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and 1. Making this simple change allowed the model to be viewable in Xj3D. These 

two steps formed the process to modify and check all models downloaded from 

AMEX. X3D-Edit 3.2 was used to make similar edits to all of the selected models. 

Additionally, feedback was provided to the BRL-CAD team. A summary of necessary 

and recommended exporter changes is provided in Table 2. 

Table 2.   Required Modifications Made on AMEX Models  
to Enable Viewing in Xj3D 

 Downloaded AMEX Model Changes Made to Update 
xml encoding ISO-8859-1 UTF-8 
DOCTYPE X3D PUBLIC ISO//Web3D//DTD X3D 3.0//EN ISO//Web3D//DTD X3D 3.2//EN 
DOCTYPE X3D PUBLIC http://www.web3d.org/specifications/x

3d-3.0.dtd  
http://www.web3d.org/specifications/
x3d-3.2.dtd  

X3D Profile Full Immersive 
X3D version No input 3.2 
X3D 
xsd::noNamespaceSche
ma Location 

http://www.web3d.org/specifications/x
3d-3.0.xsd  

http://www.web3d.org/specifications/
x3d-3.2.xsd  

Material Node shininess 
value 

0–255 0–1 

3. Scenario Authoring and Visualization for Advanced Graphical 
Environments and Savage Defense X3D Model Archive 

After modification, the models will be placed into the Scenario Authoring and 

Visualization for Advanced Graphical Environments and Savage Defense X3D 

Model Archive maintained by the MOVES Institute at NPS. To coordinate this 

second level of storage, multiple email exchanges and teleconferences were 

coordinated with AMEX staff to discuss collaboration. After discussion, the 

agreement for AMEX models downloaded and placed into the Savage Defense 

Archive was to designate them “For Official Use Only” (FOUO). FOUO means official 

use for U.S. government personnel and contractors. This made the models available 

for U.S. student class projects, thesis work and 3D training applications. Thus, 

usage of models is specific to NPS research endeavors and their applications to 

U.S. forces. In order to ensure compliance, the FOUO requirement is clearly stated 

in the metadata of each model downloaded from the repository, as shown in Figure 

33. Additional metadata was added to track modification and to accurately describe 

each model. 
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Figure 33.   FOUO Requirement Specified in Added Meta Data 

4. Savage Modeling and Analysis Language (SMAL) 
The need for tactical metadata to ensure appropriate usage in EWD scenes is 

also critical. Future work includes improving the user interface within X3D-Edit 3.2 to 

make the addition of tactical metadata (or SMAL) easier. SMAL is tactical data 

added to each model specifically related to its capabilities and limitations to ensure 

proper use in virtual environments (SMAL, 2009). Adding this data enhances the 

effectiveness of the repository by embedding performance data later accessed to 

run an autogenerated X3D scene. This data falls into three categories: inherent, 

parametric, and instantaneous. Inherent metadata “includes the physical size and 

weight of the object” (Rauch, 2006).  Other examples of inherent metadata are 

speed, acceleration, and detection or engagement range (Rausch, 2006). 

Parametric data are “environmental conditions, associations between entities, terrain 

and objects in the terrain” (Rausch, 2006). Finally, instantaneous data “consists of 

items required to describe the situation at a given moment in time. A description of 

the scene at the first moment of a tactical scenario is both an instantaneous 

description of the scene and a large part of the initialization parameters” (Rausch, 

2006). Examples of instantaneous data are position and orientation, current speed, 

acceleration, fuel state, and time. 

<meta content='UH1NHuey.x3d' name='title'/> 
<meta content='A USMC Utility Helicopter created and maintained by the AMEX' name='description'/> 
<meta content='Army Model Exchange (AMEX)' name='creator'/> 
<meta content='9 January 2009' name='translated'/> 
<meta content='25 Aug 2009' name='modified'/> 
<meta content='Christian Fitzpatrick' name='translator'/> 
<meta content='https://modelexchange.army.mil' name='reference'/> 
<meta content='USMC Huey Army Model Exchange (AMEX) X3D model' name='subject'/> 
<meta content='For Official Use Only (FOUO)' name='accessRights'/> 
<meta content='X3D-Edit, https://savage.nps.edu/X3D-Edit' name='generator'/> 
<meta content='../../license.html' name='license'/> 
<meta content='https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/AircraftHelicopters'  
 name='identifier'/> 
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E. X3D-Edit Modeling Tool 
The X3D-Edit 3.2 modeling tool shown in Figure 34 is available for download 

via the X3D Resources website and is utilized by NPS students in the beginning and 

advanced X3D courses. It is intuitive and has many helpful troubleshooting 

capabilities. X3D-Edit was used to make changes to the downloaded AMEX models 

for this work. Regular expressions for search and replace customization were 

considered to change the X3D files, but to ensure accuracy the files were modified 

one-by-one. The Savage team specifically chose 111 models applicable to Marine 

Expeditionary Unit (MEU) missions for download. All models were modified as 

specified in Table 2 and the appropriate metadata was added to assist with the 

future creation of a database that Navy and Marine Corps personnel can use to 

create their own training scenes, with the end state being that these scenes may be 

replayed and viewed by large units training in the EWD.  

 

Figure 34.   X3D-Edit 3.2 Screen Layout shown with Cobra Model. 

The X3D-Edit 3.2 capability used for validation is the Quality Assurance (QA) 

drop-down menu shown in Figure 35 (Canonical XML, 2001). The collected 

validation methods are much more thorough than the browser console windows 
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because they meticulously go through each file to find errors in format and syntax. 

Errors are sequentially presented with links in the output window, making the 

changes quick and painless. The following tests are performed during the X3D Edit 

Quality Assurance (QA) tests: (X3D Resources, 2009) 

 XML well-formed 

 XML Validation using X3D DTD (Doctype) 

 XML Validation using X3D Schema 

 X3D to ClassicVRML.xslt stylesheet conversion error checks 

 X3D Schematron rule-based consistency checks 

This is a tremendously powerful capability for all X3D scene authors to ensure 

quality and accuracy of work. 

Once all format and syntax errors are corrected, each of the model files can 

then be canonicalized, finalizing the modifications. Canonicalization (C14N) 

eliminates file ambiguities such as extra whitespace, which might negatively impact 

file security, compression or parsing performance (Canonical XML, 2001). C14N 

normalization ensures that any differences in subsequent version-control updates 

are specifically limited to substantive changes (Canonical XML, 2001). 

 

Figure 35.   X3D-Edit Quality Assurance Launch Button  
and Component Tests in Drop-down Menu 
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F. Modifications to AMEX Models 

1. Material Node Modifications to AMEX Models 
For the modification of the material node for the textures in each of the 

models, the data range for the shininess in each model was reviewed. X3D 

specification requires inputs to be between 0 and 1 (X3D Specification, 2003). The 

models downloaded from AMEX all have values between 0 and 255 indicating an 

authoring error. This finding was reported to AMEX. 

With the initial values for shininess between 0 and 255, the data was scaled 

between 0 and 1. The focus was to get all models viewable in Xj3D to allow the most 

compelling usage of the models in X3D Earth scenes. Thus, a simple calculation for 

scaling the shininess input was used. In order to make the data range between 0 

and 1, the values were scaled to a percentage between 0 and 255. For example, if a 

model has a shininess input of 128, the shininess value was changed to 0.5. Once 

this change was made, the models were easily viewable in Xj3D, and more 

importantly, easily visible when inlined into an X3D scene that includes X3D Earth 

and other models. 

2. Browser Performance after Modifications 
After modifications across all the selected models were complete, the next 

task was to confirm that the modifications enabled viewing in Xj3D. Performance in 

Instant Reality and Octaga was also reconfirmed, but now with the modified material 

nodes. As expected, all models were now viewable in the Xj3D browser with an 

example shown in Figure 36. Also, the models were still viewable in Octaga, Instant 

Reality and Bit Management’s BS Contact browser. Multiple screen shots were 

compared to ensure the models were not degraded in any way. The next focus was 

to improve documentation on each model to ensure compliance with repository rules 

and realistic emplacement within scenes.  
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Figure 36.   Modified AMEX Model of an AV-8B Harrier Working in Xj3D Browser. 

3. Additional Modifications to AMEX Models 
To improve documentation, relevant metadata was added at the beginning of 

each file. The metadata included a description of the model, date of modification, 

web link in model archive, etc. The most significant addition was the subject 

metadata, which allowed numerous users to access the models based on the search 

criteria placed in a common search engines such as Google, Bing or Yahoo. This is 

where the tactical metadata (SMAL) discussed earlier may be added as well. The 

performance metadata enables numerous future applications (Rauch, 2006). 

Emplacing real-world restrictions on the models helped to guarantee realism for 

future training applications. 

The next modification was to ensure that each of the files followed the XML 

structure and format for X3D. In the majority of the downloaded models, the DEF 

names used for the material and appearance nodes did not follow proper XML 

format. The majority of the names used in the original downloaded files had 

whitespace within the name. For example, a “white semi” or “black gloss” DEF name 

was changed to whiteSemi and blackGloss respectively in order to comply with XML 

standards, which forbid embedded whitespace in identifier names (X3D 
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Specification, 2003). Standardized coding techniques ensure complete 

understanding and flexibility between units. 

The final modification made was to animate the models, if possible. For 

example, the main rotors on select helicopter models can be continually rotated with 

the addition of the <OrientationInterpolator> (Brutzman & Daly, 2007). For example, 

the small portion of code in Figure 37 was added to the AH-1W Cobra model to 

rotate the main rotor 360 degrees (0 to 2 π  radians) about the y-axis (represented 

as 0 1 0). Its implementation made the model more realistic and interesting to view. 

Figure 37.   <Orientation Interpolator> Used in the AH-1W  
Cobra Model Downloaded from AMEX. 

G. Animating Scenes 
Creating animated scenes by combining enhanced 3D imagery and moving 

high-fidelity 3D models was the ultimate goal of this modeling work. In order to 

create the scenes, a template X3D file was developed to inline various imagery and 

models specific to training objectives. During the Rez processing describe earlier, an 

image tree with five levels of detail (LOD) was created (Thorn, 2007). The zero LOD 

folder contains the X3D file used for inline within the template. This specific file 

references all the other “sliced” images within the LOD tree, allowing the viewer to 

zoom in or change viewing perspective within scenes.  

The AMEX models were added to scenes using the <Inline> node. Since 

Global Mapper creates a geo-referenced image, an X3D author is able to position 

the model into the scene using the actual latitude and longitude values, as well as 

altitude above sea level in meters. Latitudes and longitudes were entered in decimal 

format. The model’s <GeoPositionInterpolator> node was used to specify the 

orientation about the x-, y-, or z-axis (Brutzman & Daly, 2007). Shown in Figure 38, 

<OrientationInterpolator DEF='spinRotors'  
 key='0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00' 
 keyValue='0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1.5708 0 0 1 3.14159 0 0 1 4.7123889 0 0 1 6.2831852'/> 
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movement of the models can be easily modified using the <GeoPositionInterpolator> 

by adding keys that equate to x, y, and z positions on the imagery (Brutzman & Daly, 

2007). The x position would be equivalent to the latitude, the y to the longitude, and 

the z to the elevation in meters.  

 

Figure 38.   <GeoPositionInterpolator> Editor for Latitude, Longitude  
and Elevation Input for Animation. 

In order to enhance realism, the orientation of each model was also changed 

as the model moves from point to point or, in this case, from key to key within a 

scene. The <OrientationInterpolator> uses the same keys to change orientation 

about the x-, y-, or z-axes by a specific angle, which is the last input into this node. 

In order to make the animations event-driven, the usage of a <TouchSensor> was 

included to create an animation trigger, enabling models to move based on a 

controller’s input. This is useful when animating time or event-driven missions such 

as pre-planned fires from naval gunfire and aircraft. Examples of each of these 

nodes can be seen in Appendix C. 

1. MCB Camp Pendleton Scenario Development 
The scenario developed as a proof of concept for EWD animations was 

based on the activities of a notional insurgent organization operating from the actual 
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K-2 (Kilo Two) MOUT facility on MCB Camp Pendleton. The scenario begins with a 

Cessna transport aircraft arriving at a nearby airfield. Immediately upon landing, the 

aircraft taxis over to a cargo offload area and drops some large boxes from a side 

cargo door. In the vicinity of the cargo offload area on the airfield, a Nissan truck is 

waiting and watching the aircraft shown in Figure 39. Upon the departure of the 

aircraft, insurgents are seen leaving the vehicle to gather the boxes dropped from 

the aircraft. Once the insurgents return to the vehicle, the vehicle departs on a 

roadway parallel to the airfield. The vehicle proceeds east and then makes a turn to 

the north on a roadway leading directly to the K-2 MOUT facility. 

 

Figure 39.   Snapshot of Animation for Suspected Weapons Drop  
at MCB Camp Pendleton shown in Xj3D browser. 

This scenario is similar to one given to a MEU for a Motor, Mechanized, or 

Helicopter Raid. In addition, this might be a mission where direct action could be 

assigned. The MEU Commander has a number of options, and the enhanced 

visualization of the terrain and enemy movements would help prepare his staff to 

formulate the most effective plan to engage the enemy. The EWD with real-world 

animations can potentially improve staff interaction in the early stages of R2P2 

training during the predeployment work-up cycle. 
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The most critical aspect of the animations in X3D is linking the 

<GeoPositionInterpolator> and <OrientationInterpolator> with the <GeoLocation> 

and <Transform> nodes for the AMEX model used in the scenes. Linking events 

between these nodes is accomplished through <ROUTE> statements, which can be 

seen in Appendix C.1 in which the <GeoLocation> node is changed by the values 

specified in the <GeoPositionInterpolator> node (Brutzman & Daly, 2007). The 

values in the <GeoPositionInterpolator> are a list of latitude and longitude values 

that specify a route. In the case of the code shown in Figure 40, the route described 

is the Cessna’s flight path into the airfield. This same concept was used to animate 

the vehicle’s departure from the airfield and movement to K-2. All events passed 

between nodes via <ROUTE> must pass strong type checking to ensure that only 

correctly formed values are used.  

 

Figure 40.   <GeoPositionInterpoloator> Using Latitude, Longitude  
and Elevation to Position an Aircraft within a Scene. 

2. Further Ideas for Integration with MEU Training 
Another possibility for enhancing realism is to attach a moving viewpoint to an 

aircraft or vehicle within a scene. The proof of concept chosen for this animation is a 

viewpoint added to a UAV. In order to show the concept, the viewpoint is placed 

slightly above and offset from the UAV, so that the viewpoint shows the collection of 

real-time data over imagery. A Global Hawk UAV is in a circular pattern above NAB 

Coronado in San Diego shown in Figure 41. The east-west pattern observes all 

roads and entry points to the base. Overall, the concept can be applied to any 

scenario with the addition of a single line of code. 

<GeoPositionInterpolator DEF='CargoTransportInbound'  
 key='0 0.143 0.286 0.429 0.571 0.714 0.857 1'  
 keyValue='33.316708 -117.343849 150  
  33.306709 -117.361847 40  
  33.296871 -117.379059 30  
  33.296852 -117.379059 30  
  33.297855 -117.380951 40  
  33.297855 -117.380959 40  
  33.295876 -117.384758 40  
  33.295853 -117.384758 45'/> 
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Figure 41.   Snapshot of Animation Using Viewpoint Node Added above Global 
Hawk UAV Simulating Intelligence Collection. 

3. Application of Agent-Based Simulation 
Scripted animations are effective when attempting to meet specific training 

and readiness goals; however, they can be somewhat predictable. To further expand 

EWD training capabilities, building tactical agents using SimKit or Viskit to establish 

behavior libraries is recommended for future work. A repository of numerous enemy 

behaviors enables verification of tactics, techniques and procedures (TTP) crucial to 

the development of new amphibious doctrine. This also addresses the CMC’s 

directive to review amphibious policy and doctrine.  

H. Conclusions 
Animated scenes using the systems like X3D Earth is a critical enhancement 

to the EWD. These scenes can create an intelligence picture of enemy activities 

occurring within a specified area of operation. In addition, X3D Earth offers 

considerable flexibility for staff instructors using the EWD for training since they will 

be able to train in any region throughout the world. The Expeditionary Strike Group 

and Marine Expeditionary Unit staffs now have the ability to pre-plan operations 

using enhanced 3D terrain visualizations. Another interesting aspect of this process 

is the planned “developers.” In modernizing the EWD, introducing X3D modeling 

tools to young Sailors and Marines from operational units is recommended, enabling 

them to create applicable, real-world training animations for their unit’s training. Their 
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animations will be viewable on a large-scale at the EWD or on a smaller scale within 

an open-source 3D browser available online. The comprehensive process 

developed from scene ideation to final animation provides graphics training to entry-

level Sailors and Marines and enhances battle space visualization for more 

experienced mission planners. 

I. Summary 
This chapter covered the integration of Army Model Exchange models with 

X3D Earth terrain into X3D scenes. The AMEX models required some modification 

for integration into the scenes and that process was explained. In addition, the 

chapter showed how models within the scenes are animated. This is a powerful 

capability recommended for integration into the modernized EWD. 
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V. Applications of Digital Holography to the EWD 

A. Introduction 
The third phase of this work identifies additional technologies that may 

potentially expand the training audience of the EWD. Addressing the movement of 

the ship models and the fixed terrain display only modernizes the EWD in its current 

configuration as a staff trainer. A practical extension of this large-group capability 

focuses on small unit training, specifically Marine infantry squads. This chapter 

explores the usage of static holography to train infantry squads on ground tactics 

upon reaching the objective following an amphibious landing. It identifies the data 

required to produce a static hologram for training and then briefly describes the 

production process. The results of two user studies using holography are also 

presented showing the potential benefits for tactical visualization. Finally, methods to 

integrate holography into the EWD are recommended. 

B. A Brief History of Holography 
Dennis Gabor, a German electrical engineer, discovered holography in the 

late 1940s (Fuhrmann et al., 2009). While in the lab working with an electron 

microscope, Gabor was struggling with the lens distortion of spherical electron 

waves. To correct the distortion, he proposed recording the wave shape in the 

electron microscope and then correcting the distortions using two optical beams 

(Benton & Bove, 2008). Although skeptics were first critical of his work, his 

colleagues were astonished when they observed his results. Through interference, 

Gabor was able to correct the shape of the waves. Ultimately, this work earned him 

the Nobel Prize for Physics in 1971 (Benton & Bove, 2008). 

Following Gabor in 1962, two electrical engineers, Emmett Lieth and Juris 

Upatnieks, from the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor worked on a secret, side-

looking radar to track flight paths. Influenced by Gabor’s 1947 paper, they recreated 

his work using the newly invented laser and their “off axis” technique, allowing for 
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the separation of image components (Benton & Bove, 2008). Their method worked 

and further confirmed Gabor’s efforts 10 years earlier, but more compelling were the 

detailed images created with their technique. Quickly, they began to expand their 

work by recording three-dimensional tabletop scenes. Leith and Upatnieks 

showcased their work at the fall meeting of the Optical Society of America in 1964. 

They called their work “wavefront reconstruction photography” (Benton & Bove, 

2008). This was considered the birth of holographic imaging as is known today. 

C. Data Required To Produce a Hologram for the EWD 
To integrate with this work, static holography can be used to show the target 

objective area following an amphibious landing. First, physical ship models and X3D 

animated scenes might separately depict movement from amphibious shipping to 

the target objective in large dynamic displays. Then, static holography is used to 

visualize the objective in a sand table set-up to train infantry squads. However, 

moving images cannot be superimposed on the holography.  

To augment the example animations of notional enemy activity on MCB 

Camp Pendleton shown in the Chapter IV, the K-2 MOUT training range was 

selected as the objective. K-2 is located northeast of the airfield on Camp Pendleton. 

During predeployment training, the 11th, 13th and 15th MEUs use the landing beach 

at Camp Pendleton and the Special Operations Training Group develops tactical 

scenarios using the training ranges within the base. The scenario used in this 

research is considered realistic and applicable for amphibious training. 

The model used for K-2 was developed by L-3 Communications for the 

BASE-IT project. The data set was originally developed in Autodesk’s 3ds Max using 

Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR) data for the ground surface. The buildings 

were emplaced on the surface using simple polygons. Since 3ds Max software was 

not available for this work, a conversion script was used to convert the original object 

file from 3ds Max to a Maya file. Maya 2008 software was then used to make 

modifications and corrections to the model since multiple polygons and all image 
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textures were lost after conversion. In order to ready the model for hologram 

production, all textures were replaced on building surfaces within the K-2 model. In 

addition, some surfaces were also missing, and Maya 2008 was used to manually 

re-draw new surfaces to complete the model. An image of the completed model is 

shown in Figure 42. 

 

Figure 42.   3D Model of K-2 Produced Shown in Maya 2008 

Once complete, the digital 3D model was forwarded to Zebra Imaging for 

hologram production and printing. Their programming and graphics staff reviewed 

the model and produced an example movie file of how the hologram might look upon 

completion. Since both user studies to be discussed later in this chapter point out 

concerns as to the length of time to develop a hologram and put into the hands of 

users, the length of time to complete the model processing was noted. For this 

specific model, one week was required to modify and ready for hologram production. 

Once the model was processed by Zebra Imaging, they forwarded a preview of the 

how the final hologram might appear once printed (Figure 43), which required 

another day. 
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Figure 43.   Preview of Kilo-2 Hologram Prior to Printing 
(Zebra Imaging, Inc.) 

D. Construction of the Static Hologram 
To create this hologram of the Kilo 2 MOUT facility, Zebra Imaging uses 

proprietary software to position a virtual camera directly overhead the facility model 

described in the previous section. The model is rasterized from the virtual camera’s 

viewpoint to create a set of hogels, which are holographic elements. The hogels 

contain all information about each specific point in a model including its location, 

elevation and texture. They are similar to pixels in 2D images. A single hogel when 

lit at a 45-degree angle produces a projection of the entire model. When constructing 

the K-2 hologram, multiple hogels were placed side-by-side onto a 2 foot by 2.5 foot 

sheet (Benton & Bove, 2008). There were a total of 480,000 hogels used in the K-2 

hologram (600 x 800). Each hogel placed on a hologram is exactly the same and 

they need to be meticulously positioned in structured rows and columns prior to use. 

The most important aspect in viewing the hologram correctly is the proper 

lighting of the hologram in both position and intensity. Limitations on viewing angles 

are also important. Just as in 2D images, when pixels are lit from a light source, 

color is reflected and the image is viewable. The same concept applies to holograms 

and, more specifically, to hogels. Hogels require a direct light source orthogonal to 

the actual hologram and the viewer must view the hologram from the vicinity of a 45-

degree angle (Smith, 2007). A single hogel created from a 1280 by 1024 image 
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produces over 1.3 million projections. As light reflects off the hogels, the human eye 

is able to detect one projection from each of the 480,000 hogels. Each projection 

from a specific hogel comes together to produce the entire model that was rasterized 

previously. With the enormous amount of data produced by the hogels, holograms 

allow viewing from multiple perspectives in the three dimensions. 

E. Previous Studies of Static Holography for Training 
There are a limited number of user studies available on the use of holography 

for training; however, the two studies reviewed in this work show the potential 

benefits of using this visualization tool. The first training task reviewed was a Joint 

Terminal Air Controller’s (JTAC) control of aircraft to deliver ordinance on target near 

friendly troops. JTACs perform the same mission as Forward Air Controllers (FACs) 

in the Marine Corps In a Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU), there is one Air Officer 

and two FACs assigned to the Infantry Battalion. The availability of up-to-date 

holography may benefit their training with the MEU’s aviation assets. The second 

training task reviewed was path planning for tactical scenarios. In that user study, 

Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) Teams used static holography for planning 

routes to find targets in an unfamiliar environment. This study has obvious 

applications to Marine Infantry Squad tactics in an urban environment. The results 

from both studies are discussed below. 

1. User Study Conducted by the Air Force Research Lab (AFRL) 
In mid-2007, the Air Force Research Laboratory (AFRL) and Zebra Imaging, 

Inc., began a study with the Joint Improvised Explosive Device Defeat Organization 

(JIEDDO) to determine if digital holography might assist with detection of improvised 

explosive devices (IEDs) on the battlefield (Martin et al., 2008). The study ended 

quickly since the imagery resolution required to perceive disturbed earth that might 

be concealing an IED was not available to produce the holograms. However, from 

the initial demonstrations of holograms, a number of pilots and qualified JTACs 

agreed that holographic imaging might assist in terminal air control training to 
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develop a cognitive map of the operations area (Martin et al., 2008). With this 

change, AFRL began to assess the JTAC and FAC planning process and conducted 

a user study with the holograms. 

During their study, nine JTACs were given the opportunity to rate and 

compare the effectiveness of 2D photographs versus 3D holograms during planning. 

They rated various measures of effectiveness on a scale of 1 to 10 (poorest to best). 

Overwhelmingly, “the results of the evaluation indicate that the 3D holograms are an 

effective tool for JTAC mission planning and execution” (Martin et al., 2008, p. 33). 

3D holograms seemed most effective in reporting the collateral damage estimate 

(CDE), determining the height of buildings and other structures, maintaining lines of 

fire and sight, and determining JTAC overwatch positions (Martin et al., 2008). 

Most JTACs also appreciated the new ability to determine the difference 

between rooftops and courtyards provided by the holograms. Although this seems 

trivial, 2D imagery often makes such distinctions hard to discern. Overall, Figure 44 

shows the average mission effectiveness scores comparing 2D imagery to 3D 

holography. 

There were some limitations noted during the study. For example, the 

holograms used in this exercise required sunlight for optimal viewing. However, 

varieties of synthetic light sources were used at a 45-degree angle for indoor and 

outdoor exercises and performed well (Martin et al., 2008). Most JTACs commented 

that using holograms during a mission might still be feasible during night operations. 

Overall, the outstanding performance of the holograms within this user study 

prompted considering their use for possible inclusion within the target-area phase of 

this EWD work. 
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Figure 44.   Results from AFRL and Zebra Imaging User Study 
(Martin et al., 2008) 

2. Path Finding for Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) Teams 
Texas State University in San Marcos, Texas conducted another user study 

with local Special Weapons and Tactics (SWAT) teams (Fuhrman et al., 2009). This 

study was more “hands-on” than the AFRL study since actual SWAT team officers 

were given specific tasks to complete using holograms. Within a three-story laser tag 

facility in Austin, Texas, SWAT officers prepared to find hidden targets. The targets 

were chairs that were colored either red or yellow. The first red target was described 

as relatively easy to find, but the second yellow target required the navigation 
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through multiple levels of the facility (Fuhrman et al., 2009). Eight participants in the 

study were given an introduction to the holograms since no one had previous 

experience using them. Once all officers felt comfortable using the holograms, the 

study began. 

All eight subjects were asked to find the red and yellow target using both a 2D 

map of the facility and then a 3D hologram of the facility. Randomly, a single SWAT 

officer entered a room and was told the location of the target. Then, he was given 

either a hologram or 2D map for use in planning (Fuhrman et al., 2009). The study 

compared operator performance when using either holography or a map, by 

measuring wayfinding and target identification. The data collected was the time in 

seconds that it took the subject to find the target upon leaving the planning room. 

The entire user study was complete once all participants performed missions and 

found the two targets using each planning tool. This task of gaining geospatial 

intelligence is actually quite similar to typical SWAT team mission planning. This 

scenario is also somewhat similar to the planning that infantry Marines ordinarily 

participate in when preparing for operational missions. 

The results from the study pointed to the effectiveness of the holograms. The 

first task, finding the red chair, did not show that planning with a 3D hologram was a 

significant advantage. However, for the more difficult task, searching for the yellow 

chair, there was an advantage to using the hologram as shown in Figure 45 

(Fuhrman et al., 2009). This specifically shows the positive impact a true 3D 

representation has on building a common operational picture needed to perform a 

task (Fuhrman et al., 2009). 
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Figure 45.   Box-and-Whisker Plot of Wayfinding Performance for Both 
Geovisualizations Showing Better Target Finding Using Holography (From 

Fuhrman et al., 2009) 

The box-and-whisker plot shows that all users were able to quickly complete 

the more difficult task using the hologram. With a 2D map, some users had difficulty 

and there were significant performance outliers. Overall, the response was positive 

from the participants. “Seven of the total of eight participants stated that holograms 

might be useful and effective tools in SWAT operations” (Fuhrman et al., 2009). 

Others said that holograms were an excellent reference for planning routes and 

obtaining survey knowledge. Some subjects worried about the cost of the technology 

and the timeframe required to produce a hologram (Fuhrman et al., 2009). These 

concerns deserve close consideration. 

For the K-2 model used in this work, the LIDAR data was already provided 

and the majority of the 3D structures were in place. Much of the work was in 

replacing the textures one-by-one onto the buildings and then in making any 

necessary corrections for any missing geometry after conversion. Overall, this 

process to convert took approximately 1 week of work in Maya. Once complete, the 

model was forwarded to Zebra Imaging. Within hours, a movie file visualizing the 
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hologram was returned and upon approval, the hologram was printed. The process 

took approximately eight days to fully complete at an approximate cost of $2300. 

F. Limitations of Holography in EWD 
Although holography has performed well in multiple user studies as shown in 

the previous sections, the EWD’s unique set-up presents some challenges for its 

proper implementation. First, viewing holographic images from the side bleachers 

will be problematic due to the shallow viewing angle. The next section presents a 

small group viewing solution alleviating this issue. Second, the modernized EWD is 

based on open source, open standard technologies. Use of holography requires 

continuous funding to maintain current visualizations required for the most realistic 

tactical training. Considering both of these limitations, the use of holography is still 

recommended since it offers a “true” 3D representation of terrain data for tactical 

training and mission planning. 

G. Applications to EWD 
Digital holography can be used as one supporting component in the process 

of upgrading the EWD if the configuration of the facility is changed. It is best viewed 

with a light source orthogonal to the actual hologram. For its integration into the 

EWD, this thesis recommends reducing the size of the current EWD display area to 

make room for 3-4 planning tables that show holography. These additions to the 

large-area EWD display can enable Marines and Sailors to closely discuss the 

objective area layout and surrounding terrain and building implications to the 

mission. Note that planning table needs to have a light positioned correctly to ensure 

proper display of the hologram as well. Figure 46 shows a concept of the small 

holography planning table that can be used to train Marine Infantry Squads at the 

modernized EWD. 

Close-up viewing of key locations by individuals in small teams can provide 

necessary support for hands-on training, and actual mission rehearsal. First-hand 

examination of the holographic imaging can also provide intelligence officers another 
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tool they might use in order to build a common operational picture for their 

commanders. They may also receive training at the EWD on how to direct the 

creation of data to produce a high-fidelity hologram. Figure 46 shows a concept of 

the small holography planning table that can be used to train Marine Infantry Squads 

at the modernized EWD. 

 

Figure 46.   Virtual image of Infantry Squad Discussing Tactics  
Using a 3D Hologram  
(Zebra Imaging, 2009) 

H. Conclusions 
Static holography has proven effective in some small-scale user studies over 

the past two years, and it has also been used on the ground in Iraq and Afghanistan 

with similar positive results. With more exposure across different user groups, 

holography can soon augment and even replace 2D imagery for geospatial 

intelligence gathering. Since data can be simply created in numerous modeling tools 

including Maya, X3D and Google SketchUp, custom holograms can be produced 

more quickly than ever. A hologram’s depth cues along with the spatial mapping 

combine the best aspects of web-based 3D and 2D maps for planning. 
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Nevertheless, limitations on lighting and viewing angles restrict the usage of 

holograms to small tables for small groups. 

I. Summary 
This chapter describes the third phase of this work, which identifies static 

holography as an additional technology available to expand the EWD training 

audience to small units. This chapter covers how static holography can be used to 

train infantry squads on ground tactics upon reaching the objective following an 

amphibious landing. It also shows the data required to produce a static hologram for 

training and then briefly describes the production process. The results of two user 

studies using holography are presented and analyzed as a basis for this technology 

to be recommended for the EWD modernization project. 
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VI. Acquisition Considerations for EWD 
Modernization 

A. Introduction 
This chapter provides a general overview of the acquisition process in the 

Marine Corps and identifies the organizations supporting this work through the Joint 

Capabilities Integration and Development System (JCIDS). The overview provides a 

clear understanding of where this thesis work fits into JCIDS. In addition, it reviews 

specific MEU training objectives that can potentially be met by using an improved 

EWD. Understanding this process, while focusing on the users’ training needs, is 

necessary for EWD modernization to become a properly supported and effective 

program effort. 

B. Acquisition Process in the USMC 

1. Joint Capabilities Integration and Development System (JCIDS) 
In June 2003, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) approved the 

JCIDS process through the release of the CJCS Instruction 3710.01C (Cook, 2006). 

This framework was created to foster joint collaboration between the armed services 

on future warfighting capabilities. “JCIDS increases the power of the Joint Staff and 

the JROC to decide which new weapons and technology capabilities will reach the 

hands of Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen and Marines” (Cook, 2006, p. 3). It also ensures 

programs are joint from their inception. Considering the open source, open standard 

requirement placed on the technologies recommended through this research, the 

modernized EWD has the potential to become a joint training facility offering 

visualization solutions for any capability identified through the JCIDS process.  

2. Capabilities Based Assessment (CBA) 
Guided by JCIDS, the Marine Corps’ Training and Education Command 

(TECOM) begins the process to obtain or upgrade a training system such as the 
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EWD by conducting Capabilities Based Assessment (CBA). This process analyzes 

the requirements necessary to meet a specific capability. The first step in the CBA is 

the Functional Area Analysis (FAA), which identifies operational tasks, conditions 

and standards needed to accomplish military objectives (Cook, 2006). In order to get 

the best data for the FAA, TECOM works closely with operational forces to collect 

feedback. For example, the Marine Corps Center for Lessons Learned (MCCLL) 

within TECOM is a major source for feedback and contributes across numerous 

capability assessments. Quantitative data on specific capabilities can be obtained 

from the Operations Analysis Division (OAD) within the Marine Corps Combat 

Development Command (MCCDC). Once requirements to meet a specific capability 

are defined in a formal FAA document, a Functional Needs Analysis (FNA) then 

produces a list of shortfalls that exist across all services (Cook, 2006). Once that list 

has been generated, solutions to fill training gaps are then considered through the 

Functional Solutions Analysis (FSA) (Cook, 2006). 

The FSA is the third step of the CBA, as shown in Figure 47. TECOM and 

Program Manager, Training Systems (PMTRASYS) collaborate in this step to make 

an “assessment of potential DOTMLPF and policy approaches to solving (or 

mitigating) one or more of the capability gaps identified in the FNA” (ACC, 2009). 

DOTMLPF is an acronym for doctrine, organization, training, material, leadership, 

personnel, and facilities used as a guide when considering new training capabilities 

(Under Secretary of Defense, 2008). It ensures that all possible solutions to training 

gaps are considered. In some cases, a material solution may not be needed. There 

may be a pre-existing system that can support the training objective, so that 

acquisition of a new system is not required. For example, the EWD is a pre-existing 

demonstration tool with training applications that can meet capabilities identified in 

the FAA. Once TECOM and PMTRASYS compile the FSA, there is one final review 

prior to releasing the Initial Capabilities Document (ICD). 
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Figure 47.   Simplified Diagram of CBA Inputs  
(From JCS-8, 2006) 

The Post-Independent Analysis (PIA) serves as the last review of the FSA. 

This allows the TECOM one final opportunity review the recommendations from the 

FSA. The PIA is conducted by a team not involved with the FSA and ensures that all 

possible solutions are considered. Although the DOTMLPF guides the FSA across a 

number of solutions, there still may be an additional option that has not yet been 

considered. Once the PIA is complete, TECOM then drafts the Initial Capabilities 

Document (ICD), which is the first key document required in the JCIDS process. 

3. Material Solution Analysis Phase 
A Material Development Decision (MDD) is made when the ICD outlines a 

material solution to bridge the gap identified in the FNA. This decision begins further 

analysis, which ultimately becomes part of the Capabilities Development Document 

(CDD). The CDD comprises “the analysis of alternatives, associated integrated 

architectures, capability roadmaps, concept refinement and technology development 

activities” (ACC, 2009). All of this information is required for the development of a 

proposed program. In order to continue development and analysis of a material 

solution, authorization to do so must be received by the Milestone Decision Authority 

(MDA). For the EWD, a material solution is being reviewed; therefore, the 

Commanding General of Marine Corps Systems Command (CG, MCSC) authorized 

movement into the Technology Development Phase as the MDA for Milestone A. 
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4. Technology Development Phase 
In this phase, work begins on the draft CDD, which includes the Key 

Performance Parameters (KPP). KPP are the “attributes or characteristics of a 

system that are considered critical or essential to the development of an effective 

military capability” (ACC, 2009). They are linked directly to the capabilities originally 

outlined in the ICD. KPPs serve to guide the development, demonstration, and 

testing of the current material solution being tested. 

This thesis work fits into the Technology Development Phase. With the ICD 

and draft CDD, prototype development can begin. Prototype development begins 

with a focus on the users’ needs. In developing a prototype EWD, the targeted user 

is a MEU preparing for deployment. They undergo R2P2 training in preparation for 

mission planning while deployed. This work recommends a flexible visualization tool 

to animate missions during rapid planning. In order to show the feasibility of this 

recommendation, JCIDS guides development of the material solution. First, user 

needs are identified and system performance specifications outlined. These 

specifications guide the creation of a demo, which is ultimately validated. Upon 

validation, the users’ needs are then re-addressed. 

Prototype development is not limited as there can be numerous in production 

simultaneously. The results from prototype development, demonstration and testing 

are contained in the final CDD. Next step is submission of the final CDD to the MDA 

for the Milestone B decision The MDA reviews the CDD and performs an analysis of 

alternatives. Once the MDA makes a Milestone B decision, the selected material 

solution enters the Engineering and Manufacturing Development (EMD) Phase.  

5. Engineering and Manufacturing Development (EMD) Phase 
During the EMD, a fully integrated system supporting the material solution is 

developed. The work in this phase goes well beyond prototype development. The 

manufacturing process is reviewed to ensure affordability and producibility of the 

system. Small-scale operational suitability tests are conducted to ensure both 
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effectiveness and a small logistics footprint. Usability with a focus on human 

systems integration is tested to determine additional operational requirements not 

recognized in prototype development. Finally, system safety and security are 

reviewed continually through overall system development.  The results and finding 

during this phase are reported in the Capabilities Production Document (CPD). The 

CPD outlines the production requirements for a material solution found in the EMD. 

The CPD is finalized “after design readiness review when projected capabilities of 

the increment in development have been specified with sufficient accuracy to begin 

production” (ACC, 2009). The MDA for Milestone C then reviews the CPD and may 

authorize movement into the Production and Deployment Phase. If authorized, a 

program can then begin Low-Rate Initial Production (LRIP) and Initial Operational 

Test and Evaluation (IOT&E). Marine Corps Operational Test and Evaluation Activity 

(MCOTEA) perform the testing and evaluation during the Production and 

Deployment Phase. MCOTEA supports the “material acquisition process established 

by MCO P5000.22” (MCOTEA, 2009). 

Understanding the roles of these key organizations can enable better 

collaboration leading to the best decision on how to utilize the EWD to support Navy 

and Marine Corps amphibious training. As this work is currently in the Technology 

Development Phase, there is still much additional work required in order for the 

modernized EWD to become fully funded. The relevant merits and capabilities of 

EWD Modernization deserve to be fully executed according to the JCIDS process. 

Figure 48 shows a simplified diagram of the JCIDS process described in this section.
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Figure 48.   Diagram of the Interrelationship of JCIDS and Acquisition Processes  
(JCIDS Manual, 2009) 

C. Interpret User Needs for Modernized EWD 
Currently, the EWD is not used for amphibious training. It is solely a 

demonstration tool showing the complex coordination required for successful 

amphibious landings. The EWD has the potential to become a staff and small unit 

trainer for the Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU). The MEU participates in a 26 week 

Prepdeployment Training Program (PTP) where they are evaluated on performance 

of 12 different missions. A common thread through all of those missions is the 

previously introduced R2P2 planning cycle. This work proposes enhancing 

visualization during mission planning for R2P2. In order to understand users’ needs, 

the following section outlines the MEU’s PTP and lists the 12 missions evaluated 

during the PTP. Finally, it presents a list of mission essential tasks a MEU is 

expected to be able to perform once deployed. 

1. Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU) 
The Marine Expeditionary Unit (MEU) is a Marine Air Ground Task Force 

(MAGTF) forward deployed and ready to respond to any crisis abroad. It is 

comprised of a Command Element (CE), Ground Combat Element (GCE), Air 

Combat Element (ACE), and a Combat Service Support Element (CSSE). There are 

three MEUs on each coast and one based in Okinawa, Japan for a total of seven. A 

MEU is commanded by a Marine Colonel. Prior to deployment, it integrates with an 

Amphibious Squadron (PHIBRON) and together they form an Expeditionary Strike 

Group (ESG). The focus of this user needs analysis for the EWD is the MEU. 
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The MEU has four core capabilities: Amphibious Operations, designated 

Maritime Special Operations, Military Operations other than War, and Supporting 

Operations to include the introduction of follow-on forces (USMC, 2004). Rapid 

planning and execution are the hallmark of the MEU. This skill can be attributed to 

the R2P2 process described in Chapter I. Introduced in the early phases of the 

MEU’s Predeployment Training Program (PTP), this process guides all missions that 

the MEU executes.  

2. MEU Mission Essential Task List (METL) 
The Mission Essential Task List (METL) contained in MCO 3120.9B guides 

the MEU Special Operations Capable (SOC) certification program conducted during 

the PTP. Headquarters, U.S. Marine Corps (HQMC) provides these guidelines in 

order “to meet the National Command Authority and Geographic Combatant 

Commanders requirements for a certified, versatile MAGTF that provides a sea-

based, forward presence with inherent operational flexibility to respond rapidly to 

multiple missions” (USMC, 2004). Once a MEU is certified, decision-makers (military 

and diplomatic) can use the METL to tailor an effective response to a real crisis. 

The MEU Mission Essential Tasks ensure consistent capabilities across all 

seven MEUs and are listed below. 

1. Amphibious Assault 
2. Amphibious Raid 
3. Amphibious Demonstration 
4. Amphibious Withdrawal 
5. Direct Action Operations 
6. Tactical Recovery of Aircraft and Personnel (TRAP) 
7. Security Operations 
8. Humanitarian Assistance/Disaster Relief (HA/DR) 
9. Noncombatant Evacuation Operations (NEO) 
10. Peace Operations 
11. Provide Command, Control, Communications, and Computers 
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12. Fire Support Planning, Coordination, and Control in a Joint /Combined 
Environment 

13. Limited Expeditionary Airfield Operations 
14. Terminal Guidance Operations 
15. Enhanced Urban Operations 
16. Enabling Operations  
17. Airfield/Port Seizure 
18. Employ Non-lethal Weapons 
19. Tactical Deception Operations 
20. Information Operations 
21. Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance (ISR) 
 a. Reconnaissance and Surveillance 
 b. Counterintelligence 
 c. Signals Intelligence 
 d. Sensor Control and Management Platoon 
22. Anti-terrorism 
23. Rapid Response Planning Process 

Considering these METLs closely, a modernized EWD can potentially 

enhance geospatial visualization and coordinated situational awareness (SA) to plan 

and train for each of these tasks. Visualization and rehearsal is possible for all tasks. 

This might be especially valuable when multiple tasks are being conducted in 

parallel. Given the open source software requirement for the EWD, animated 

scenarios can be created applicable to all of these tasks. Each new scenario (3D 

models, terrain, entity tactical behaviors, etc.) can be place in a resource repository 

for use by a follow-on unit.  

3. Predeployment Training Program (PTP) 
a. MEU Missions Evaluated During PTP 

The PTP allows a MEU Commander with the Amphibious Squadron 

(PHIBRON) Commander to systematically analyze, develop and evaluate the 

integrated capabilities of the PHIBRON and MEU (USMC, 2004). It gives the MEU 
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ample opportunity to enhance interoperability with the Carrier Strike Group, Joint 

Task Forces, Unified Combatant Commanders and civilian agencies (2004). Marines 

normally report to a MEU at least eight months prior to deployment. They normally 

report in with significant progress already completed on their Individual Training 

Standards (ITS). With this specific level of proficiency, the PTP is able to bring 

together all elements of the MEU to conduct integrated training. The integrated 

training is always planned through R2P2.  

Integration between the MEU and PHIBRON is not the only focus of the PTP. 

The MEU also needs to focus on integration with Joint Task Force and Fleet 

Operations. In addition, the strike aircraft assigned to the Carrier Strike Group (CSG) 

offer the MEU an additional asset to employ combat power ashore. The MEU must 

be able to develop a good working relationship with the CSG to ensure good 

command and control to support specific MEU missions. Finally, the MEU needs to 

integrate with the PHIBRON’s Naval Special Warfare (NAVSPECWAR) Detachment 

during the PTP. With all of these agencies working in close concert, a modernized 

EWD offers an advanced visualization tool that can help define, rehearse, and play 

out all missions prior to actual execution. Completed exercises and operations might 

also be re-enacted for in depth team analysis and after action review (AAR). 

The missions formally evaluated during PTP are listed below: 

1. Amphibious Raid (boat, helicopter, and mechanized) 
2. Non-combatant Evacuation Operation (single and multi-site) 
3. Security Operations (area and physical security to embassy or 

consulate-type facility) 
4. Tactical Recovery of Aircraft and Personnel (TRAP) 
5. Direct Action Mission (destruction or recovery operations) 
6. Humanitarian Assistance/Disaster Relief (HA/DR) 
7. R2P2 
8. Intelligence, Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR) 

a. Reconnaissance and Surveillance 
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b. Counterintelligence 
c. Signal Intelligence 

9. Long Range Raid (requiring Forward Arming and Refueling 
Point (FARP) operations) 

10. Mass Casualty (evaluation of PHIBRON/MEU medical 
capabilities) 

11. Airfield/Port Seizure Operations 
12. Maritime Special Operations (either as an independent, 

Maritime Special Purpose Force (MSPF) mission, or together 
with the PHIBRON NavSpecWarDet) 
a. Gas and Oil Platform (GOPLAT) 
b. Visit, Board, Search and Seizure (VBSS) 

b. Marine Corps Combat Readiness Evaluation Standards (MCCRES) 
MCCRES establishes Mission Performance Standards (MPS) for specific 

Marine Corps missions. Marine Corps Order (MCO) 3501.8A provides sample 

missions for use by MAGTF units to assess combat readiness. These samples can 

be used to establish training goals and programs to specifically get ready for formal 

evaluations. Prior to deployment, the MEU engages in the SOC certification during 

PTP and these MCCRES standards offer a baseline for preparation and evaluation. 

MCO 3501.8A provides numerous MAGTF specific scenarios for unit use. For 

this work, Task 7A.1.1 (Conduct Amphibious Staff Planning) was most applicable for 

determining applicability of the EWD to MEU training. This task lists forty-six specific 

skills to evaluate. Of those forty-six skills, eight can be trained within the EWD. 

Those skills are listed and numbered below as they appear in MCO 3501.8A. 

12. Identify and recommend landing sites, and concurrently prepare 
Commander Landing Force (CLF) mission statement for joint Commander, 
Amphibious Task Force (CATF)/CLF decision 

20. Select a proposed beachhead simultaneously with the selection of LF 
objectives, and submit proposal to the CATF for review. 

21. Evaluate the tentative landing sites, and select with the CATF’s 
concurrence, primary and alternate landing areas. 
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22. Coordinate a decision brief for the commander on a specific landing 
beach within the beachhead based on the recommendations of the GCE. 

23. Coordinate a decision brief by the GCE and ACE staff on proposed 
helicopter landing zones to include approach and retirement lanes, and 
control measures. 

24. Coordinate a decision brief for the commander on proposed drop zones 
and landing zones during joint operations, when airborne or air transported 
joint forces are involved. 

26. MEU CE develops and briefs proposed courses of action. 

30. Prepare a graphic presentation of MEU concept of operations ashore in 
broad outline, to include task organization, and issues the concept as an 
outline plan. 

D. Conclusions 
Understanding user requirements and awareness of how work fits into a 

larger acquisition process is critical for any successful development program. The 

EWD work described in this thesis is fits into the Technology Development phase of 

the JCIDS process. Ongoing updates to decision-making organizations within the 

development process are critical to ensure capability needs identified at the 

beginning of the process are being met. Since the MEU is expected to be the 

primary user of the modernized EWD, it is necessary to take time to fully understand 

its training requirements. EWD modernization capabilities have significant merit and 

deserve further advancement efforts under this process. 

E. Summary 
This chapter briefly covers the JCIDS process and the key decision-makers 

that oversee the process. Also, the MEU’s PTP is covered in detail to show how they 

are evaluated prior to deployment. Finally, the MCCRES is introduced to show the 

preparation guidance provided by HQMC for MEUs to prepare for SOC certification. 
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VII. Implementing Multiple Technical 
Recommendations into a Modernized EWD 

A. Introduction 
This chapter seeks to organize all of the many relevant technology 

recommendations that have been identified and address how they can best be 

implemented within the modernized EWD. First, the spectrum of reality is discussed 

and where the EWD fits into this spectrum. Second, a proposed training 

methodology is described that can effectively leverage the flexibility of web-based 

3D visualization. Third, a 3D model of the EWD is presented to show two possible 

configurations of the facility. Additionally, a method is proposed to view the projected 

visualizations created in Chapter IV. Finally, the hardware and networking 

equipment needed to enable the projected display is presented with an initial cost 

assessment. 

B. EWD within the Virtuality Continuum 
When implementing virtual environments for tactical training, it is important to 

understand where the proposed display fits into a virtuality continuum (VC). The VC 

ranges from completely real to completely virtual, as shown in Figure 49 (Milgram et 

al., 1994). Virtual reality (VR) is a completely synthetic environment where the user 

is completely immersed in a 3D environment. Augmented reality (AR) differs by 

allowing the user to see the real world with virtual objects superimposed to enhance 

the user’s perception of the real world (Azuna, 1997). AR displays information that 

the user cannot directly display with his/her own senses and helps the user perform 

real world tasks. Between AR and VR is mixed reality (MR). MR is the combination 

of images from the real world with rendered images from virtual worlds (Freeman, 

Steed, & Zhou, 2005). This is an accurate description of the proposed 

implementation of X3D Earth models created from actual satellite imagery with high 

fidelity 3D models to create tactical scenes ashore for amphibious training in the 
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EWD. In addition, the maritime display proposed for the EWD is also mixed reality by 

using projected littoral X3D Earth models and physical SunSPOT ship models. 

Moving forward with the recommendations in this thesis is likely to create the largest 

MR application ever created. 

 

Figure 49.   The Virtuality Continuum Showing the EWD  
is a Mixed Reality Display  

(Milgram et al., 1994) 

C. Training Methodology 
Since the technology recommendations within this thesis require detailed 

planning prior to implementation, significant preparation time is required of Marines 

and Sailors prior to reporting to the EWD for MEU PTP. Preparation is required in 

two areas. First, there needs to be a certain level of proficiency met by the entire 

MEU staff on the conduct of amphibious operations prior to arrival. Computer-based 

training on amphibious skills is recommended to ensure they are ready to participate 

in Rapid Response Planning Process (R2P2) training using the large-scale 

visualizations shown at the EWD. Viewing 3D visualizations to drive mission 

planning are only effective if the viewer has some understanding of the detailed 

planning and coordination required. This proficiency can be tested through a pre-

examination on basic amphibious skills. If a certain standard is not met, additional 

computer-based training can be recommended until a standard level of proficiency is 

met. Once ready, specific members of the MEU staff can focus on developing 

visualizations for their training. 
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To develop visualizations, only a handful of Marines and Sailors from the 

MEU need to learn to use the technologies recommended in this work. The most 

critical skill is the development of realistic scenarios on a desktop at their command 

prior to arriving for training. The open source requirement recommended for this 

work makes development easier since there will be a community of users within the 

military available to assist with development. In addition, it enables sharing of tactical 

visualization scenarios. Once the scenarios are developed, they must also be tested 

to ensure the projections meet unit training objectives. The EWD staff needs to 

provide guidance on scenario development and offer assistance throughout the 

process. In addition, EWD staff will be required to test the developed scenarios 

performance on the large-scale display prior to approval for use in training. Since 

most using units will not be based at NAB Little Creek, a great deal  of this 

collaboration needs to be conducted online. 

D. X3d Model of the EWD 
Recognizing that there are many options to reconfigure the aging EWD, its 

current state is used as a framework and starting point for this work. Today, the 

EWD serves as a demonstration tool by using physical models to visualize 

amphibious operations. Currently, observers sit back and watch a single realistic 

scenario from initial warning order to mission completion. At no time are they 

engaged or required to critically think and make the many complex decisions that 

are needed to conduct the scenario. This work seeks active participant engagement 

and participation to facilitate amphibious training. In consideration of the 

Commandant’s directive documented at the beginning of this thesis, active duty 

Marines and Sailors need to maximize any and all training opportunities because of 

the current tempo of operations. This is the best argument to convert the EWD from 

a demonstrator to an amphibious operations trainer. An important question regarding 

facility layout then arises. Should the EWD remain in its current configuration as a 

demonstrator or should it be modified to support MEU staff and small unit training? 
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To better visualize options, a 3D model of the EWD was created. The primary 

source for data to create this model was the large collection of blueprints used for 

the original construction in 1953. Some scanned examples of the blueprints can be 

found in Appendix E. During a site visit to the EWD in August 2008, the blueprints 

were reviewed and compared to the actual building structure. Multiple photographs 

were taken for further study while modeling. Over the past 50 years, some additions 

and modifications were made, but none impacted the demonstration or seating area. 

After careful examination of the blueprints and the facility, modeling of the structure 

began. 

Using a step-by-step approach, the EWD’s current configuration was the first 

modeling task. The exterior structure was the first portion modeled. Next, the large-

scale demonstration table with the adjoining projection screens was added. The 

office area at the front of the building followed. Finally, the lights and catwalks were 

positioned directly above the demonstration table. The lights and catwalk were the 

most critical portions of the model because they determined projector placement for 

the proposed projection of X3D scenes. By recognizing this limiting factor, visible 

viewpoints were added to the model to show the coverage of each of the twenty 

proposed projectors for the demonstration area. Figure 50 shows the final model in 

the Octaga browser. 
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Figure 50.   Final Model of the EWD Authored in X3D. 

After completion, the model was forwarded to PMTRASYS for review and 

used for discussion regarding layout. All key-players in the modernization effort from 

PMTRASYS, TECOM and NAWC-TSD were familiar with the facility; however, the 

model still served as an essential collaboration tool. As new facility configuration 

ideas emerged, the X3D model was modified and compared to previous versions. 

E. Two Recommended Options for Facility Layout 

1. Modernize and Retain Current EWD Configuration as a Demonstrator  
Maintaining the current configuration is the lowest-cost solution available. In 

this configuration shown in Figure 51, projectors are placed over the display area to 

project the complete littoral waters adjacent to the landing beach and surrounding 

terrain ashore. The surface size remains intact at 96 by 69 feet; however, the 

surface itself is replaced with a finished surface to enable proper viewing of the 

projected X3D scenes. The current ship models driven by the electrical pulleys are 

removed and replaced by the SunSPOT-driven ship models. Finally, the seating 

remains unchanged.  
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Figure 51.   Top View of X3D Model of the EWD Showing the  
Overhead Projection Recommendation. 

One interesting consideration when retaining the current configuration is the 

usage of the catwalks for viewing of projected displays during training. This gives 

commanders a “bird’s eye” view of terrain and maneuvers during training or mission 

rehearsals. Considering this capability, cross-community rehearsal and training 

between multiple specialties (USMC, Surface Warfare, Air Support) can be more 

effective. In addition, this opportunity to view the battlefield from another perspective 

can be a critical tool in the development of new doctrine or tactics. Such an 

opportunity for combined Marine Corps and Navy training and tactical planning does 

not yet exist and likely will enable significant progress in amphibious operation 

tactical development. 

2. Modernize and Change EWD Configuration as a Trainer 
The second option for modernizing the EWD changes the configuration to 

enhance interaction among Marines and Sailors observing amphibious maneuvers. 
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The configuration shown in Figure 52 is recommended to convert the EWD from a 

demonstration tool to a training tool. In the current demonstrator configuration, there 

is little opportunity for real interaction since the seating arrangement is restrictive. It 

is not practical for Sailors and Marines to walk freely across such a large display 

area to discuss mission execution options. If converting the EWD into a trainer vice 

demonstrator becomes a priority, this option best supports small-group plus large-

group training with staff interaction. 

 

Figure 52.   Model of the EWD Showing Configuration Change Recommendation  
to Enhance Interaction during Training 

a. Improved Layout to Enhance User Interaction 
This option has a large display table, but it is reduced in size. The new size 

recommended in this work is 60 by 48 feet. This layout will provide open space for 

MEU staff to walk around the display table and observe imagery from multiple 

perspectives. With the additional space added, multiple virtual sand tables are 

recommended near the three screens shown in Figure 53. The sand tables currently 

in use for the BASE-IT project are applicable for use in the EWD. These tables 

would enable viewing of the same mission scenarios displayed on the large 
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demonstration table as shown in Figure 50. In addition, they can be also be used for 

Marine Infantry Squad training as described in Chapter II. 

 

Figure 53.   Animated X3D Earth Scene of San Diego Harbor Displayed  
on BASE-IT Virtual Sand Table.  

This same virtual table can be used to display 3D holograms of the target 

objective area for training and mission planning. This technology previously 

described in Chapter V requires one simple modification to the BASE-IT virtual sand 

table. One green lens light needs to be added in order to illuminate the hologram 

correctly. The light pictured in Figure 54 can easily be clamped to the overhead 

structure of the BASE-IT table to support training. This light retails for $1000. Its high 

cost is due to the lack of availability of high intensity, green lens lights from most 

lighting vendors. 
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Figure 54.   Lighting Required to be Clamped to BASE-IT Virtual Sand Table  
to Enable Viewing of 3D Holograms at EWD  

(Zebra Imaging, 2009) 

To test the concept of reducing the size of the demonstration table, a proof of 

concept at 16% scale (12 feet by 8 feet) was constructed at NPS to display naval 

maneuvers and ship positioning in support of Marines as they move ashore. The 

focus of this effort was to allow users to move around the display surface holding 

SunSPOT controllers while they maneuvered their specific ship model. The proof of 

concept shows the flexibility and smooth movement of the new ship models with 

balsa wood hulls placed on top. A smaller display table than what is currently used 

at the EWD would allow greater opportunity for interaction between the staff while 

also allowing all key players an opportunity to clearly see planned movements of 

ships to support amphibious operations. Overhead projected X3D Earth imagery is 

used at the modernized EWD, but is not shown in this prototype. Tactical 

symbology, transit lanes, identifying designators, sensor footprints, tactical 

parameters and other amplifying information might all be superimposed to illustrate 

the scenario and improve situational awareness. This prototype has a removable 

white surface that can be replaced for future testing of overhead projections. The 

proof of concept is shown in Figure 55. 
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Figure 55.   Maritime Training Table Prototype Created at NPS for EWD  
to Display SunSPOT-controlled Ship Models 

b. Proposed Modeling and Simulation Center for Excellence 
Considering the recommended configuration changes for the EWD in option 

two, a further upgrade can be the addition of training on additional simulation 

software during the PTP. In the new configuration, a designated area within the 

EWD can be used for hands-on-training using the Deployable Virtual Training 

Environment (DVTE). The DVTE is: 

…a first person skills sustainment trainer that trains Marines by using a 
simulation network with reconfigurable workstations capable of emulating a 
variety of weapon systems. Individuals select the weapon, vehicle, or 
leadership billet desired, then join a virtual battle space where others and 
synthetic forces are engaged in virtual operations. Individual MAGTF skills 
can be trained in this virtual environment using a Semi-Autonomous Force 
(JSAF) model as its basis. (DVTE, 2009) 

Marines can be provided the opportunity to gain practical application on the 

DVTE, and staff leadership can be actively challenged and critiqued on the 

production of training scenarios within the suite. Overall, this gains further exposure 
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for DVTE and offer the training development community another location where it is 

possible to collect effectiveness data to improve the software. 

F. Hardware Required to Retain Current Demonstrator 
Configuration 

Retaining the current configuration is quickest solution towards modernizing 

the EWD and supporting the CMC’s strategic directive. This section briefly covers 

the characteristics of the type of projector needed for this work. Also covered are the 

network requirements proposed for the distributed display. These solutions can 

enable implementation of the technology recommendations contained in the 

previous chapters. This section concludes with a cost-analysis table outlining the 

total cost for all hardware for demonstrator modernization if this option were 

selected. 

1. Projector Considerations 
A select number of high-performance, commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) 

projectors are available to meet the EWD’s projection needs. The recommended 

projector needs to be capable of meeting the unique set-up and viewing 

requirements for the EWD. First, due to the complexity of the projected animations, a 

projector with a contrast ratio of at least 1,000:1 is needed. Contrast ratio is the ratio 

of luminance between the brightest light (white) and the darkest light (black), 

allowing a user to discern objects and their movement within a scene more clearly 

(Majumder & Brown, 2007). A projector with such a high contrast ratio produces the 

clearest and sharpest projections. Second, a projector with a low throw ratio 

(between 1.15 and 1.8) is required to minimize the number of projectors required in 

the high-bay overhead space. Throw ratio is the ratio between the projector’s 

distance from the projection surface and the width of the projection (Majumder & 

Brown, 2007). Third, the projector has to emit at least 3,500 lumens due to the 

overall size of the building. A high lumens value also offers the capability of 

displaying scenarios with some limited overhead lighting (Majumder & Brown, 2007). 

Finally, projection needs to support at least 1,024 x 768 pixels to ensure clarity of the 
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image and models within the image. Higher preferred resolutions using current 

COTS hardware for generation and projection include 1600 x 1200 and 1280 by 

1024. 

A number of models were considered during the spring and summer of 2009 

before recommending the Epson Powerlite Pro G5150NL. This projector satisfied all 

of the requirements outlined previously and met strict industry reliability standards. 

This particular projector is used in the cost analysis shown in Table 3. A review of 

projectors considered for this work is contained in Appendix F. This survey will need 

to be repeated before final procurement. Projector capabilities and price-

performance value continue to improve steadily. 

2. Network Considerations 
A proposed network configuration to support the tactical visualization multiple 

projectors was also devised. A single laptop serves as control station to drive all of 

the mission scenarios. This control station is connected to a server that stores all 

X3D Earth models, AMEX models and previously developed scenarios. An 

architecture of one router and five switches connect the control station laptop with 

twenty MacMINIs. The MacMINIs are used to drive the multiple projector displays 

with its embedded NVIDIA GeForce 9400M graphics card. Using Apple’s Remote 

Desktop 3.3 on the control station, portions of the mission visualization can be 

selected for display on a specific MacMINI within the network. Connected to each of 

the MacMINIs is a SunSPOT base station. This is used as a wireless access point to 

ensure the NPS robots can freely move throughout the entire display area. The 

concept for the networked display system is shown on a small scale in Figure 56. 
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Figure 56.   Proposed Network Architecture for Distributed Overhead Projector 
Display for Modernized EWD 

3. Cost Analysis 
The cost analysis is normally one of the most important factors to determine a 

specific acquisition decision. The data presented in Table 3 includes the number of 

projectors required based on throw ratio, the distance from the display surface, and 

the size of the display surface. This cost analysis includes the necessary networking 

hardware described in the last section. An uninterruptible power supply was added 

to the required hardware list in order to ensure consistent, steady power to each of 

the components. In addition surge protectors were also added to the hardware list, 

but were not shown in Figure 56. The lowest prices found were used in this analysis. 

For example, the Epson Powerlite Pro retails for $4099, but the projector was found 

online for $2189. The link can be found in Appendix F. 
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Table 3.   Cost Analysis for EWD Modernization as a Demonstrator  
(No Change in Configuration) 

Item Number Cost per Item Total Cost 
Epson Powerlite Pro 
G5150NL Projector 

20 $2189 $43,780 

MacMINI Processor for 
Projectors 

20 $599 $11,980 

MacBook Pro Control 
Station 

1 $2999 $2999 

Linksys Cable 
DSL/Router with 8 Port 
Switch 

1 $97 $97 

Linksys EZXS55W 
EtherFast 10/100 5 Port 
Switch 

5 $15 $75 

CAT-6 Ethernet Cable 
(1000 Ft) 

1 $150 $150 

XServe Server for 
Software Application 
Storage 

1 $3599 $3599 

Dell 15000 Watt 
Uninterruptable Power 
Supply 

1 $4333 $4333 

Belkin 6 Socket Surge 
Protector 

20 $11 $220 

SunSPOT Wireless 
Access Points (Base 
stations) 

5 $225 $1125 

Total Projected Cost   $68,353 

G. Overhead Projection 
Overhead projection was selected for this work to more cost effectively use 

digital terrain data with wargaming tables. In order to obtain the necessary data to 

project an overhead display, some processing is required. This section presents the 

processing solution recommend and also details ongoing research on multiple 

cinematography upgrades recommended for X3D that may benefit this work.  

1. Digital Cinematography 
At this year’s Web3D Symposium, the concept of adding X3D <Camera> 

nodes was considered and work to implement this functionality has already 

produced functioning prototypes (Weekley & Brutzman, 2009). Presenting dynamic 

tactical visualizations are usually most effective when the viewer can see the 

scenario unfold from the proper perspective. The challenge of presenting the right 

scenes and ensuring that viewers are able to discern the activity presented lies with 
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the director of the visualization. At the beginning of this thesis, the term creation was 

used to refer to the development of a tactical animation. It is more effective to say 

that a Marine or Sailor is required to direct the production of a tactical visualization. 

The proposed <Camera> node recommends adding “camera movement, movement 

sequencing, field of view, aperture control, focal length, focal distance and camera 

aim” (Weekley & Brutzman, 2009). These nodes can enable a Marine or Sailor to 

create the exact scenario required for unit training by editing a storyboard 

corresponding to the simulated action (Nicklaus, 2008).  

An additional recommendation was also covered with the addition of the 

<Camera> node. The <OfflineRender> node was proposed as a method to record 

video within an X3D scene (Weekley & Brutzman, 2009). For this work, Screen 

Record 2.1.2 was used to obtain movie files of the tactical scenarios. Adding the 

<OfflineRender> node may make it easier to record tactical scenarios as movie file 

outputs. The processing step is discussed in the next section.  

2. Processing Movie File 
As a proof of concept regarding the value of digital cinematography for EWD 

scenario playbacks, the Open Computer Vision (OpenCV) libraries were used to 

modify movie files produced in X3D. Appendix D contains the source code for this 

processing. The code written is for a four-projector solution, but it can be modified to 

add additional projectors. Essentially, the code loops through a movie file and 

identifies regions of interest within the input movie file. The upper left portion of the 

region of interest is specific along with the area of the region. Once defined, a 

window can be created to show that portion of the display. In this work, that is the 

portion that is displayed through the MacMINI. The code shown in Figure 57 shows 

how a region of interest are defined for the upper left portion of video.
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Figure 57.   OpenCV Code Showing How to Set a Region of Interest  
in a Movie File Showing an X3D Tactical Scenario. 

After processing, the entire display appears as shown in Figure 58. This 

snapshot was originally shown in Figure 39. The figure shows an animated aircraft 

moving between regions of interest. Future work is recommended in this area to 

ensure no loss of fidelity along the seams of a projected display. Much recent 

progress has been made in constructing seamless multi-screen displays at low cost 

using normal projectors adjusted by real time video feedback (Towles, Johnson, & 

Fuchs, 2009). 

 

Figure 58.   Processed Movie File Showing Four Regions for Display  
by Overhead Projector 

// Upper Left 
CvRect rectUL = cvRect(0, 0, cvRound(( frameUL->width - 1) / 2),  
  cvRound((frameUL->height - 1) / 2)); 
cvSetImageROI(frameUL, rectUL); 
cvShowImage("EWDVideoUpperLeft", frameUL); 
cvResetImageROI(frameUL); 
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3. Seamless Rendering in the EWD 
For a display as large as the EWD, multiple projectors are required to form a 

single display that is geometrically and photometrically seamless from the users’ 

perspective. The geometric considerations include position and slope discontinuities, 

while the photometric considerations include detection of increased brightness along 

the seams and color differences between projectors (Towles, Johnson, & Fuchs, 

2009). Since the EWD is a flat planar surface, additional processing due to image 

warping are not required. However, blending techniques do need to be applied to 

compensate for the higher photometric intensity observed in the projector overlap 

region. “Two blending techniques are commonly used to compensate for this 

luminance gain are electronic attenuation of the input signal or the placement of a 

physical aperture mask in the optical path” (Towles, Johnson, & Fuchs, 2009). There 

are several companies that produce warp and blend products including Rockwell 

Collins and 3D Perception. Specifically, Rockwell Collins has DigiBlend, which can 

adjust color balance and blend edges (“Rockwell Collins,” 2009). Further 

investigation and future testing of multiple blending solutions is recommended.  

H. Conclusions 
This thesis recommends many potential technology upgrades and this 

chapter concludes this work by discussing options to effectively implement and 

integrate them within the EWD. There are many challenges associated with 

projecting such a large-scale display, but the pay-off may be vastly improved 

integration between warfare communities. When implemented correctly, tactical 

visualization may bridge the communication gap existing between Marines and 

Sailors in different warfare specialties. Allowing them to view tactical visualizations 

together and discuss operations while they are occurring can greatly enhance their 

combined training and readiness. This work strongly recommends the EWD become 

a test bed for 3D visualization to enable warfighters to develop, view, and train with 

tactical scenarios. It is only a matter of time that 2D imagery will be replaced with 3D 
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visualization tools. Modernizing the EWD is a cost-effective way to speed up that 

process for amphibious warfighters.  

The technology upgrades outlines in this thesis can be implemented into two 

proposed facility configurations. The first option is as a demonstrator with the added 

flexibility to create multiple tactical scenarios using projected X3D scenes. The 

second option is as a trainer, which encourages interaction by reducing the size of 

the EWD display surface, adding smaller virtual sand tables and opening the overall 

display floor for movement and collaboration during training. Both options are 

feasible with a high probability of success. Implementation of these technologies can 

occur in a staged manner to ensure continued availability of the current 

demonstrator during construction.  

I. Summary 
This chapter organizes the technology recommendations identified in this 

thesis and addresses how they can best be implemented within the modernized 

EWD. The virtuality continuum is presented to show how the EWD fits into this 

spectrum. Then, a proposed training methodology is described that can effectively 

leverage the flexibility of web based 3D visualization. For future collaboration, a 3D 

model of the EWD is presented to show two possible configurations of the facility. 

Additionally, a method is proposed to view the projected visualizations created in 

Chapter IV. Finally, the hardware and networking equipment needed to enable the 

projected display is presented with an initial cost assessment. 
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VIII. Conclusions and Recommendations 

A. Conclusions 
There are several different training applications that arise from the use of the 

technologies recommended for the modernization of the EWD.  Multiple conclusions 

and recommendations for future work follow. 

1. Rebuild the EWD 
The EWD in its current configuration limits training due to the inflexibility of 

the naval surface movements and the fixed terrain display. Although these 

limitations exist, many units still use the EWD for their training. Recently, as shown 

in Figure 59, international officers attending Marine Corps’ Command and Staff 

College observed the hour-long scenario and felt the training received was effective, 

but also pointed out that EWD can be expanded. This thesis shows that there are 

many technologies available to enhance the EWD to meet future amphibious training 

needs. The existing facility is sound and can be upgraded significantly in an 

economical way since no building modifications are needed. 

 
Figure 59.   International Officers from USMC’s Command and Staff College 

Observe Amphibious Scenario on 1 September 2009 
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2. Enhanced 3D Visualization  
Enhanced 3D Visualization has the potential to improve staff planning and 

overall mission situational awareness. The MEU operates in all three dimensions 

because they typically rely on combined arms to support operations ashore. 

Airspace and mission timelines are all meticulously planned prior to execution to 

ensure safety. Safety is of utmost concern since Marines seek to strike their 

enemies immediately following impacts from naval gunfire, close air support strikes, 

or artillery fire. Airspace and time restrictions eliminate the threat of fratricide and 

enable the most effective employment of supporting arms. 3D geospatial 

visualization allows a staff to visualize these missions and the complex coordination 

required before they occur, as well as provide a visual feedback (visual information) 

interactively from any viewpoint inside that space, including ground level. 2D 

imagery and maps are still the primary planning tools used for these missions today. 

Unfortunately, 2D media fails to provide the critical visualization information that is 

readily available with 3D tools. This thesis shows the process of producing a range 

of useful 3D visualizations to support real-world missions. Recognizing their value 

and applying them to predeployment training is critical in order to expose Marines 

and Sailors to the best visualization tools available to support future mission 

planning. 

3. Wireless Control Devices  
Wireless control devices can improve user interaction during training. Sun 

Microsystems’ SunSPOT, a low-cost sensor with a wireless communications 

capability, was used in this work to create robotic ship models designed to recreate 

a maritime common operational picture prior to an amphibious landing. This is only 

one application. The device has numerous real world and training applications that 

are only limited by a user’s imagination. During the user study, Marine subjects were 

intrigued by the device and throughout the study offered creative advice on how to 

use the SunSPOT. The device stimulated technical thought during development for 

everyone involved in the project. In the end, this thesis shows that wireless control 
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devices can be applied to the EWD to visualize naval surface movements potentially 

encourage staff interaction during training.  

4. Open Source Software  
Open source software and 3D modeling tools offer a significant savings in 

initial acquisition and future maintenance costs. The most significant upgrade 

recommended for the EWD is the creation of real world enhanced 3D scenes by 

Marines training in the EWD. The X3D community has made a significant effort over 

the last year to place instructional tutorials online to enable anyone to learn how to 

program in X3D and create content. Also, X3D is an International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO) standard, so models and scenes created long ago are still 

viewable today. Thus, the scenes created now for the EWD will continue to be 

available years from now. The EWD thus become better over time as mission 

animations accumulate. A cost savings results from this ease of scene authoring 

,further allowing the creation of large training repositories. Such capabilities are not 

feasible using commercial 3D software models that are encumbered by license 

restrictions and limited lifetimes. 

5. Geospatial Visualization  
Upgrading the EWD can improve geospatial operator visualization and 

mission understanding during R2P2. The PTP begins with instruction on rapid 

planning. Overall, it is not a difficult process but can be challenging due to the strict 

time constraints given. Planning a complex mission that integrates all of the combat 

power available within the MEU, then commencing plan execution within six hours 

from the receipt of the warning order at first seems insurmountable. Marines and 

Sailors over time learn how to work together to smoothly operate in concert to attack 

enemies from the sea. Enhanced 3D geospatial visualization introduced in the 

earliest stages of the PTP can improve the MEU and PHIBRON’s combined learning 

curve and integration, making the entire process more effective. Corresponding 

evaluation and after action review (AAR) of completed exercises and operational 
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missions will yield additional insight and stimulate more effective tactical 

development. 

B. Recommendations for Future Work 

1. Prototype Model of the EWD  
To ensure success of the EWD modernization effort, production and 

development of the small-scale model of the modernized EWD must continue to 

enable technology testing. Multiple user studies are recommended to best test 

different training techniques using the SunSPOT ship models and incorporating the 

X3D Earth scenes. Additionally, tests must be conducted to determine time and 

training required for new users to develop X3D scenes. Testing a partial-scale model 

can also allow for testing of projector blending required for the use of multiple 

overhead projectors in the larger EWD facility. 

2. Mission Animation Repository  
Working towards creating a repository of animations in littoral “hot spots” 

around the globe including the Northern Arabian Gulf, North Korea, and the Horn of 

Africa make the EWD a more credible training facility and immediately impact the 

MEU’s PTP. Having a repository enables any unit to arrive at the EWD and choose 

from a large group of scenarios with specific training objectives. In addition, since 

X3D scenes can be easily modified, scenes can be changed to match a specific 

unit’s training objectives. Establishing synchronized network simulations at multiple 

display locations also enables combined training by multiple staffs to maximize 

interoperability and consistency. Such work is a good fit for ongoing applied 

research by graduate student officers at the Naval Postgraduate School (NPS). 

3. BRL-CAD and X3D Interoperability 
The models used for this research were developed in BRL-CAD, which is 

used by the Army Research Laboratory for lethality analysis. Since this work showed 

modifications required to export those models into X3D, further investigation on how 
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ARL uses BRL-CAD models for analysis needs to continue in order to consider 

improving the functionality of X3D to possibly support similar analysis tasks. Also, 

this work makes multiple recommendations for improvements in the BRL-CAD 

exporter. Additional partnered work must continue to improve model usage and 

sharing within the Army Model Exchange and other similar model repositories. 

4. SunSPOT User Control Interface  
The user interface on the SunSPOT ship models uses internal communication 

to pass data between the remote control and the SunSPOT device mounted on the 

ship model. During this work, a desktop user interface was also created using the 

SunSPOT base station to pass data to the ship models. Investigation on using the 

base station to move models within X3D scenes adds another level of functionality to 

the EWD, giving users an opportunity to move models within tactical scenes as they 

discuss mission options.  

5. Collaboration Using X3D Models 
Numerous virtual environments have been tested for business collaboration 

to bring together geographically separated teams. Second Life, Project Wonderland, 

and Exit Reality are virtual environments that allow the exchange of PDF files, movie 

files, and 3D models (Sanders, 2007). Project Wonderland v0.4 and Exit Reality are 

two options to consider to enhance business collaboration for the EWD 

modernization project. These tools might comparably enable a 3D model of the 

EWD to be imported into a scene, and user-controlled avatars can then move 

throughout the EWD model and share ideas. This would be more powerful than a 

teleconference and more cost effective than business travel. Since the key players in 

this modernization project are located in Orlando, FL; Monterey, CA; and Norfolk, 

VA, virtual collaboration can improve continuity and ensure continued progress 

towards modernizing the EWD. Use of Project Darkstar Massively Multiplayer Online 

Game (MMOG) server holds particular promise (Rashid, 2009). 
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6. Ease Production of X3D Earth Scenes 
All of the X3D scenes created for this work were produced using X3D-Edit 

3.2. Although the process was relatively simple, adding some improved functionality 

to X3D-Edit 3.2 will improve workflow and overall productivity. Further work is 

recommended to add a template for tactical X3D scenes, the ability to drag and drop 

AMEX and X3D Earth models into a scene, and a tool to ensure accuracy of SMAL 

metadata to be added to the scene. Each of these suggestions will allow Marines 

and Sailors to create scenes more quickly and ensures standardization, consistency, 

and interoperability for future re-use in training. 

7. Agent Based Training Scenarios Using Discrete Event Simulation (DES) 
The final recommendation is to use DES to simulate enemy activity and 

mission outcomes within the EWD scenarios to create a more dynamic training 

environment. By using the open-source tool Viskit, units can potentially enhance 

their mission planning, training, and analysis by simulating the effects of various 

inputs such as enemy unit size and duration of operation into their training scenarios 

(Thomas, 2008). Viskit can create a different training scenario every time the EWD is 

used. More importantly, the simulations can be available upon departing the EWD in 

any available web browser.  This will give Marines and Sailors an opportunity to 

continually wargame scenarios and keep their amphibious readiness at a peak level. 

As tactical software-agent capabilities continue to improve some or all protagonists 

can be virtually controlled to verify the effectiveness of amphibious warfare tactics, 

techniques, and procedures (TTP) (Thomas, 2008). 
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Appendix A. Sunspot Source Code for Ship Models 

A. Introduction 
Appendix A contains source code for the NPS robotic ship models. The code 

was developed and evaluated during a user study conducted at DLI on the Presidio 

of Monterey. Twenty-four Marine subjects offered quantitative and verbal feedback 

on the overall control of the robot. Their inputs were integrated into the codes 

presented below. 

B. Trackbot Controller 
/* 
 * Name: Christian Fitzpatrick 
 * File: TrackBotControllerVer2.java 
 * 
 * This is the fourth version of the code to receive data from a hand-held 
 * SunSPOT controller, process the data by placing it into an array, and then 
 * power specific pins to control the motors on the vehicle.  This time we 
 * have abandoned using the acceleration data along the x-axis for left and 
 * right turns.  This time we will attempt to use the switches on the SunSPOT 
 * eDemo board. 
 * 
 * This code again will be tested only by developers and possibly again by 
 * Marines at DLI. 
 * 
 */ 
 
package org.sunspotworld; 
 
 
import com.sun.spot.sensorboard.peripheral.IAccelerometer3D; 
import com.sun.spot.sensorboard.EDemoBoard; 
import com.sun.spot.sensorboard.peripheral.ITriColorLED; 
import com.sun.spot.sensorboard.peripheral.LEDColor; 
import com.sun.spot.sensorboard.io.IOutputPin; 
 
import java.io.*; 
 
import javax.microedition.io.Connector; 
import javax.microedition.io.Datagram; 
import javax.microedition.midlet.MIDletStateChangeException; 
 
import com.sun.spot.io.j2me.radiogram.RadiogramConnection; 
 
import com.sun.spot.sensorboard.peripheral.ISwitch; 
import com.sun.spot.util.Utils; 
 
 
/** 
 * The startApp method of this class is called by the VM to start the 
 * application. 
 * 
 * The manifest specifies this class as MIDlet-1, which means it will 
 * be selected for execution. 
 */ 
 
public class TrackBotControlVer4 extends javax.microedition.midlet.MIDlet { 
 
    public ITriColorLED[] leds ; 
    public IOutputPin[] outPins ; 
    public ISwitch sw1 = EDemoBoard.getInstance().getSwitches()[0]; 
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    public ISwitch sw2 = EDemoBoard.getInstance().getSwitches()[1]; 
    IAccelerometer3D accel; 
    public double LEFT =  150; 
    public double RIGHT = -150; 
 
    protected void startApp() throws MIDletStateChangeException { 
        System.out.println("This TrackBot is ready to go!"); 
        leds = EDemoBoard.getInstance().getLEDs(); 
        outPins = EDemoBoard.getInstance().getOutputPins(); 
        for(int i=0;i<8;i++){ 
            leds[i].setOn(); 
            leds[i].setColor(LEDColor.YELLOW); 
            Utils.sleep(50); 
            leds[i].setOff();// Initial led test upon SunSPOT turn on 
        } 
        startReceiverThread(); 
    } 
 
    public void startReceiverThread() { 
        new Thread() { 
            public void run() { 
                double tmp = 0.0; 
                double tilty = 0; 
                RadiogramConnection dgConnection = null; 
                Datagram dg = null; 
 
                try { 
                    dgConnection = (RadiogramConnection) Connector.open("radiogram://:41"); 
                    dg = dgConnection.newDatagram(dgConnection.getMaximumLength()); 
                } catch (IOException e) { 
                    System.out.println("Could not open radiogram receiver connection"); 
                    e.printStackTrace(); 
                    return; 
                } 
 
                while(true){ 
                    try { 
                        dg.reset(); 
                        dgConnection.receive(dg); 
                        tmp = dg.readDouble(); 
                        double tily = tmp; 
 
                        // Returns [-90, 90], Convert angle to range [-3, 3] 
                        int tiltY = (int)Math.toDegrees(tily); 
                        int accelFB = -tiltY / 15; 
 
                        // Set max forward acceleration to -90 degrees 
                        if (accelFB < -3 && accelFB > -9){ 
                            accelFB = -3; 
                        } 
 
                        // Set max reverse acceleration to 90 degrees 
                        if (accelFB > 3 && accelFB < 9){ 
                            accelFB =  3; 
                        } 
 
     // Stop 
                        if (accelFB == 0) { 
                            outPins[EDemoBoard.H0].setLow(); 
                            outPins[EDemoBoard.H1].setLow(); 
                            outPins[EDemoBoard.H2].setLow(); 
                            outPins[EDemoBoard.H3].setLow(); 
                            System.out.println("TrackBot is stopped."); 
 
                            // Blink Red LEDs twice to show stopped vehicle 
                            for (int i = 0; i < 2; i++) { 
                                for (int j = 0; j < 8; j++) { 
                                    leds[j].setColor(LEDColor.RED); 
                                    leds[j].setOn(); 
                                } 
                                Utils.sleep(50); 
                                for (int j = 0; j < 8; j++) { 
                                    leds[j].setOff(); 
                                } 
                            } 
                        } 
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                         // Turn right 
                        if (accelFB > 9){ 
                            outPins[EDemoBoard.H0].setLow(); 
                            outPins[EDemoBoard.H1].setHigh(); 
                            outPins[EDemoBoard.H2].setHigh(); 
                            outPins[EDemoBoard.H3].setLow(); 
                            System.out.println("TrackBot is turning right."); 
 
                            // Blink LEDs 2 times to show right turn 
                            for (int i = 0; i < 2; i++) { 
                                for (int j = 0; j < 8; j++) { 
                                    leds[j].setColor(LEDColor.GREEN); 
                                    leds[j].setOn(); 
                                    Utils.sleep(50); 
                                    leds[j].setOff(); 
                                } 
                            } 
                        } 
 
                        // Turn left 
                        if (accelFB < -9){ 
                            outPins[EDemoBoard.H0].setHigh(); 
                            outPins[EDemoBoard.H1].setLow(); 
                            outPins[EDemoBoard.H2].setLow(); 
                            outPins[EDemoBoard.H3].setHigh(); 
                            System.out.println("TrackBot is turning left."); 
 
                            // Blink LEDs 2 times to show left turn 
                            for (int i = 0; i < 2; i++) { 
                                for (int j = 7; j > -1; j--) { 
                                    leds[j].setColor(LEDColor.GREEN); 
                                    leds[j].setOn(); 
                                    Utils.sleep(50); 
                                    leds[j].setOff(); 
                                } 
                            } 
                        } 
 
                        // Move backward 
                        if (accelFB  > 0 && accelFB < 9) { 
                            outPins[EDemoBoard.H0].setLow(); 
                            outPins[EDemoBoard.H1].setHigh(); 
                            outPins[EDemoBoard.H2].setLow(); 
                            outPins[EDemoBoard.H3].setHigh(); 
                            System.out.println("TrackBot is moving backward."); 
 
                            // Blink LEDs 2 times to show reverse movement 
                            for (int i = 0; i < 2; i++) { 
                                leds[0].setColor(LEDColor.GREEN); 
                                leds[7].setColor(LEDColor.GREEN); 
                                leds[0].setOn(); 
                                leds[7].setOn(); 
                                Utils.sleep(50); 
                                leds[0].setOff(); 
                                leds[7].setOff(); 
 
                                leds[1].setColor(LEDColor.GREEN); 
                                leds[6].setColor(LEDColor.GREEN); 
                                leds[1].setOn(); 
                                leds[6].setOn(); 
                                Utils.sleep(50); 
                                leds[1].setOff(); 
                                leds[6].setOff(); 
 
                                leds[2].setColor(LEDColor.GREEN); 
                                leds[5].setColor(LEDColor.GREEN); 
                                leds[2].setOn(); 
                                leds[5].setOn(); 
                                Utils.sleep(50); 
                                leds[2].setOff(); 
                                leds[5].setOff(); 
 
                                leds[3].setColor(LEDColor.GREEN); 
                                leds[4].setColor(LEDColor.GREEN); 
                                leds[3].setOn(); 
                                leds[4].setOn(); 
                                Utils.sleep(50); 
                                leds[3].setOff(); 
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                                leds[4].setOff(); 
                            } 
                        } 
 
                        //Move forward 
                        if (accelFB < 0 && accelFB > -9) { 
                            outPins[EDemoBoard.H0].setHigh(); 
                            outPins[EDemoBoard.H1].setLow(); 
                            outPins[EDemoBoard.H2].setHigh(); 
                            outPins[EDemoBoard.H3].setLow(); 
                            System.out.println("TrackBot moving forward."); 
 
                            // Blink LEDs 2 times to show forward movement 
                            for (int i = 0; i < 2; i++) { 
                                leds[3].setColor(LEDColor.GREEN); 
                                leds[4].setColor(LEDColor.GREEN); 
                                leds[3].setOn(); 
                                leds[4].setOn(); 
                                Utils.sleep(50); 
                                leds[3].setOff(); 
                                leds[4].setOff(); 
 
                                leds[2].setColor(LEDColor.GREEN); 
                                leds[5].setColor(LEDColor.GREEN); 
                                leds[2].setOn(); 
                                leds[5].setOn(); 
                                Utils.sleep(50); 
                                leds[2].setOff(); 
                                leds[5].setOff(); 
 
                                leds[1].setColor(LEDColor.GREEN); 
                                leds[6].setColor(LEDColor.GREEN); 
                                leds[1].setOn(); 
                                leds[6].setOn(); 
                                Utils.sleep(50); 
                                leds[1].setOff(); 
                                leds[6].setOff(); 
 
                                leds[0].setColor(LEDColor.GREEN); 
                                leds[7].setColor(LEDColor.GREEN); 
                                leds[0].setOn(); 
                                leds[7].setOn(); 
                                Utils.sleep(50); 
                                leds[0].setOff(); 
                                leds[7].setOff(); 
                            } 
                        } 
 
                    } catch (IOException ex) { 
                        ex.printStackTrace(); 
                    } 
                } 
            } 
        }.start(); 
   } 
 
 
     protected void pauseApp() { 
        // This is not currently called by the Squawk VM 
    } 
 
    /** 
     * Called if the MIDlet is terminated by the system. 
     * I.e. if startApp throws any exception other than MIDletStateChangeException, 
     * if the isolate running the MIDlet is killed with Isolate.exit(), or 
     * if VM.stopVM() is called. 
     * 
     * It is not called if MIDlet.notifyDestroyed() was called. 
     * 
     * @param unconditional If true when this method is called, the MIDlet must 
     *    cleanup and release all resources. If false the MIDlet may throw 
     *    MIDletStateChangeException  to indicate it does not want to be destroyed 
     *    at this time. 
     */ 
    protected void destroyApp(boolean unconditional) throws MIDletStateChangeException { 
 
    } 
} 
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C. Remote Controller 
/* Name: Christian Fitzpatrick 
 * File: RemoteControlVer2.java 
 * 
 * The purpose of this code is to drive a hand-held SunSPOT to remotely 
 * control a tracked vehicle. This second version attempts to use acceleration 
 * tilt along the y-axis to control forward and reverse movement and the 
 * embedded switches on the SunSPOT eDemo board to control movement for left 
 * and right turns. 
 * 
 * We experienced difficulty during the user study in controlling left and right 
 * turns using acceleration data.  The acceleration data is passes rapidly and 
 * unwanted conditionals were firing giving some unexpected movements.  Using 
 * the 2 switches we may be able to isolate turns in either direction to obtain 
 * more precise movement.  This code is our efforts at using switches. 
 *  
 */ 
 
package org.sunspotworld; 
 
import com.sun.spot.sensorboard.peripheral.IAccelerometer3D; 
import com.sun.spot.sensorboard.EDemoBoard; 
import com.sun.spot.sensorboard.peripheral.ISwitch; 
import com.sun.spot.sensorboard.peripheral.ITriColorLED; 
import com.sun.spot.sensorboard.peripheral.LEDColor; 
 
import com.sun.spot.util.Utils; 
 
import java.io.*; 
 
import javax.microedition.io.Connector; 
import javax.microedition.io.Datagram; 
import javax.microedition.io.DatagramConnection; 
import javax.microedition.midlet.MIDletStateChangeException; 
 
/** 
 * The startApp method of this class is called by the VM to start the 
 * application. 
 * 
 * The manifest specifies this class as MIDlet-1, which means it will 
 * be selected for execution. 
 */ 
 
public class RemoteControlVer2 extends javax.microedition.midlet.MIDlet { 
 
    public ISwitch sw1 = EDemoBoard.getInstance().getSwitches()[0]; 
    public ISwitch sw2 = EDemoBoard.getInstance().getSwitches()[1]; 
    public ITriColorLED[] leds; 
    IAccelerometer3D accel; 
    public double LEFT =  150; 
    public double RIGHT = -150; 
 
    protected void startApp() throws MIDletStateChangeException { 
        System.out.println("Let's control this TrackBot!"); 
        leds = EDemoBoard.getInstance().getLEDs(); 
        for (int index = 0; index < 8; index++){ 
            leds[index].setOn();                 // Initial led test upon SunSPOT turn on 
            leds[index].setColor(LEDColor.BLUE); // Set color to BLUE 
        } 
        accel = EDemoBoard.getInstance().getAccelerometer(); 
        startSenderThread(); 
    } 
 
 
    synchronized public void startSenderThread() { 
        new Thread() { 
            public void run() { 
                // We create a DatagramConnection 
                DatagramConnection dgConnection = null; 
                Datagram dg = null; 
                try { 
                    // Open broadcast port 41 
                    dgConnection = (DatagramConnection) Connector.open("radiogram://broadcast:41"); 
                    // Get maximum size datagram 
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                    dg = dgConnection.newDatagram(dgConnection.getMaximumLength()); 
                } catch (IOException ex) { 
                    System.out.println("Could not open radiogram broadcast connection"); 
                    ex.printStackTrace(); 
                    return; 
                } 
 
                while(true){ 
                    try { 
                        dg.reset(); 
                        if (sw1.isOpen() && sw2.isOpen()){ 
                            dg.writeDouble(accel.getTiltY()); 
                        } 
                        if (sw1.isClosed()){ 
                            dg.writeDouble(LEFT); 
                        } 
                        if (sw2.isClosed()){ 
                            dg.writeDouble(RIGHT); 
                        } 
                        dgConnection.send(dg); 
                        System.out.println("Broadcast is going through"); 
                        System.out.println("We're controlling the TrackBot!!"); 
                    } catch (IOException ex) { 
                        ex.printStackTrace(); 
                    } 
                    Utils.sleep(500); 
                } 
 
            } 
 
        }.start(); 
 
    } 
 
    protected void pauseApp() { 
    } 
 
    protected void destroyApp(boolean arg0) throws MIDletStateChangeException { 
    } 
} 
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Appendix B.Robotic Control User Study 

A.  Introduction 
Appendix B contains all data collected for the control interface evaluation for 

the NPS Robot. For the study, subjects performed navigation tasks using either the 

SunSPOT controller or the graphical user interface (GUI) to control the robot. There 

were three courses used in the study. Once those navigation tasks were complete 

the subjects were asked to fill out a questionnaire to rate and answer specific 

questions about the user interface they used for the study. More information about 

the user study is contained in Chapter III of this thesis. 

B. User Study Presentation 
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C. Sunspot User Interface Questionnaire  
“Applications of SunSPOTs to Create Robotic Navigation Systems”  

 
SunSPOT Interface (GUI) Questionnaire 

 
Thank you for your participation in this study.  Please answer the following questions: 
 
1.   Please rate the extent to which you were able to control the small robotic vehicle while using 
      the SunSPOT device in each of the three maneuvers. Please circle only one number for each 
       selection. 
 
        a) Maneuver #1: Box Pattern 
 

No Control                                                                                                          Full Control 
1 2 3 4 5 

 
        b) Maneuver #2: Buoy Avoidance 
 

No Control                                                                                                          Full Control 
1 2 3 4 5 

 
       c) Maneuver #3: Docking at the Pier 
 

No Control                                                                                                          Full Control 
1 2 3 4 5 

 
 
2.   Please rate the SunSPOT device on accuracy of control, intuitiveness, and level of strain  
      during use. Please circle only one number for each selection. 
  
       a) 

Different                                                                                                      Exactly the Same 
1 2 3 4 5 

 
       b) 

Hard to learn                                                                                                         Intuitive 
1 2 3 4 5 

 
       c) 

No Strain/Fatigue                                                                                     High Strain/Fatigue 
1 2 3 4 5 

 
 
 
3.   Please rate the level of difficulty in completing each maneuver while using the SunSPOT.  
      Please circle only one number for each selection. 
 
a)  Maneuver #1: Box Pattern 
 

     Difficult                                                                                                               Easy 
1 2 3 4 5 
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       b)  Maneuver #2: Buoy Avoidance 
 

     Difficult                                                                                                                Easy 
1 2 3 4 5 

 
        c)  Maneuver #3: Docking at the Pier 
 

     Difficult                                                                                                                Easy 
1 2 3 4 5 

 
 
 
 
Have you completed both segments of our study? 
 
 
NO:           ***  STOP HERE *** 
 
 
YES – Go to the next page. 
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4.  If you have completed both conditions of the study, which user input device would you prefer if  
     given the task to control these robotic vehicles for a maritime training display?  Please circle one: 
 

SUNSPOT GUI 
      
    Briefly explain: 
 
I liked it because:  ______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Any additional comment: _________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
5. If you have not already done so, please answer the following questions below. 
 
     a) Enter your age (full years): _________ 
 
     b) Circle your gender: 
   

MALE FEMALE 
 
     c) What hand do you use to operate a computer mouse?  Please circle one: 
 

LEFT RIGHT I am good with 
either 

 
     d) Please circle the one selection below that best describes how often do you use web-based 
     menus where selections look like buttons, similar to those found on Amazon and eBay?  
     Please circle one: 
 

DAILY WEEKLY MONTHLY INFREQUENTLY 
 
      e) Please circle the one selection that best describes your highest level of education 
      attained: 
 

High School/GED AA/AS BA/BS MA/MS Ph.D 
 
 
Reminder—All answers will be treated entirely confidentially. Thank you once again for participating in 
this study.   
 
NOTE:   Please do not discuss it with anyone for at least a week—the study is continuing and others you 
may happen to speak with may be taking part in this same study as well. 
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D. Graphical User Interface Questionnaire 
“Applications of SunSPOTs to Create Robotic Navigation Systems”  

 
Graphical User Interface (GUI) Questionnaire 

 
Thank you for your participation in this study.  Please answer the following questions: 
 
1.    Please rate the extent to which you were able to control the small robotic vehicle while using 
       the GUI in each of the three maneuvers.  Please circle only one number for each selection. 
 
        a) Maneuver #1: Box Pattern 
 

No Control                                                                                          Full Control 
1 2 3 4 5 

 
        b) Maneuver #2: Buoy Avoidance 
 

No Control                                                                                          Full Control 
1 2 3 4 5 

 
       c) Maneuver #3: Docking at the Pier 
 

No Control                                                                                          Full Control 
1 2 3 4 5 

 
 
2.    Please rate the GUI on accuracy of control, intuitiveness, and level of strain during use.  
       Please circle only one number for each selection. 
  
       a) 

Different                                                                                     Exactly the Same 
1 2 3 4 5 

 
       b) 

Hard to learn                                                                                           Intuitive 
1 2 3 4 5 

 
       c) 

No Strain/Fatigue                                                                    High Strain/Fatigue 
1 2 3 4 5 

 
 
3.   Please rate the level of difficulty in completing each maneuver while using the GUI. Please  
      circle only one number for each selection. 
 
       a)  Maneuver #1: Box Pattern 
 

     Difficult                                                                                                 Easy 
1 2 3 4 5 
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       b)  Maneuver #2: Buoy Avoidance 
 

     Difficult                                                                                                Easy 
1 2 3 4 5 

 
        c)  Maneuver #3: Docking at the Pier 
 

     Difficult                                                                                                Easy 
1 2 3 4 5 

 
 
 
 
 
Have you completed both segments of our study? 
 
 
NO:           ***  STOP HERE *** 
 
 
YES – Go to the next page. 
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4.   If you have completed both conditions of the study, which user input device would you prefer if  
      given the task to control these robotic vehicles for a maritime training display?  Please circle one: 
 

SUNSPOT GUI 
 
       Briefly explain: 
 
I liked it because:  ______________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Any additional comment: _________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
 
5.  If you have not already done so, please answer the following questions below. 
 
 a) Enter your age (full years): _________ 
 
 b) Circle your gender: 
   

MALE FEMALE 
 
 c) What hand do you use to operate a computer mouse?  Please circle one: 
 

LEFT RIGHT I am good with 
either 

 
 d) Please circle the one selection below that best describes how often do you use web-based 
     menus where selections look like buttons, similar to those found on Amazon and eBay?  
     Please circle one: 
 

DAILY WEEKLY MONTHLY INFREQUENTLY 
 
 e) Please circle the one selection that best describes your highest level of education  
                  attained: 
 

High 
School/GED 

AA/AS BA/BS MA/MS Ph.D 

     
 
Reminder—All answers will be treated entirely confidentially. Thank you once again for 
participating in this study.   
 
NOTE:   Please do not discuss it with anyone for at least a week—the study is continuing and 
others you may happen to speak with may be taking part in this same study as well. 
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E. Compiled Subject Comments from Questionnaires 

1. User Study SunSPOT Comments 
 X-axis turns were inverted.  There were delays in the control interface. 

 After 15 seconds of use, it was easy to predict vehicle movement.  
Then the courses were easy to navigate. 

 More complex turns were harder to navigate.   

 Making turns was easy, but precision stopping was difficult. 

 Getting used to how to work it made all the difference. 

 Delays make it as though short choppy motions control it better.  I felt 
as if the turns were backwards.   

 The third course was the easiest because I had figured out the 
interface at that point. 

 Box pattern was the easiest because of the straight-aways and 90-
degree turns. 

 Buoy avoidance was the hardest due to the curves. 

 Forward and backward worked well, but the turns were opposite. 

 Overall, I felt that if the turns were corrected, the SunSPOT would have 
been much more effective and accurate.  Time lag caused some 
difficulties, but if the vehicle was moved with short movements it 
worked a lot better.   

 Controls became easier with more practice.  Once I got used to the 
inverted controls, maneuvers were accomplished quicker and more 
accurately.  Quick movements with the SunSPOT produced a better 
outcome than steady movements.  In the first 2 trials, the vehicle would 
continue its movement much after returning to neutral position. 

 I felt most comfortable with docking on the pier, because I had become 
accustomed to the control. 

 Tried turning left, but would turn right instead. 

 Backward motions travel straight, forward motions seem to guide a 
little to the left and right. 
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 Right wheel was weak, constant right turn. 

 No left turn capability. 

 Only right turn. 

2. User Study GUI Comments 
 Comments on GUI from User Study: 

 Direction of motion more accurate, pauses allow for smooth transition 
and change in direction. 

 Noticed that it worked better as a RWD machine. There is a difference 
in the lengths of the axles.  Measure the voltage to check the power to 
the wheels.  Also, be sure to check the weight distribution.  Overall, it is 
an excellent concept. 

 Need to be able to control how far it runs.  Try to test on a better 
surface.  It works better as a RWD. 

 Vehicle seemed to operate better in reverse.  This is possibly due to 
pushing against the roller vice pulling it from the rear.  Needs better 
voltage regulation.  Tires need better traction for this testing surface.  
The turn procedure is too long.  Sometimes turns were a full 180 
degrees, vice 90 or 45 degrees. 
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F. Quantitative Data Collected During User Study 

1. Graphical User Interface (GUI) Responses 
Subject Number GUI Level of Control GUI Intuitiveness GUI Level of 

Difficulty 
1 3 4 4 
2 2 3 3 
3 3 5 2 
4 4 5 4 
5 3 5 4 
6 2 3 3 
7 3 4 3 
8 4 5 4 
9 4 4 4 

10 2 5 3 
11 3 5 2 
12 3 3 4 

2. SunSPOT Responses 
Subject Number SunSPOT Level of 

Control 
SunSPOT Intuitiveness SunSPOT Level of 

Difficulty 
13 2.5 2 3.33 
14 3 4 3 
15 2 4 2 
16 3 4 3 
17 3.5 3 3 
18 2 4 2.67 
19 2 3 3 
20 2 3 2 
21 2.75 3 2 
22 3.25 3 2.67 
23 3.25 3 3 
24 3 4 3.33 
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Appendix C. X3D Animations 

A. Introduction 
Appendix C contains source code for example animations created in X3D for 

use in the modernized EWD. This code can be used as a template for the 

development of additional animations. Three animations are scenes showing 

notional enemy activity at MCB Camp Pendleton. The fourth animation is a depiction 

of a UAV collecting intelligence over NAB Coronado. These animations are available 

for download in the Savage Defense model archive. 

B. EWD Animation #1: Weapons Drop 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!DOCTYPE X3D PUBLIC "ISO//Web3D//DTD X3D 3.2//EN" "http://www.web3d.org/specifications/x3d-
3.2.dtd"> 
<X3D profile='Immersive' version='3.2' xmlns:xsd='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance' 
xsd:noNamespaceSchemaLocation='http://www.web3d.org/specifications/x3d-3.2.xsd'> 
  <head> 
    <meta content='EWDScene1.x3d here' name='title'/> 
    <meta content='Suspected weapons drop to insurgents via cargo transport aircraft'  
 name='description'/> 
    <meta content='Christian Fitzpatrick' name='creator'/> 
    <meta content='21 July 09' name='created'/> 
    <component level='2' name='Geospatial'/> 
  </head> 
  <Scene> 
    <GeoViewpoint description='GeoViewpoint_0_00' geoSystem='"GDC"' orientation='0 1 0 
 1.57' position='33.309032985248216 -117.32484464090435 27515.113914969108'> 
      <GeoOrigin DEF='ORIGIN' geoCoords='33.309032985248216 -117.32484464090435 0' 
 geoSystem='"GDC"'/> 
    </GeoViewpoint> 
    <Inline DEF='K2' url='"../../../X3DEarth/NGA/K2/tiles/0/k20-0.x3d"'/> 
    <Group DEF='CargoDrop'> 
      <GeoLocation DEF='CargoTransport' geoCoords='33.316709 -117.343846 150'> 
        <GeoOrigin USE='ORIGIN'/> 
        <Transform DEF='CargoTransportRotation' rotation='0 1 0 0' scale='5 5 5'> 
          <GeoTouchSensor DEF='CargoTransportTouched' description='touch to activate'  
  geoSystem='"GDC"'/> 
          <Inline url='"../../../Desktop/CESSNA 525/GEOMETRY/CESSNA 525_Genair.x3d"'/> 
        </Transform> 
        <TimeSensor DEF='MasterTime' cycleInterval='32' loop='true'/> 
        <TimeSensor DEF='RotationInterval' cycleInterval='2' enabled='true' loop='true'/> 
        <OrientationInterpolator DEF='CargoTransportTurn'  
 key='0 0.143 0.286 0.429 0.571 0.714 0.857 1'  
 keyValue='0 1 0 3.75 0 1 0 3.75 0 1 0 3.75 0 1 0 2.355 0 1 0 2.355 0 1 0 3.75 0 1  
  0 3.75 0 1 0 5.2'/> 
        <GeoPositionInterpolator DEF='CargoTransportInbound'  
 key='0 0.143 0.286 0.429 0.571 0.714 0.857 1'  
 keyValue='33.316708 -117.343849 150 33.306709 -117.361847 40 33.296871 -117.379059 
  30 33.296852 -117.379059 30 33.297855 -117.380951 40 33.297855 -117.380959 
  40 33.295876 -117.384758 40 33.295853 -117.384758 45'/> 
        <TimeTrigger DEF='Filter'/> 
        <ROUTE fromField='isActive' fromNode='CargoTransportTouched'    
  toField='set_boolean' toNode='Filter'/> 
        <ROUTE fromField='triggerTime' fromNode='Filter' toField='startTime'   
  toNode='MasterTime'/> 
        <ROUTE fromField='triggerTime' fromNode='Filter' toField='startTime'   
  toNode='RotationInterval'/> 
        <ROUTE fromField='fraction_changed' fromNode='MasterTime' toField='set_fraction'  
  toNode='CargoTransportTurn'/> 
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        <ROUTE fromField='value_changed' fromNode='CargoTransportTurn'    
  toField='set_rotation' toNode='CargoTransportRotation'/> 
        <ROUTE fromField='fraction_changed' fromNode='MasterTime' toField='set_fraction'  
  toNode='CargoTransportInbound'/> 
        <ROUTE fromField='geovalue_changed' fromNode='CargoTransportInbound'   
  toField='geoCoords' toNode='CargoTransport'/> 
        <TimeTrigger/> 
      </GeoLocation> 
    </Group> 
    <Group DEF='InsurgentTruck1'> 
      <GeoLocation DEF='TruckLoc' geoCoords='33.295853 -117.387561 90'> 
        <GeoOrigin USE='ORIGIN'/> 
        <Transform rotation='0 1 0 0.6' scale='10 10 10'> 
          <Inline url='"../../../Desktop/NissanRover/NissanRoverGreen.x3d"'/> 
        </Transform> 
      </GeoLocation> 
    </Group> 
  </Scene> 
</X3D> 
 

C. EWD Animation #2: Vehicle Departure 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!DOCTYPE X3D PUBLIC "ISO//Web3D//DTD X3D 3.2//EN" 
"http://www.web3d.org/specifications/x3d-3.2.dtd"> 
<X3D profile='Immersive' version='3.2' xmlns:xsd='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance' xsd:noNamespaceSchemaLocation='http://www.web3d.org/specifications/x3d-
3.2.xsd'> 
  <head> 
    <meta content='EWDScene2.x3d here' name='title'/> 
    <meta content='Cargo transport aircraft departure after weapons drop'  
 name='description'/> 
    <meta content='Christian Fitzpatrick' name='creator'/> 
    <meta content='21 July 09' name='created'/> 
    <component level='2' name='Geospatial'/> 
  </head> 
  <Scene> 
    <GeoViewpoint description='GeoViewpoint_0_00' geoSystem='"GDC"' 
 orientation='0 1 0 1.57' position='33.309032985248216 -117.32484464090435 
 27515.113914969108'> 
      <GeoOrigin DEF='ORIGIN' geoCoords='33.309032985248216 -117.32484464090435 0' 
geoSystem='"GDC"'/> 
    </GeoViewpoint> 
    <Inline DEF='K2' url='"../../../X3DEarth/NGA/K2/tiles/0/k20-0.x3d"'/> 
    <Group DEF='CargoDrop'> 
    <GeoLocation DEF='CargoTransport' geoCoords='33.294754 -117.383064 40'> 
        <GeoOrigin USE='ORIGIN' /> 
        <Transform DEF='CargoTransportRotation' rotation='0 1 0 0.6'  
  scale='5 5 5'> 
          <GeoTouchSensor DEF='CargoTransportTouched'  
  description='touch to activate' geoSystem='"GDC"' /> 
          <Inline url='"../../../Desktop/CESSNA 525/GEOMETRY/CESSNA   
  525_Genair.x3d"' /> 
        </Transform> 
        <TimeSensor DEF='MasterTime' cycleInterval='20' loop='true'/> 
        <GeoPositionInterpolator DEF='CargoTransportInbound'  
  key='0 0.5 1'  
  keyValue='33.294754 -117.383064 40 33.306709 -117.361847 40  
 33.316708 -117.343849 250' /> 
        <TimeTrigger DEF='Filter' /> 
        <ROUTE fromField='isActive' fromNode='CargoTransportTouched'   
  toField='set_boolean' toNode='Filter' /> 
        <ROUTE fromField='triggerTime' fromNode='Filter' toField='startTime'  
  toNode='MasterTime' /> 
        <ROUTE fromField='fraction_changed' fromNode='MasterTime'    
  toField='set_fraction' toNode='CargoTransportInbound' /> 
        <ROUTE fromField='geovalue_changed' fromNode='CargoTransportInbound'  
  toField='geoCoords' toNode='CargoTransport' /> 
        <TimeTrigger /> 
      </GeoLocation> 
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    </Group> 
  </Scene> 
</X3D> 

 

D. EWD Animation #3: Aircraft Departure 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!DOCTYPE X3D PUBLIC "ISO//Web3D//DTD X3D 3.2//EN" 
"http://www.web3d.org/specifications/x3d-3.2.dtd"> 
<X3D profile='Immersive' version='3.2' xmlns:xsd='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance' xsd:noNamespaceSchemaLocation='http://www.web3d.org/specifications/x3d-
3.2.xsd'> 
  <head> 
    <meta content='EWDScene3.x3d here' name='title'/> 
    <meta content='Vehicle get away after weapons drop, enroute K-2'  
 name='description'/> 
    <meta content='Christian Fitzpatrick' name='creator'/> 
    <meta content='21 July 09' name='created'/> 
    <component level='2' name='Geospatial'/> 
  </head> 
  <Scene> 
    <GeoViewpoint description='GeoViewpoint_0_00' geoSystem='"GDC"' 
 orientation='0 1 0 1.57' position='33.309032985248216 -117.32484464090435 
 27515.113914969108'> 
      <GeoOrigin DEF='ORIGIN' geoCoords='33.309032985248216 -117.32484464090435 0' 
geoSystem='"GDC"'/> 
    </GeoViewpoint> 
    <Inline DEF='K2' url='"../../../X3DEarth/NGA/K2/tiles/0/k20-0.x3d"'/> 
    <Group DEF='NissanEscape'> 
      <GeoLocation DEF='Nissan' geoCoords='33.290955 -117.383759 40'> 
        <GeoOrigin USE='ORIGIN'/> 
        <Transform DEF='NissanRotation' rotation='0 1 0 0' scale='5 5 5'> 
          <GeoTouchSensor DEF='NissanTouched' description='touch to activate'  
  geoSystem='"GDC"'/> 
          <Inline url='"../../../Desktop/NissanRover/NissanRoverGreen.x3d"'/> 
        </Transform> 
        <TimeSensor DEF='MasterTime' cycleInterval='32' loop='true'/> 
        <TimeSensor DEF='RotationInterval' cycleInterval='2'    
  enabled='true' loop='true'/> 
        <OrientationInterpolator DEF='NissanTurn'  
  key='0 0.143 0.286 0.429 0.571 0.714 0.857 1'  
  keyValue='0 1 0 0.5 0 1 0 0.5 0 1 0 0.7 0 1 0 0.7 0 1 0 2.355 0 1  
  0 2.355 0 1 0 2.355 0 1 0 2.355'/> 
        <GeoPositionInterpolator DEF='NissanDrive'  
  key='0 0.143 0.286 0.429 0.571 0.714 0.857 1'  
  keyValue='33.290955 -117.383759 40 33.298508 -117.361046 40  
 33.301708 -117.35685 40 33.306408 -117.351349 40 33.307407 - 
 117.353348 40 33.318008 -117.364044 80 33.323009 -117.366043 120   
 33.324509 -117.368149 140'/> 
        <TimeTrigger DEF='Filter'/> 
        <ROUTE fromField='isActive' fromNode='NissanTouched'    
  toField='set_boolean' toNode='Filter'/> 
        <ROUTE fromField='triggerTime' fromNode='Filter' toField='startTime'  
  toNode='MasterTime'/> 
        <ROUTE fromField='triggerTime' fromNode='Filter' toField='startTime'  
  toNode='RotationInterval'/> 
        <ROUTE fromField='fraction_changed' fromNode='MasterTime'    
  toField='set_fraction' toNode='NissanTurn'/> 
        <ROUTE fromField='value_changed' fromNode='NissanTurn'    
  toField='set_rotation' toNode='NissanRotation'/> 
        <ROUTE fromField='fraction_changed' fromNode='MasterTime'    
  toField='set_fraction' toNode='NissanDrive'/> 
        <ROUTE fromField='geovalue_changed' fromNode='NissanDrive'   
  toField='geoCoords' toNode='Nissan'/> 
        <TimeTrigger/> 
      </GeoLocation> 
    </Group> 
  </Scene> 
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</X3D> 

 

E. EWD Animation #4: Global Hawk UAV Imagery 
Transmission 
<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?> 
<!DOCTYPE X3D PUBLIC "ISO//Web3D//DTD X3D 3.2//EN" 
"http://www.web3d.org/specifications/x3d-3.2.dtd"> 
<X3D profile='Immersive' version='3.2' xmlns:xsd='http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-
instance' xsd:noNamespaceSchemaLocation='http://www.web3d.org/specifications/x3d-
3.2.xsd'> 
  <head> 
    <meta content='EWDScene4.x3d here' name='title'/> 
    <meta content='Suspected weapons drop to insurgents via cargo transport 
 aircraft' name='description'/> 
    <meta content='Christian Fitzpatrick' name='creator'/> 
    <meta content='21 July 09' name='created'/> 
    <component level='2' name='Geospatial'/> 
  </head> 
  <Scene> 
    <GeoViewpoint description='GeoViewpoint_0_00' geoSystem='"GDC"'   
 orientation='0 1 0 1.57' position='33.309032985248216 -117.32484464090435 
 27515.113914969108'> 
      <GeoOrigin DEF='ORIGIN' geoCoords='33.309032985248216 -117.32484464090435 0' 
geoSystem='"GDC"'/> 
    </GeoViewpoint> 
    <Inline DEF='K2' url='"../../../X3DEarth/NGA/K2/tiles/0/k20-0.x3d"'/> 
    <Group DEF='NissanEscape'> 
      <GeoLocation DEF='Nissan' geoCoords='33.290955 -117.383759 40'> 
        <GeoOrigin USE='ORIGIN'/> 
        <Transform DEF='NissanRotation' rotation='0 1 0 0' scale='5 5 5'> 
          <GeoTouchSensor DEF='NissanTouched' description='touch to activate'  
  geoSystem='"GDC"'/> 
          <Inline url='"../../../Desktop/NissanRover/NissanRoverGreen.x3d"'/> 
        </Transform> 
        <TimeSensor DEF='MasterTime' cycleInterval='32' loop='true'/> 
        <TimeSensor DEF='RotationInterval' cycleInterval='2' enabled='true'  
  loop='true'/> 
        <OrientationInterpolator DEF='NissanTurn'  
  key='0 0.143 0.286 0.429 0.571 0.714 0.857 1'  
  keyValue='0 1 0 2.355 0 1 0 2.355 0 1 0 2.355 0 1 0 2.355 0 1 0  
  2.355 0 1 0 2.355 0 1 0 2.355 0 1 0 2.355'/> 
        <GeoPositionInterpolator DEF='NissanDrive'  
  key='0 0.143 0.286 0.429 0.571 0.714 0.857 1'  
  keyValue='33.32951 -117.369843 140 33.334007 -117.373848 140  
  33.340008 -117.372345 140 33.34201 -117.372345 140 33.347111 - 
  117.375443 140 33.346409 -117.372749 140 33.346409 -117.369743 140 
  33.345409 -117.368744 140'/> 
        <TimeTrigger DEF='Filter'/> 
        <ROUTE fromField='isActive' fromNode='NissanTouched'    
  toField='set_boolean' toNode='Filter'/> 
        <ROUTE fromField='triggerTime' fromNode='Filter' toField='startTime'  
  toNode='MasterTime'/> 
        <ROUTE fromField='triggerTime' fromNode='Filter' toField='startTime'  
  toNode='RotationInterval'/> 
        <ROUTE fromField='fraction_changed' fromNode='MasterTime'    
  toField='set_fraction' toNode='NissanTurn'/> 
        <ROUTE fromField='value_changed' fromNode='NissanTurn'    
  toField='set_rotation' toNode='NissanRotation'/> 
        <ROUTE fromField='fraction_changed' fromNode='MasterTime'    
  toField='set_fraction' toNode='NissanDrive'/> 
        <ROUTE fromField='geovalue_changed' fromNode='NissanDrive'   
  toField='geoCoords' toNode='Nissan'/> 
        <TimeTrigger/> 
      </GeoLocation> 
    </Group> 
  </Scene> 
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</X3D> 
 
 
 
 
 
 

F. Savage Defense Weblinks to EWD Animations 
https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/EWDAnimations/EWDAnimation1/EWDAnimati
on1.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/EWDAnimations/EWDAnimation2/EWDAnimati
on2.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/EWDAnimations/EWDAnimation3/EWDAnimati
on3.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/EWDAnimations/EWDAnimation4/EWDAnimati
on4.x3d  
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Appendix D. Processing Input Movie Files for 
Multiprojector Display 

A. Introduction 
This appendix shows source code used to process movie files of X3D scenes 

for projection in the modernized EWD. This code was developed using the Computer 

Vision (OpenCV) libraries and can accommodate a four-projector set-up.  The code 

can be expanded to add additional projectors. Written using Xcode (the Mac OSX 

development environment), this code takes an input movie file and segments the 

input into 4 separate videos by defining multiple regions of interest.  

B. Source Code 
#include <OpenCV/OpenCV.h> 
 
int main (int argc, char** argv) { 
  
 cvNamedWindow("EWDVideoUpperLeft", CV_WINDOW_AUTOSIZE); 
 cvNamedWindow("EWDVideoUpperRight", CV_WINDOW_AUTOSIZE); 
 cvNamedWindow("EWDVideoLowerLeft", CV_WINDOW_AUTOSIZE); 
 cvNamedWindow("EWDVideoLowerRight", CV_WINDOW_AUTOSIZE); 
  
 const char* movieFile = 
 "//Users//christianfitzpatrick//OpenCV//splitScreen//movieFile.mov"; 
  
 CvCapture* capture = cvCreateFileCapture(movieFile); 
  
 IplImage* frameUL; 
 IplImage* frameUR; 
 IplImage* frameLL; 
 IplImage* frameLR; 
  
 while (1) { 
   
  frameUL = cvQueryFrame(capture); 
  frameUR = cvQueryFrame(capture); 
  frameLL = cvQueryFrame(capture); 
  frameLR = cvQueryFrame(capture); 
 
  if (!frameUL || !frameUR || !frameLL || !frameLR) { 
   printf("No Frame Available"); 
   break; 
  } 
   
  // Upper Left 
  CvRect rectUL = cvRect(0, 0, cvRound(( frameUL->width - 1) / 2),   
   cvRound((frameUL->height - 1) / 2)); 
  cvSetImageROI(frameUL, rectUL); 
  cvShowImage("EWDVideoUpperLeft", frameUL); 
  cvResetImageROI(frameUL); 
   
  // Upper Right 
  CvRect rectUR = cvRect(cvRound((frameUR->width - 1) / 2), 0,   
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   cvRound((frameUR->width - 1) / 2), cvRound((frameUR->height - 1) / 
   2));  
  cvSetImageROI(frameUR, rectUR); 
  cvShowImage("EWDVideoUpperRight",frameUR); 
  cvResetImageROI(frameUR); 
   
  // Lower Left 
  CvRect rectLL = cvRect(0, cvRound((frameLL->height - 1) / 2),   
   cvRound((frameLL->width - 1) / 2),      
   cvRound((frameLL->height - 1 ) / 2 )); 
  cvSetImageROI(frameLL, rectLL); 
  cvShowImage("EWDVideoLowerLeft", frameLL); 
  cvResetImageROI(frameLL); 
     
  // Lower Right 
  CvRect rectLR = cvRect(cvRound((frameLR->width - 1) / 2),    
   cvRound((frameLR->height - 1) / 2),      
   cvRound((frameLR->width - 1) / 2),      
   cvRound((frameLR->height - 1) / 2));  
  cvSetImageROI(frameLR,rectLR); 
  cvShowImage("EWDVideoLowerRight",frameLR); 
  cvResetImageROI(frameLR); 
   
  char c = cvWaitKey(33); 
  if (c == 27) break;  
 } 
  
 cvReleaseCapture (&capture); 
 cvDestroyWindow("EWDVideoUpperLeft"); 
 cvDestroyWindow("EWDVideoUpperRight"); 
 cvDestroyWindow("EWDVideoLowerLeft"); 
 cvDestroyWindow("EWDVideoLowerRight");  
} 
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Appendix E. EWD Model Inventories 

A. Introduction 
Appendix E contains three tables containing model data for the EWD. The 

first table contains a listing of all models displayed in the current configuration of the 

EWD. The second table is a listing of the models recommended for a modernized 

EWD. The third table is a listing of 3D models available for X3D scenes for use in 

tactical training scenarios. Finally, a listing of the Savage Defense model archive 

weblinks to all models used in this thesis is presented. 

B. Current Ship Composition for EWD 
Type Nomenclature Number Notes 

Aircraft Carrier CVN/CV 8  
Amphibious Assault Ship LHA/LHD 5 5 LHA for MEB 
Destroyers DDG 12  
Landing Ship Dock LSD 7  
Landing Ship, Tank LST 10 No longer in service 
Amphibious Cargo Ship LKA 8 No longer in service 
Amphibious Transport Ship LPA 6 No longer in service 
High-speed Transport APD 7 No longer in service 
Landing Craft Vehicle and 
Personnel LCVP 4 waves Replace with LCU/LCAC 

C. Proposed Ship Composition for EWD Modernization 
Type Nomenclature Number Notes 

Aircraft Carrier CVN/CV 2 2 CSGs 
Amphibious Assault Ship LHA/LHD 5 5 ESGs (1 MEB) 
Destroyers DDG 9 1 per ESG, 2 per CSG 
Landing Ship, Dock LSD 7 1 per ESG, 1 per CSG 

Amphibious Transport Dock LPD 7 1 per ESG, 1 per CSG 
Guided Missile Cruiser CG 9 1 per ESG, 2 per CSG 
Frigate FFG 5 1 per ESG 
Supply Ship AOE/AOR 2 1 per CSG 

Landing Craft Air Cushioned LCAC 10 (5 waves) 
2 per ESG, 2 controlled by 1 

SunSPOT 

Landing Craft Utility LCU 15 (5 waves) 
3 per ESG, 3 controlled by 1 

SunSPOT 
Total SunSPOTs Required  56  
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D. X3D Models Required For EWD Modernization 
Type Nomenclature Number Notes 

CH-46E Sea Knight CH-46E 12 Expect to be replaced by MV-22 
CH-53E CH-53E 3  

AH-1W Cobra AH-1W 4 
Expected to be replaced by AH-

1Z 

UH-1N Huey UH-1N 3 
Expected to be replaced by UH-

1Y 
AV-8B Harrier AV-8B 6  
KC-130J Hercules KC-130J 2  
MV-22 Osprey MV-22 12 Replace the CH-46 
F-35 Joint Strike Fighter F-35 6 Replace AV-8B 
M1A1 Main Battle Tank M1A1 4  
Light Armored Vehicle  16  
Amphibious Assault Vehicle AAV 15 Expect to be replaced by EFV 
155mm Howitzer (M198) M198 6  
M252 81mm Mortar Tube M252 8  
BGM-71 TOW Missile Weapon 
System BGM-71 8  
FGM-148 Javelin Anti-Tank 
Missile FGM-148 8  
Tomahawk Land Attack Missile TLAM 1  
Expeditionary Fighting Vehicle EFV 15 Replace the AAV 
Medium Tactical Vehicle 
Replacement MTVR 30 "7 Ton" 
High Mobility Multi-purpose 
Wheeled Vehicle  HMMWV 63  
Ballistic Missile Submarine SSBN 1  
    

E. Savage Defense Weblinks to All Modified Amex Models 

1. Fixed Wing Aircraft  
https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/AircraftFixedWing/A10Thunderbolt/A10Thunder
bolt.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/AircraftFixedWing/AV8BHarrier/AV8BHarrier.x3
d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/AircraftFixedWing/B2Spirit/B2Spirit.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/AircraftFixedWing/C130Hercules/C130Hercules
.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/AircraftFixedWing/E2CHawkeye/E2CHawkeye.x
3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/AircraftFixedWing/E2CHawkeye/COD.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/AircraftFixedWing/F15Eagle/F15Eagle.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/AircraftFixedWing/F16Falcon/F16Falcon.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/AircraftFixedWing/F22ARaptor/F22ARaptor.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/AircraftFixedWing/FA18Hornet/FA18EFHornet.x
3d  
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https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/AircraftFixedWing/KC10AExtender/KC10AExten
der.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/AircraftFixedWing/T38Talon/T3812th.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/AircraftFixedWing/T38Talon/T38ASC.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/AircraftFixedWing/T38Talon/T38Agressor.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/AircraftFixedWing/U2TR1/U2TR1.x3d  

2. Helicopters 

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/AircraftHelicopters/AH1WSuperCobra/AH1WSu
perCobra.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/AircraftHelicopters/CH46SeaKnight/CH46SeaK
night.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/AircraftHelicopters/CH53ESeaStallion/CH53ES
eaStallion.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/AircraftHelicopters/UH1NIroquois/UN1NHuey.x
3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/AircraftHelicopters/UH60BlackHawk/UH60Black
Hawk.x3d  

3. Miscellaneous Aircraft 
https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/AircraftMiscellaneous/GPSSatellite/GPSSatellit
e.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/AircraftMiscellaneous/RAVEN/Raven.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/AircraftMiscellaneous/RQ1Predator/RQ1Predat
or.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/AircraftMiscellaneous/RQ4GlobalHawk/RQ4Glo
balHawk.x3d  

4. Avatars 
https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/Avatars/animatedPlatoonBlue/animatedPlatoon
Blue.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/Avatars/animatedPlatoonRed/animatedPlatoon
Red.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/Avatars/ArmedCivilianAK47/ArmedCivilianAK47
Gray.x3d 
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https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/Avatars/ArmedCivilianAK47/ArmedCivilianAK47
Green.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/Avatars/ArmedCivilianPK762MG/ArmedCivilian
PK762MGGray.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/Avatars/ArmedCivilianPK762MG/ArmedCivilian
PK762MGGreen.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/Avatars/manStanding/manStanding.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/Avatars/manWalking/manWalking.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/Avatars/staticPlatoonBlue/staticPlatoonBlue.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/Avatars/staticPlatoonRed/staticPlatoonRed.x3d  

 

5. Buildings 
https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/Buildings/MetalBuilding/MetalBuilding.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/Buildings/MilitaryAirfield/MilitaryAirfield.x3d  

6. Ground Vehicles 

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/Jeep/JeepGray.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/Jeep/JeepGreen.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/Jeep/JeepTan.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/LAV25/LAV25.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/M1A1ABRAMS/M1A1ABRAMS
.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/M35/M35Gray.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/M35/M35Tan.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/M35/M35Woodland.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/M198Howitzer/M198Howitzer.x
3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/M927/M927Gray.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/M927/M927Tan.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/M927/M927Woodland.x3d  
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https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/M998HMMWV/M998HMMWV.
x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/M1025TOW/M1025TOW.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/MercedesL3500/MercedesL35
00Gray.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/MercedesL3500/MercedesL35
00Green.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/MercedesL3500/MercedesL35
00Tan.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/NissanRover/NissanRoverGree
n.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/SR5/SR5Green.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/SR5/SR5Tan.x3d 

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/SR5RPG/SR5RPGGray.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/SR5RPG/SR5RPGGreen.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/SR5RPG/SR5RPGTan.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/SR580mm/SR580mmGray.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/SR580mm/SR580mmGreen.x3
d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/SR580mm/SR580mmTan.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/TOYOTA/ToyotaGray.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/TOYOTA/ToyotaGreen.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/TOYOTA/ToyotaTan.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/TOYOTA50Cal/Toyota50CalGr
ay.x3d 

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/TOYOTA50Cal/Toyota50CalGr
een.x3d 

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/TOYOTA50Cal/Toyota50CalTa
n.x3d 

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/TOYOTARecoilless/ToyotaRec
oillessGray.x3d  
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https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/TOYOTARecoilless/ToyotaRec
oillessGreen.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/TOYOTARecoilless/ToyotaRec
oillessTan.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/Truck80mm/Truck80mmGray.x
3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/Truck80mm/Truck80mmGreen.
x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/Truck80mm/Truck80mmTan.x3
d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/TruckLarge/TruckLargeGreen.x
3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/TruckLarge/TruckLargeTan.x3
d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/TruckRPG/TruckRPGGray.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/TruckRPG/TruckRPGGreen.x3
d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/TruckRPG/TruckRPGTan.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/TruckSmall/TruckSmallGreen.x
3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/TruckSmall/TruckSmallTan.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/TruckTanker/TruckTankerGree
n.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/TruckTanker/TruckTankerTan.
x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/TruckTankTransporter/TruckTa
nkTransporterGreen.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/TruckTankTransporter/TruckTa
nkTransporterTan.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/GroundVehicles/VERSALIFT/VERSALIFTYello
w.x3d  

7. Naval Vessels 
https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/ShipsMilitary/AAV/AAV.x3d  
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https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/ShipsMilitary/AOE1Sacramento/AOE1Sacrame
nto.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/ShipsMilitary/CG52BunkerHill/CG52BunkerHill.x
3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/ShipsMilitary/CVN68Nimitz/CVN68Nimitz.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/ShipsMilitary/CVN76RonaldReagan/CVN76Ron
aldReagan.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/ShipsMilitary/DD963Spruance/DD963Spruance.
x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/ShipsMilitary/DDG51ArleighBurke/DDG51Arleig
hBurke.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/ShipsMilitary/EFV/EFV.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/ShipsMilitary/FF1094Pharris/FF1094Pharris.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/ShipsMilitary/LCAC/LCAC.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/ShipsMilitary/LCC19BlueRidge/LCC19BlueRidg
e.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/ShipsMilitary/LCU/LCU.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/ShipsMilitary/LHA1Tarawa/LHA1Tarawa.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/ShipsMilitary/LPD4Austin/LPD4Austin.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/ShipsMilitary/LSD41WhidbeyIsland/LSD41Whid
beyIsland.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/ShipsMilitary/LSD48Ashland/LSD48Ashland.x3
d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/ShipsMilitary/PTBoat/PTBoat.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/ShipsMilitary/SSN688LosAngeles/SSN688LosA
ngeles.x3d  

8. Weapons 

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/Weapons/AK47AssaultRifle/AK47StandardAssa
ultRifle.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/Weapons/AK47AssaultRifle/AK47GrayAssaultRi
fle.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/Weapons/M9Barreta/M9Barreta.x3d  
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https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/Weapons/SA7Grail/SA7Grail.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/Weapons/SA14Gremlin/SA14Gremlin.x3d  

https://SavageDefense.nps.navy.mil/SavageDefense/Weapons/SA16Gimlet/SA16Gimlet.x3d  
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Appendix F. EWD Historical Documents and Photos  

A. Introduction 
This appendix contains historical data collected from the EWD by the 

EWTGLANT staff and provided to NPS for this research. The data includes early 

photos and information pamphlets presented to observers. Notes from the initial 

EWD Planning Conference held on 2 August 1951 are provided as well. Those 

documents are marked CONFIDENTIAL. Department of Defense 5200.1-R 

Information Security Program paragraph C4.3.1.1 states “Executive Order 12958 

established a system for declassification of information in permanently valuable 

historical records 25 years from the date of original classification” (Department of 

Defense, 1997). In accordance with this reference, EWTGLANT Security Manager 

released these documents for this thesis work as they are now UNCLASSIFIED. In 

addition, two blueprints used for construction of the X3D model of the facility are 

presented. The actual blueprints were produced by The Austin Company from New 

York, N.Y. The first floor plan blueprint was produced on March 26, 1957 and the 

catwalk blueprint was produced on October 1, 1956. 

B. Early Photo of Sailor Working in Projection Room 

 
Figure 60.   Early Photo of EWD Projection Room on Second Deck 

(Date Unknown) 
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C. Early EWD Pamphlet (Date Unknown) 
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D. Initial August 1951 EWD Conference Notes (Declassified) 
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E. Sample Blueprints Used to Create X3D Model 

1. Proposed Catwalk (The Austin Company, March 26, 1957) 
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2. Proposed Floor Plan (The Austin Company, October 1, 1956) 
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Appendix G. Projector Comparison 

A. Introduction 
This appendix contains a listing of all projectors considered for the cost 

analysis presented in Chapter VII of this work. The projector selected was the Epson 

Powerlite Pro GL5150NL. The price listed in this table is the manufacturer’s 

suggested retail price (MSRP) during the summer of 2009. For the cost assessment, 

a price of $2189 was found in the Michigan University Store at 

http://universitystores.msu.edu/html/whatsnew/epsonpricelist.asp. 

B. Projector Cost Comparison Table 
Projector Lumens Contrast Ratio Throw Ratio Range 

(Std. Lens) 
Cost 

Epson Powerlite 
8300NL 

5200 1200:1 1.7 to 2.2 $7999 

Sanyo PLC-XP200L 7000 2200:1 1.7 to 2.0 $7899 
Panasonic PT-D5700U 6000 2000:1 72.6 Ft Throw Distance $6799 
Sanyo PLC-XP100L 6500 2000:1 1.7 to 2.0 $6595 
Epson Powerlite Pro 
G5350NL 

5000 1000:1 1.54 to 2.5 $5099 

NEC NP3150 5000 600:1 1.5 to 2.0 $4637 
Panasonic PT-D4000U 4000 1600:1 72.9 Ft Throw Distance $4399 
NEC NP2150 4200 600:1 1.5 to 2.0 $4174 
Epson Powerlite Pro 
GL5150NL 

4000 1000:1 1.54 to 2.5 $4099 

Sanyo PLC-XT25 4500 1000:1 1.6 to 2.1 $3795 
NEC NP1150 3700 600:1 1.5 to 2.0 $3769 
Epson Powerlite 6110i 3500 600:1 1.46 to 2.3 $2899 
Epson Powerlite 1825 3500 500:1 1.46 to 2.3 $2299 
NEC LT380 3000 600:1 1.5 to 1.8 $2199 
Panasonic PT-F200U 3500 400:1 29.8 Ft Throw Distance $2129 
Sanyo PLC-XU105 4500 500:1 1.15 to 1.85 $1995 
NEC NP905 3000 500:1 1.5 to 1.8 $1935 
BenQ M771 3000 2000:1 13.3 Ft Throw Distance $1799 
Sanyo PLC-XU88 3000 500:1 1.38 to 2.17 $1795 
NEC LT280 2500 600:1 1.5 to 1.8 $1499 
Epson Powerlite 1710C 2700 400:1 1.6 to 1.8 $1449 
Epson Powerlite 1705C 2200 400:1 1.6 to 1.8 $1149 
Epson Powerlite 1715C 2700 400:1 1.6 to 1.8 $1099 
Epson Powerlite 1700C 2200 400:1 1.6 to 1.8 $999 
Epson EX90 
Multimedia 

2600 400:1 1.6 to 1.8 $899 

Hitachi CP-X401 3000 400:1 1.5 to 1.8 $866 
NEC VT800 2700 500:1 1.5 to 1.8 $849 
Hitachi CP-X301 2600 500:1 1.5 to 1.7 $760 
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2003 - 2009 Sponsored Research Topics 

Acquisition Management 

 Acquiring Combat Capability via Public-Private Partnerships (PPPs) 
 BCA: Contractor vs. Organic Growth 
 Defense Industry Consolidation 
 EU-US Defense Industrial Relationships 
 Knowledge Value Added (KVA) + Real Options (RO) Applied to 

Shipyard Planning Processes  
 Managing the Services Supply Chain 
 MOSA Contracting Implications 
 Portfolio Optimization via KVA + RO 
 Private Military Sector 
 Software Requirements for OA 
 Spiral Development 
 Strategy for Defense Acquisition Research 
 The Software, Hardware Asset Reuse Enterprise (SHARE) repository 

Contract Management 

 Commodity Sourcing Strategies 
 Contracting Government Procurement Functions 
 Contractors in 21st-century Combat Zone 
 Joint Contingency Contracting 
 Model for Optimizing Contingency Contracting, Planning and Execution 
 Navy Contract Writing Guide 
 Past Performance in Source Selection 
 Strategic Contingency Contracting 
 Transforming DoD Contract Closeout 
 USAF Energy Savings Performance Contracts 
 USAF IT Commodity Council 
 USMC Contingency Contracting 
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Financial Management 

 Acquisitions via Leasing: MPS case 
 Budget Scoring 
 Budgeting for Capabilities-based Planning 
 Capital Budgeting for the DoD 
 Energy Saving Contracts/DoD Mobile Assets 
 Financing DoD Budget via PPPs 
 Lessons from Private Sector Capital Budgeting for DoD Acquisition 

Budgeting Reform 
 PPPs and Government Financing 
 ROI of Information Warfare Systems 
 Special Termination Liability in MDAPs 
 Strategic Sourcing 
 Transaction Cost Economics (TCE) to Improve Cost Estimates 

Human Resources 

 Indefinite Reenlistment 
 Individual Augmentation 
 Learning Management Systems 
 Moral Conduct Waivers and First-tem Attrition 
 Retention 
 The Navy’s Selective Reenlistment Bonus (SRB) Management System 
 Tuition Assistance 

Logistics Management 

 Analysis of LAV Depot Maintenance 
 Army LOG MOD 
 ASDS Product Support Analysis 
 Cold-chain Logistics 
 Contractors Supporting Military Operations 
 Diffusion/Variability on Vendor Performance Evaluation 
 Evolutionary Acquisition 
 Lean Six Sigma to Reduce Costs and Improve Readiness 
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 Naval Aviation Maintenance and Process Improvement (2) 
 Optimizing CIWS Lifecycle Support (LCS) 
 Outsourcing the Pearl Harbor MK-48 Intermediate Maintenance 

Activity  
 Pallet Management System 
 PBL (4) 
 Privatization-NOSL/NAWCI 
 RFID (6) 
 Risk Analysis for Performance-based Logistics 
 R-TOC AEGIS Microwave Power Tubes 
 Sense-and-Respond Logistics Network 
 Strategic Sourcing 

Program Management 

 Building Collaborative Capacity 
 Business Process Reengineering (BPR) for LCS Mission Module 

Acquisition 
 Collaborative IT Tools Leveraging Competence 
 Contractor vs. Organic Support 
 Knowledge, Responsibilities and Decision Rights in MDAPs 
 KVA Applied to AEGIS and SSDS 
 Managing the Service Supply Chain 
 Measuring Uncertainty in Earned Value 
 Organizational Modeling and Simulation 
 Public-Private Partnership 
 Terminating Your Own Program 
 Utilizing Collaborative and Three-dimensional Imaging Technology 

 

A complete listing and electronic copies of published research are available on our 
website: www.acquisitionresearch.org    
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